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BISCKLIiAAIEOUS.

HOPE

STILL

SHOT TO PIECES.

Charles did not propose to be
without

captured

SELLING HIS LIFE DEAKLY.
Time after time he came to the win*
dow and as citizens, one by one, entered,
the alley, he blazed away at them.
In
this manner Confectioner LeClero, who

a

v,

of the special police squad, exEvans, John Banville, and
George H. Lyons, son of the head of the
biggest drug establishment in the south,
were wounded.
At this time the extra
police began to fire indiscriminately at
the negro.
Who shot him will probably
never
be known.
Andy Van Kuren,
was

one

Policeman

But. U

Is

Constantly

Awful Death of Murderer

Diminishing.

Charles.

keeper of the police jail, got a bullet in
the body and fell dead.
Just afterward
H. H. Ball, an old man aged 65, working
for the Mutual Benevolent association,

Chinese Situation Thus

Held Whole

Described.

Acts gently

City of New

Orleans at

Bay.
%i

on the

Kidneys, Liver
Legal ioners Should Reach Tien Tsin
Sunday.

System
Cleanses
J
^FFFFrTIIAI I V
the

Killed

Men

Three

and

Fatally

Wounded Four Others.

of
the
building, applied a
and soon
had
the building in
flames.
Special police squads and mem*
bers of the militia stationed
themselves
about the building in order to
pick the
rear

_

4

So Li

ij
n

Hung Is Quoted
As

(AUF?RN1A|TG,SYRVP(2-

Saying.

That

Rumor

Set

Rescued

owmcmtu emu »oc pih eat tit.

Legal ioners.

At
and

the

seashore

the

mountains

a. m.—Mr. Lyman
statement that there is still
hope, but it is constantly diminishing, is
held here to define accurately the situation. The Chinese minister in London,

of mannish hats for summer

vacationing. Soft pearl gray,
white duck, linen, and the vailous caps for boating, gulling
and teunis.

Children's white duck hats.

Ir»AC

1U7

visions in the shape of food stuffs, vegeto the
tables and fruit will be supplied
legations in order to show our oourtBsy.'*’
The Morning Post goes so far as to assert that there is now direct communication between the Chinese authorities In
Pekin and London and that the ministers
are safe. However this may be it is quite
oertain the
attempts of the French,

HITT KB,

Middle St.

Geo. a. Coffin Mo*r.
""

.-..

jisr
A

""

GO CARTS,
Refrigerators
--AXD

—

VERANDA CHAIRS
left from our

unusually large

spring stock.
these goods at

Greatly

We shall sell

Reduced Prices

during the remainder of the
season.

It will

get

our

certainly pay you to
prices before buying.

Frank P. TiDbelfs & Co.,
4 and 6 FREE ST.
jy-TiiStlp

PRACTICAL
EDUCATION.

!

Italian and other consuls to get direct replies from Pekin have utterly failed and
it is pointed out that the ability to supfruit and vegeply the legations with
tables involves Che conclusion that communication is not impeded by the Boxers

Thus, despite the daily alternation of
hopes and fears, the reiterated Chinese
of the ministers
j assertions of the safety and
the decision
I fail to carry conviction
of the United States not to delay military
| measures is approved as the only possible
I ourse to pursue.The Daily News says that
negotiations with the Chinese authorities
j if there be any authority in China are
j useless
It turns out that as early as July 12,
i an appeal from the Emperor of China to
| Queen Victoria for mediation, dated July
3, was handed to the Marquis of Salis| bury; and it is understood that the other
!
powers were not communicated with uu| til July 20.
The Shanghai
correspondent of the
! Daily Express asserts that three versions
j of Sir Claude MacDonald’s letter of July
! 0, are current there and that it is believed
! all three originated from Chinese sources.
He adds, however, that Li Hung Chang
i says the legation party ought to reach
I Tien Tsin on Sunday. The Morning Post
I correspond mt at Che Foo wiring Wedi nesday, says thero is a rumor that Prince
Ching* rescued the legationers and conj veyed them to a place of safety.
Eighteen missionaries have been massacred at Tung Chau where the churches
have been burned.
General Sir Alfred Gaselee has started
for Taku.

{

LEAVING
IiettrUr

Only

Minister

the state department.
It probably means that the Americans
the Sin cox
who were killed comprised
family, either a man or woman named
Taylor, another named Pitkin and the
Misses Gould and Morrill.

ALL
Another

Toronto, Ont

Killed

oFtHEM.

Dispatch
Fu

PEKIN.

_ANDERSON,
Fire

ADAMS & CO.,
Insurance Agency

31 Exchange Street.
I lrst Class American and Foreign Compamoi
1 '.OilACE AUDKKSON.
C’HAS. C. ADAMS.
decl8
Thob, J. Little.
Ip eodtf

WON'T DISCUSS SILVER.
Lincoln, Neb., July 27.—W. J. Bryan
said today that in his notification speech
at Indianapolis he will follow the
plan
notification
at the
which he pursued
meeting in 1896.
“The platform of that year,” he said,
“declared, the
money
question to bo a

paramount issue and in my notification
speech I devoted almost all the time to a
discussion of that question, leaving the
Ctier questions to be considered in my
letter of acceptance and in
subsequent

Inland mission

received the following
Shanghai this morning:

post even though they knew that their
The last that was
danger was great.
“All
missionaries murdered In Pao heard from them was on July 5th, when
a cablegram was received from ollioial
Ting Fu.”
sources
saying that they were then well
and being protected by the viceroy, who
The cablegrams
from Shanghai re- said they would be safe If they staid at
Kien are reported well.
ceived yesterday are regarded by many their stution.
from
27.—The
dispatch
Boston, July
Miss Morrill went to China as a misjjeople in Portland as conclusive evidence
referring to the reported that Misses
Shanghai
S. Morrill and Annie sionary in 18:0. She is about 8 > years old
Mary
j
slaughter of missionaries at Pao Ting, it A.
Gould, missionaries at the Pao TiDg and her father, a brother and a sister,
is believed, refers to Pao Ting Fu, which
Fu station,
are' dead. It is understood live at Morrills Corner. She was a gradfar
So
safe.
been
bad
reported
previously
that Major Gould, the father of Miss An- uate of the Farmington Normal school
in
are
as is known, but four missionaries
nie A. Gould
does
not credit the de- and became interested in the missionary
Miss Hhnie A. Gould, j
Pao Ting-Fit,
He
and Miss Gould s friends work soon after her graduation and was
spatch.
Miss Mary S. Morrill and. liev. and Mrs,
have faith that she and Miss Morrill are sent to China by the Woman's Board. In
Horace T. Pitkin.
still alive. They point to the tact that i 1897 she returned home to remain a year
|
who
H.
Mrs.
Ewing
Rev. and
George
these
despatches were received from on account of ill health. At that time she
eshave
to
were stationed there were saiil
where has originated many of was a visitor in
many cities of Maine,
Shanghai
The mlscaped to Che Foo on June 25.
the wildest newspaper stories concerning where she addressed missionary greetings
sionarh s at Pao Ting Fu were last heard
the troubles
in China.
Although for on her work in China She was also ac-1
from directly
July 5, through a cableweeks they have realized that corded on her return a joyful welcome:
many
foreign
gram to the American board of
Parish church of which
Misses Gould and Morrill were in great by the Second
were unthey
missions, which said
She remained in
danger they believed that having lived she was a member.
Other advices to the American
harmed
until August, 1898, when she j
so
in the very heart of the Portland
many weeks
board said that tne viceroy had promised
to defend them if they would remain at Boxer country and
escaped unharmed returned to her labors in China. Her!
Pao Ting Fu. Miss Gould and Miss Mor- up to this lime, that they would not be letters have
always been hopeful and 1
rill both belong at Portland, Maine. Rev.
Neither Miss Mor- |
disturbed.
extremely
interesting.
Mr. Pitkin was born in Philadelphia axid
It is understood that Mijor Gould be- rill or Miss Uould have had a great deal;
studied at Phillips-Exeter academy.
lieves that some one heard of a massacre to ?ay about themselves, but have had
Washington, July 27.—The following in Pao Ting Fu and knowing that Miss much to say of their work and the needs
despatch has been received at the state Gould and Miss Morrill were there at of the Chinese.
department from Consul-General Good- once cabled that they had been killed.
Miss Annie Gould is a daughter of Manow at Shanghai, dated July 27:
There will be a great many people in this jor John M. Gould of the National Trad“An oi!i cial telegram received here on
city who will not credit the reports and ers’ bank. She is a graduate of the Portthe 18th said that all foreigners and many
many days must pass before they can be land High school and also of the Mt, Holnative Christians had been killed at Pao confirmed. In the meantime the friends
She attended
church at
yoke college.
Ameri- of these
Ting, and the missions burned.
women will be in great, the Seamen's Bethel, of wnich her father
young
Sincox
cans,
family,
Taylor, Pekin, suspense with little hope of their anxie- has been a deacon for 25
years. Shs went
Misses Gould, Morrill. The customs office ties
being relieved until some reliable in- to China to join Miss Morrill iu 1898 and
reports disturbances at Yunan Ya
formation is received.
there in the mission
has been a teacher
The cablegram Is somewhat confused,
Miss Mary S, Morrill, Miss Annie A. schools,
conducting a boarding school
received by Gould and Mr. Pitkin are
but Is given out exactly as
known to be and many smaller schools about that sec-

Con llr o

Massacre.

cablegram

from

at the mission at Pao Ting Fu.
Mr.
Pitkin is from Ohio. The last of May
Mrs. Pitkin left Pao Ting Fu for home
in
Ohio, taking her children with her.
Mr. and Mrs Ewing of Danvers, Mass.,
also at this station and they have
left and were at Tien Tsin when last

were

Is""" P atT^IuTTg heard from through they are now probably in safety in Japan. Misses Morrill

July 27.—The

China

and Gould

and Mr

Pitkin stuck to their

at

Another

Sensational

Itcport

From

Boston, July 27.—Local forecast—Fair
London, July 28.—The Shanghai corre- weather Saturday and Sunday; warmer
spondent of the Dally Express wiring Sunday; light variable winds becoming

yesterday,

“It is reported hero that a large section
revolted
of the Boxers have
against
Prince Tuan, alleging that he is making
tools of them for his own ends A despertook place outside of Pekin
ate conflict
Sunday. Prince Tuan personally led his
two of his generals having
followers,
deserted him.
“The battles lasted several hours and
Prince Tuan was defeated and killed.”

A”pEjffsisiENT REPORT.
That the Poll in

Legations Arc S«fc and
Sound.

Brussels July 27.—The
at Tien Tsin In a

com ul

Belgian

despatch

vioe
dated

Che Fco, July 6, says:
“It is persistently reported here (Tien
sbeeohes. This year the platform declares
and
are safe
that the legations
Tsin)
the question
of imperialism to be the
of the
paramount question and it will be the sound and under the protection
About 10,000 Chionly one dealt with at any length in my Chinese government
notification epeeoh
The remaining ques- nese soldiers are
at Pec
entrenched
be
will
tions covered by i he platform
Tieu
from
taken up in my letter of acceptance and Tsaug, fourteen kilometres
Tsin.
subsequent speeches.”

bureau for yesterday, July 27, taken at 8
p. m., meridan time, the observation for
iiis section being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of wind, state ot
weather:

SHuughu I.

says:

Yesterday.

BLACKSTONE
CIGAR

Orleans, La., July
lasting

27.—After
for

Sergeant Gabriel Porteous, Andy Van
Kuiod, keeper of the police jail and
Alfred J. Bloomfield, a
young boy,
fatally wounding Corporal John F. Laliy,

Boston, 7:2, 8, clear; New York. 78, NW,
clear; Philadelphia, 78, NW, clear; Wash7:2 degrees, NW. clear;
Alington,
clear; Buffalo, 72,, NW,
bany, 72, W,
ckiy; Detroit, 70, NE, clear; Chicago, 70
degrees,
E, clear; St. Paul, 86, 8,
p ckty; Huron, Dak., 88, 8. clear; Bismarck, 86, W, clear; Jacksonville, 72,
SE, ruin.
m•

THE POWERS TRIAL,

July 27.—Sergeant
Georgetown,
Sunday.
the prosecution’s
F. Wharton Golden,
Washington, July 27. —Forecast for star witness, was placed in the witness
trial
of Caleb Powers,
box today in the
Saturday and Sunday—New England— charged
with complicity in the assassinaFair Saturday and Sunday, light to fresh tion of Gov. Goebel.
Unless present
soutliwo.it

hiding place

smoked out of his

in

tragedy

The

of the

was one

most

re-

markable in the

history of the city and
20,000 people, soldiers, policemen and
gathered around the
citizens, were
square in which Charles was finally put
to

death.

Tremendous

Orleans

in New

reigned
and the

with

negro

tragedy

After the

the

battle

Winchester.

his

was

made that the

were

excitement

as

between the Do’ice and citizens

went on

statements

over

man

killed

was

not

who killed Day and
Lamb, but papers found ou liis person
and the fact that he fought so desperthe

really

desperado

ately

for his life and shot so

seem

to leave little doubt that

mau was

Porteouse ono of the
the force and

cers on

accurately
the right

Sergeant Gabriel

put to death

best

Sergeant

John

who has a fine record for

Laliy,

offi

known

F.

bravery

informed during the day by a
negro that Charles was in hiding in a
house ou Clio street.
Determining to
t ike him alive if possible, the officers
summoned a number of patrolmen to
were

their assistance and went to

plans are changed, the state will rest its
case tomorrow at the conclusion of Gol-

north to west winds.
LOCAL WEATHER. REPORT.
The local
Portland, July 27, 1900.
weather bureau records the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer. 29.988; thermometer, 69; dew point,, 53; rel. humidity, 57,
direction of the wind, N;
velocity of
the wind, 5; s tate of weather, partly
—

cloudy.
8 p. m.— Barometer,,,£0.007; thermometer, 69; dew point, 55; rel. humidity, 61;
direction of the wind, SW; velocity of the
wind, 2; state of weather, clear.
Maximum temperature, 77; minimum

temperature, 68;

mean

maximum wind velocity,
tation—24 hours, 0.

temperature. 70;
10NW; precipi-

WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
The agricultural '-department
weather

Lally

His statements today
den’s testimony.
did not vary materially from those made
by him at the examining trial of Powers
in Frankfort.
W. Hampton, a Republican member of
the legislature from Powers’s home county, preceded Golden on the stand. He
swore that Gov.
Taylor wanted the Republican members to start a light in the
House and assured him that he, as governor, would back them up,
TO EMULATE CROKER,
27.—The Globe tomorrow
will make pubic announcement that Hon.
JosUh Quincy,than whom there is scaorely a better known man in public life in
New England, will take up his residence
in London, for some years to come, giving up his many business connections
here.

Boston, July

York, July 27.—The North GorLloyd steamer Main which has been
the mad flats oil Weehawken since the
recent lire was raised this afternoon by
means of pontoons by the Merrltt-Chapman Wrecking company.
The vessel is
now anchored
near
she
was
where
beached and will be pumped dry and her
It is not yet
cargo of grain uischarged.
known when or where she will repair.
The other burned liner,
the
Bremen,
beached at the same place, is being prepared to be raised with pontoons and it is
thought that by the end of next week she
too will be alloat.
New

man

TOWNE WILL WITHDRAW AUG. 15.
Minneapolis, Minn
July 27.—The
Journal today says:
Charles A. Towne will be withdrawn
as Vice Presidential candidate from the
Populist national ticket about August 15.
At that time the Populist national committee will
aooept his resignation and
replace him with Adlai E Stevenson as
the nominee of the Populist party for
Vice President.

\ in the wortu.
Known

the

QUALITY
COUNTS.

house

a

bullet in the

of tho abdomen.
across

the

scene.

body

The

and

right
was

dropped

Lally.

of

shot

in the

lay

yard, raised tremendous

in a little

while there was

i ninon-e armed crowd encircling tho
square in which Charles was located. In
the meanwhile Father Fitzgerald of Sr.
an

Joseph’s

church was summoned to ad-

minister

exlreino

officers who

wore
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and
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now
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wholly different from usual £
beer mug desrgns, sellintr at $1.25 5
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some
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30c to $1.50.
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Steins
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decoration
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PRICED FIT

QUALITY SELECTED,
Our slices are manufactured by the best
concerns In the country, useing linear materials and best workmanship,
ou. prices
tit the quality <,f goods selected.
Wo are offering excellent bargains in
Itnsset goods, a little out of st> ie, but
plain, serviceaole. wearing shoes.
.Just
a
vacation.
right for general wear on
Loolt nt tliesc li a 1- sr
Mew’s Ktosla
Cult linls, 81.08; Bay,’ Hums a Calf
Hue a
Calf
Ita’v, *1.08; Vo a tils’
Hair, 81.50; Misses’ Russet goat, 08c;
Lathes' Russet goat, §1.13; Children's Russet goat 89 cents.

good,

CENTER & MCDOWELL,
Footwear

Filters,

539 CONGRESS ST.
jlyTdtfisp

TO
Now

DELIVER

IVSILK.

plan of promoters of milk distributing

cntoi'Di'iso Is very nice and will do lots of good,
but they cou'd do more good by distributing
It KN SON'S ALWAYS KKaDY OliAKCOAL
to the poor and needy, It Is tne greaiest friend
to tbo poor and rich.
BIG

BAGS

police
alley. The

unction to tho

lying

\

Tho other

reports

excitement,

Steins.

i iSsT

dead

chester and tho fact that two officers

bleeding

I

side

negro fled from the
of the Charles’ Win-

the

and

officers

Porteous

head

tho

through

il
15

Dutch

furious but accurate lire.

fell with

Everywhere.

the

heart of the residence section of the city
and literally shot to pieces.

anil started a

on

Londre

negro desperado, Robert Charles, who
killed Captain Day and Patrolman Lamb
and badly wounded officer Mora, was

Cambridge, Mass
July 27.—Superintendent Frye left tonight for New York

THE MAIN RAISED.

tide

confectioners of the city and more or less
seriously shooting several citizens, the

CUBAN TEACHERS LEAVE AUG. 17

Ky.,

Leading

John Banvilie, ex-Policeman Frank II.
Evans, A. S. LeClerc, one of the leading

She

and Washington to make linal arrangements for the return trip of the Cubans
who will depart from Harvard August 17
and go to Mew York
by the way of
Niagara and the Hudson river. In appreciation of tho
honors
conferred
upon
them and tho kindly spirit of
Harvard
university and the American people in
general the teachers will present Harvard
university, through President Eliot with
a loving cup,
Alsuitably Inscribed,
though tho movement for the presenation
of the cup has been going on
quietly,
several hundred dollars have
been subscribed by the teachers

The

killing

in

succeeded

a

several

RAISED IIIS WINCHESTER

THE WEATHER.

Waitt and Bond’s

Oilier

where Charles was supposed to be in
has besides her parents, two
concealment. Tlio negro informant of
brothers, Mr. Oliver C. Gould and Mr.
the policemen accompanied the officers.
Theodore, Gould of North Berwick.
.They entered the side alley of the
The last letter that was received from
and were surprised in practically
Tiouso
Miss Gould was written May 31st
At
that time she realized the danger all of the same way as were Day and Lamb.
hem were in, but dispiaved wonderful Before the officers were aware of their
the
midst of the troubles danger, Charles, who was hidden behind
courage in
which were threatening them and their a screen on the second floor of the
converts of whom they had a great many.
building,
tion.

Pfbln,

■

JlylTeo(l2\v,1orlopnrm

Deaths

Have
New

London, July 27.—In missionary circles
at Shanghai, according to'a dispatch received here today it has been learned that
all the missionaries at Pao Ting in the
province of l*e Chili, have been murdered.
All of the people at Amoy province of Fo

For

Responsible

desperate
battle,
hours in which he

Westbrook Seminary offers special courses
London, July 28.—The Shanghai correin Sciences (laboratory).
Languages
(conof the Dally Telegraph says:
lr^n h
and
m
versation
German). spondent
which
information
Mathematics
(solid
trigonom“Trust worth
gaonaetry,
etry, etc.). Metliois of Teaching. Elocution,
reached me today (Friday), convinces me
These
Physical Cu tu e, Music and Art.
the ministers except Baron Von
all
that
courses are xcellent for HUn school graduKetteler are still alive.
ates an i othsr advanced pupi s. Tue Seminary
“Some of the European survivors are
r«rtl IE ate a Unity to col leg**. special alt union
Kie leaving Pekin.”
Is given :o li a’th and moral training
menfarv studies, such as Arithmetic, spelling,
Reading. Pe ltnanshio. et\. are not neglec e l.
PRINCE TUAN KILLED.
Atlnrcsb U. H. PiiKliK, President. Portland,
Maine.

to

Gage's

Sir Chih Chen Do Feng Duh,
yesterday
received a telegram fromj Sheng, director
of railways and telegraphs to the effect
that an imperial decree in the following
terms, was issued on July 24:
“It is fortunate that all the foreign representatives except Baron Von Ketteler
Proare found in safety and unharmed.

Fire.

on

negro in the breast and he fell and died
afterward. As soon as the negro fell,

London, July 28.—4

J.

will find here the right styles

HIE

as he attempted to
leave the
Boon Charles ran out of the house
across the yard and entered the
second
room*5 A young soldier named Anderson
armed with a Winchester rille, shot the

house.

soon

i>lob

Portland Missionaries Said
Been Murdered.

Women

Finally

MISS MARY MORRILL.

Chung

Prince

Was

Building

MISS ANME GOULD.

«u

steps

desperado

!

tea i*u er

handling the situation that the only
way to get Charles was to burn the building in which he was entrenched.
Some
one went to a
neighboring grocery, purchased a can of oil,and pouring it over tha
mated

c
O

indiscriminately, Frank Buertucci, received a shot in the left shoulder and J.
W. Bofit got a bullet in the right hand.
Ultimately it was concluded by these who
were

Bowels

and

doing business in the vicinity,
was hit
and mortally wounded,
About the same
time, with Charles firing his Winchester

10c,

(TALK

ALL

GROCERS.

No. 257.)

priest responded promptly and ho was HEADACHE.
anointing tho body of Porteous with AlThere are a good many people who
fred J. Bloomfield, a young boy, standare suffering with headache, who do
not realize that the cause is a defect
ing by his side, when Charles appeared
it the window, the lad saw him at once
or weakness of the eyes.
Ninety per
cent of these cases can be permaind begged the desperado not to shoot
fired his
nently cure by properly fitted glashim.
Charles immediately
Winchester and Bloomfield
The priest, unhurt, left tho

pluckily performing

foil
scene

dead.
after

the last offices for

the dead officer.
balance

At this time, the am-1
arrived and two citizens volun-

teered to go into the alloy and bring out

body.
tempting
the

They

entered and while at-

body of the dead
officer from that of his colleague,Charles
fired again.
The citizens, nevertheless,
2;ot Lally’s body out of the alley and
afterwards succeeded iu taking PortIt was seen that
eous’, body out also.
to

I make a specialty of making
ses.
glasses that cures the headache, by
relieving the strain and stre sgthenI don:fc
ing and preserving the eye
merely sell glasses, I fit eyes, and I
g uarantee satisfaction.

A. IVt.

WENTWORTH,

take the

Practical
S16 1-‘J

Office

Optician,
Congress St.

Hours,- -3£££

numbers of people armed -with Winchestsr and revolvers rushed in and fired into
Charles was literally shot to
the body.
After it was certain that he was
pieces,
dead, a mob entered the yard and dragged
The police and
the body into the street

FAITH WAVERS.

the mob
EMPTIED THEIR REVOLVERS
into it, while a son of one of the murdered men rushed up and stamped the
The
face beyond
police
recognition
seemed to have regained their
couraga
and
they promptly pushed the crowd
it
aside, picked up the body and threw
The
driver
into the
patrol wagon.
whipped up his horses and the wagon
started off with five thousand people running after it and clamoring for the cremation of the body of the desperado. The
the
wagon, however, was fleeter than
in
mob and it ultimately made its way

safety to police headquarters,
Shortly after the body had been placed
in the morgue, Annie Grant, a negro

Adminis

Lamb,
Coroner Richards said to-a reporter of
the Associated Press that upon examination of the clothing of the deceased, he
the
had found a slip of
paper bearing
who also went
name of Robert Charles
under the name of Sly Jackson. Shortly
after the body of Charles had been taken
from the scene a report spread that there
were still some negroes in the building
and in a room which the fire had not yet
were
three negro9S
reached,
found,
female attire.
dressed in
They were
hustled out and
immediately went to
Subsequently
prison, in a patrol wagon
a
a fourth negro,
mulatto, was discovered
in the building. He made a desperate resistance against being arrested aft was
killed.
Just about the time that Charles’ body
reached the morgue, the body of an unhad been shot and
who
known negro
stabbed to death cn Gallantin st reet, was
This darkey was passing
carried in.
through the French market when he was
The latter
seen by a crowd of whites.
were intensely excited by the news of the
and they
others
and
Porteous
of
slaughter

.

Doubt

sent

only

as a

precautionary

meas-

aid in the protection of Portuguese
interests in her Chinese colony and were
not designed in any way to co-operate
with the forces of the allied powers.
Portugal has no interests in North China.
Secretary
Thiebault, charge of the
French embassy,
also was at the state
department today and had a conference
with Assistant |.Secretary of State Hill.
It is understood that the French government
does not place credence in the al-

leged despatch from Minister Conger
of July
18, and that it desires to cooperate with the United States in a for-

Grows.

Conger Message
Questioned.

woman, declared that it was not that of
Sly
Charles, but of his half brother,
Jackson.
Later in the evening Joseph Stassi, a
responsible Italian, said positively that it
of Day and
murderer
was that of the

1

been
ure to

Now

ward movement towards Pekin at the
earliest possible moment. It is expected
that the French under orders when they
reach China will have a force of 12,000
men, which will be under the command
of an experienced officer of the rank of a

major general.

Chinese Refuse

Familiar

With

Explanation of
This.

assurances
Chinese
regarding the
safety of the legations, the Italian consul
here yesterday requested the acting viceCanton to communicate with the
roy of
Italian minister, Marquis Salvago Kaggi,
and to obtain a reply from him concerning a matter known only to the minister
and the consul.
Today the acting viceroy replied that it
wras impossible for him to accede to the
as
all messages were
from Pekin
through the governor of
Shan Tung secretly. For this reason he
was compelled to refuse.

request

Will

Have

Force When Advance

Strong
Begins.

London, July 28.—The Daily Express
has the following from Che Foo, dated
July 27. Four more British missionaries
have been murdered in the province of
Shan Si. News from native Christian
sources say that for eight days a general
of foreigners has been in promassacre
in the provinces of Ho Nan and
gress
of Shan Tun
Shan Si. The
governor
has wired the consul here that he has

tralian horses for Tsin Tau.
reached here saying
A telegram has
that the German Catholic missionaries in
Shan Tung are still alive and that six of

at

Troops

WWmmen

Think

Bethlehem

Closed in Upon.

YELLOW FEY Ell IN CUBA.
Reported

Eleven Deaths

Fierce Address Made to Departing

Army.

Directs

Them

to

Take

The Semi-Official

Report

Misoui This

Plnar del

at

French and Hutton Continue Their

Rio.

Pursuit,

Washington, July 27.—Surgeon General
Wyman has received the following desGlennon at Hapatches from Surgeon
vana, regarding the yellow fever among
the troops in Cuba:
“Havana, July 26.
“Wyman, Washington:

A Woman
A woman whose experience in treating female
His is greater than that
of any living person, male
or female-

Despatch

She has fifty thousand
such testimonial letters

Great Disorder.

in

been

in

Retiring

Enemy

communication with
first regiment.
Have been eleven deaths at Pinar
del ltio; eight cases and eleven suspects
Disease obtained
now under observation.
“Have

In addressing Mrs,
Pinkham you are com•
nvunioateng with

military authorities regarding

Some-

what Milder.

Receives

Office

War

Troops
headway before differentiation.
All
moved out to camp tor observation.
be disinbaggage and equipment will
before
fected, labelled and sealed by us

From Lord Roberts.

constantly pub.
lishing showing that Lydia

as we are

being placed upon transports."
“Glennon.”
(Signed)
gJHavana, July 26.—Wyman, Washington.

July 27.—The Lokal Anzeiger
says the Emperor when addressing the
troops at Bremer Haven before they sailed
for China, referrei, first to the responsireceived

A GENERAL MASSACRE.

America

Troops-

to Communicate YVltli

the

BOERS SURROUNDED.

to make purchases |for the Chinese expeThe horses are ta be delivered at San Francisco. Herr Dohmann,
a German agent, has purchased 1300 Aus-

ditionary corps.

them are in the interior.

Itullan Minister.

Contents.

Possible

His

No Prisoners.

Hong Kong, July 27.—In order to test

*

BLOODTHIRSTY.

‘‘Spare Nobody’’ He Tells

BLUFF CALLED.

_

Chinese Officials

WILLIAM

Berlin,

bilities which had sprung up for the German empire abroad during the last decade.
Geimany’s troops, he said, must now
show in the face of the enemy whether
their tendencies—the tendencies wh ich
German military methods had followed—
Were right.
Their comrades of the marines had already proved that the training principles on which that arm of the

account of general prevalence of yellow fever in Havana, I am requiring disinfection of all baggage leaving this city
Affairs running smoothfor the states.
ly. Have arranged with military authorieffects of first
ties to deliver, but keep
regiment in advance for disinfection and
storage. Articles necessary for field use to
be disinfected immediately prior to embarkation.
Fight companies moved to
camp twenty second. One case developed
25th.
Cases also reported among troops
of Matanzas.
Have
notified
Surgeon
On

(Signed)

prohibited the circulation of a proclamafrom the
tion
threatening native Christians with German warriors has come
Washington, July 27.—Unless some au- death unless they renounce Christiani- mouths of foreign leaders.
The task beIMMEDIATELY MOBBED HIM.
thentic assurance as to the condition of
That a people
lore you is a great one.
The unknown negro ran "for life and the Americans in Pekin leaches the state ty.”
like the Chinese should cast to the winds
the angry mob kept at is heels, the crowd
adthe
FROM SIR CLAUDE.
department within a day or two,
international rights a thousand years old
increasing in numbers every minute, The ministration is likely to abandon whatand treat with scorn the sanctity of an
Letter
Received
Prom
British
Miulster
a
in
succeeded
entering
neg-o finally
faith it has manifested thus far in
ever
ambassador and the rights of hospitality
Dated July 6.
house in Gallatin street. He ran upstairs the truthfulness of Chinese information.
the
in a manner so horrible is unprecedented
to
the
from
and jumped
galiery
that
is
confident
The Chinese minister
London, 11.30 a. in.—The text of the in the history of the world.
Before he could arise the mob
ground.
Every civilshot and stabbed him tq death. Up to the within that time, there will be news from Shanghai despatch to the Daily Mail fol- ized
founded on Chrisgovernment^jot
time of the tragedy at Clio and Saratoga Pekin of a character to satisfy the most lows:
tianity is sure to be brought to naught.
streets, the city had been practically
as to its accuracy and he also is
27.—A letter just reskeptical
July
“Shanghai,
which
The
I send you out. May you all prove
“So
however,
scenes,
tragic
quiet,
this will be good news ceived here from Sir Claude MacDonald
that
were enacted here this afternoon make it confident
devotion and
German efficiency.
your
almost certain that both the 500 special from the American point of view. The dated Pekin, July 6, says:
bear joyfully all discomforts and
bravery,
officers and the 15'JO militia will be kept contributions of the
day were from Con‘We are receiving no assistance from
Late
in service a least until Monday.
uphold the honor and glory of our arms.
and the authorities, Three
at Shanghai
legations are still You must set an example of discipline,
this evening, the mayor issued a procla- sul General Goodnow
The
cables
the
Foo.
to
at
Che
Consul Fowler
mation imploring the people
keep
standing, including the British. We also self domination and self control.
ordering police to disperse crowds mangled these messages and there is rea- hold part of the city walls, The Chinese
law;
“If you close with the enemy, rememand assemblies and closing the bar rooms.
son to doubt the value of the information are shelling us from the city with a three
Make no prisonber this, spare nobody.
August Thomas was identified today as
them.
to
bB
at
the
death
through
and
violent
inch
and
some
smaller
ones
are
conveyed
the negro who met a
attempted
gun
a
so that for
ers,
Use your weapons
to
hands of hoodlums
had
also
Wednesday night at
Mr. Goodenow
something
We may be annihilated any
sniping us.
thousand years hence no Chinaman will
the corner of Custom House and Villers
about the political situation, and it day. Our ammunition and food are short.
dare look askance at any German. Open
Louis Taylor one of the negroes say
street,
‘We would have perished by this time
who was shot and clubbed at the French is believed that that part of his message
the way for civilization once for all."
market Wednesday night, succumbed to- was not of an
encouraging character. only the Chinese are cowards, and have
“The blessing of the Eord be with you.
Late this afternoon, At
the
day to his wounds.
from
withheld
rate
it
was
no organized plan of attack.
If we are
any
The prayers of the whole people will acHarry Mayberry called at Central police
probably because the department not pressed, we may hold out a fortnight
My best
headquarters aud identified two men un- press
company you in all your ways.
wise to give the longer; otherwise four days at the utand Mike did no t regard it as
der arrest, George Flanagans
wishes for yourselves and for the suooess
Foley as members of the mob who mur- stamp of its approval to matters which most.
of your arms will ever follow you.
dered Anna Maybery, his mother, while
wishes to be taken in a
Mr. Goodnow
‘I anticipate only slight resistance to
Bosseau
“Give proofs of your courage no matter
she was asleep in her home on
sense,
the relief force.’
street, this morning The grand jury was purely speculative
where.
May the blessing of God rest on
Ever since the receipt at Ti6n Tsin of
called in special session today.
the
Judge
Sir Claude concludes by advising
and may He vouchsafe to
banners;
your
and
Baker delivered a strong
impressive the autograph message from Mr, Conger relief foix* to approach by the eastern
for Christianity in
™
you to find a path
charge on the subject of the disgraceful dated Pekin,
state
or
of
river.
The
losses
of
the
department
July 4,
way
gate
Orscenes which have occurred in hlew
that far off country.
as
to
the
doubts
had
The officials have
leans during the past few days.
grave,
foreigners in Pekin up to July 6 were
“For this you have pledged yourselves
grand jury examined a large number of authenticity of the cipher message attri- forty killed and eighty wound3d.
1
to me with your oath to the colors.
witnesses including newspaper reporters, buted
to^iim,dated Pekin July 18. There
information
Adieu my comwish you God-speed.
with a view to obtaining
this
on
side
little
have
been
lights
many
which might lead to the apprehen slon of
LOCATION OF MISSIONARIES.
rades.”
the perpetrators of the outrages.
message that afford ground for suspicion,
The Lokal Anzeiger’s
27.—The department
report of the
Washington,
July
A complete list of casualties shows that and now
the British authorities have
from the semi-official rehave been
a
cable despatch speech differs
of state is in recept of
six negroes and four whites
their quota to the growing distrust
killed and ten negroes and twenty whites added
from Consul Fowler at Che Foo in reply ports notably in respect of the reference
of things Chinese. It seems that a Mr,
injured since the trouble began,
to one sent him, asking information of to sparing none and making no prisoners
as
British
at
Warren,
present acting
SCHOOL BUBNED.
missionaries in China.
Mr. Fowler in when coming into close quarters with the
at
consul
Shanghai, has been told by
his reply, says that only one missionary, enemy but the correspondent of the AssoNew Orleans, July £8 —1 a. m.—The
famous Chinese director of
Laffon school building has been burned Sheng, the
presumably French is known to be in the ciated Press was assured this evening by
posts and telegrams that Yuan, the gov- interior of Honan.
by a mob.
At Shan Tung only a perfectly responsible person who hear!
told him (Sheng)
ernor of Shan Tung,
Americans are situated.
Those not res- the speech that the Eokal Anzeiger's reRETUN OF TERROR.
to
the
that a message had passed through
cued are the persons who went to Pekin
port is correct.
from Mr. Conger on the
United States
Another New Orleans Negress Victim of
belonging to the American Board of For18th July, telling of the condition at the
Mob.
APPEAL FOK HARMONY.
missions and are believed to be ArThis cipher despatch eign
Bi’itish legations.
New Orleans,.July 27.—Hanna M. Maythur Smith and wife;
Wyckoff
sisters;
Chinese
It
is
officials.
was “faked” by
bry, a negress, 62 years of age, fell a vicwife and two children.
Their
out at the state department, how- Chapin,
Letters to
Emperor William Writes
tim at 1 o'clock this morning of the mob pointed
names were given in a previous cable desthere are plausible explanations
ever,that
Ciowued Heads of Europe.
the negroes since
which has terrorized,
in
Mr.
Fowler
which
said
he
bepatch
Tuesday. She resided with her aged hus- of this curious fact which tend to show lieved that
only two foreigners were in
onflfonfiplffr
nf fhd
dr Hflonatr»h
band at 1929 Rousseau street. A son and Hid
the interior, both French.
an
infant child were also in the house.
that
Berlin, July 27.—It is reported
cabled Mr. Congerjtfhat
All were sleeping when the mob broke Secretary Hay
HAVE LEFT PEKIN. Emperor William has written letters to
implicit faith in the DIPLOMATS
in at the door. They claimed to be seek- he might have
London, July 27.—This morning’s re- Queen Victoria, Emperor Nicholas, Eming a couple of notorious negroes, Mrs, person who brought the despatch to him.
Francis Joseph and King Humbert,
Maybry arose and appeared in the door- Mr Conger therefore had a right to
ports from Shanghai reiterate the allega- peror
trug»
way of her bedroom. She fell instantly, the man and
he told him in" tions that the surviving members of the making a strong appeal on behalf of the
possibly
a
dozen
and
died
a
in
balls,
pierced by
maintenance of harmony among the powthe contents of the de- diplomatic corps have already left Pekin
short time. The crowd then dispersed.
general way
ers against
China and dwelling strongly
Mrs. Maybry’s son claimed to recognize spatch in
case the messenger should be on their way to Tien Tsin and
that the
two of them and has given their names
the solidarity of interests
against
to destory It to
ensure his own foreigners are being escorted by troops of upon
to the police.
Disburances were reported obliged
the “Yellow Peril,
by which all are
Jung Lu, commander in chief of the Chithis
morning from various parts of the safety.
threatened.
However that may be, the British gov- nese forces,
city probably due to the fact that more
The Vorwaerts which declares that the
negroes ventured out than on yesterday. ernment has thought Mr Warren’s report
This move is stated to be the outcome
Special police, however, during the night
Kaiser is
much
secretly preparing a
of
the
attention
of
interviews
our
between
Li
own
very stormy
governand early morning
*
gathered in a large worthy
force fo> China, says that this is
number of men on the streets who who ment, The state -department officials do Hung Chang and the foreign consuls and larger
to give a satisfactory ac- not like the European criticisms more or to have been taken in the hope of abating being brought about by a second appeal
were unable
count of themselves.
It is thought the
less directly attributing to our govern- the wrath of the powers and delaying the within the regiments composing the areffect of these arrests will be to gradualmy for volunteers to serve in the second
ment
a lack of whole-heartedness in the advance of the allies toward Pekin.
ly restore order. One negro was beaten
The attitude of the United
in Poydras street about 3 o'clock but effort to get to Pekin.
Advices received from the same sources China corps
ci tizens interfered and caught one of the
the foreigners in Pekin States is judged more mildly by the forIt is reported that 28,000 soldiers are state that half
roughs.
at Tien
Tsin—not half of the have been killed or wounded or have died eign office than by the press generally On
Mayor Capdeville remained in his office already
the question, today, a prominent foreign
force
as
the
and
said
this
regarded
necessary to begin the as the result of privations.
throughout
night,
office official said:
morning that the situation has improved movement. The state department advices
A JULY 24 PEKIN DISPATCH.
BUI this
“Ido not believe
greatly.
that the
United
were to the
however,
afternoon,
Several hundred negroes have left the
Berlin, July 27.—A dispatch received States will take
an isolated position
effect
that
all
of
up
the
have
Japanese
hunt
to
homes
elsewhere.
troops
city
here today dated Tien Tsin, Tuesday,
on the Chinese question,
because it is
now been landed, in which case the inJuly 24, says:
FARMER KILLED 13Y LIGHTNING. ternational force
evident that the Washington government
should be considerably
“A messenger who left Pekin Sunday
in principle agrees with the European
Waterville, July 27.—William Lessor, a augmented.
The war department, lack15 brought to the customs
officer !
farmer of Sidney,
aged 31 years was ing exact information, owing to the slow July
powers. Moreover, if the United States
*
here news that Prince Chang’s soldiers
struck by lightning during a
shower
were just now to choose
to go its own
communications, had been fighting Prince Tuan’s
Lessor was at means of telegraphic
Welnesday and killed.
troops way, it would soon see
work in a field at the time. He did not believes that it
has
now about 3500
disagreeable con
and had been defeated.
The foreigners
return home at supper time and search trained and seasoned Americans in the
sequences resulting from such a course.”
were defending themselves in the northwas made for him next day and today,
of Tien Tsin under the immediRegarding the alleged intention to bevicinity
ern cathedral near the forbidden city.
resulting in finding his body in a grain
gin the advance upon Pekin within a
field this afternoon. He leaves a wife and ate command of Uen. Chaffee, and if the
LI HUNG COMING BACK.
one child.
week, the Herman government has no inforce under
splendid marine
Major
Some new hope that the leWaller is
also placed under Chaffee’s
Hong Kong, July 27.—It is asserted formation.
0©©©©0©^©©6©©00©€)©O< i
command, that officer will have altogeth- here that a Chinese transport now coal- gationers are alive has sprung up here
er 4,200 troops.
In addition to this force
at Canton is going to Shanghai to owing to several circumstances pointing
One of Parson’s £
[ about 3000 regulars are under orders, ing
that way, particularly
the arrival of
Pills every.day
bring Li Hung Chang back.
£|
Baron Van Ketteler’s groom at Tien Tain
for a week will do ? |
some of whom are on the way for China,
States
■ The United
cruiser
auxiliary
more to cure 1311- ? |
so that
altogether the United States Buffalo and the British third class cruiser with the statement that the Europeans in
lousness, Sick c I
Pekin were alive on July 9.
should
have
a x*espectable
O
contingent in Mohawk have arrived here.
and
Headache
The Herman press expresses the
the international column whan it starts
Constipation, and £
hope
RUSSIAN ENCAMPMENT BURNED. that the
all Ij 1 v e r a n d a
for Pekin.
question of the commander-in^
Bowel Complaints, £ >
St. Petersburg, July 28.—The Russian chief wdll soon
be solved.
Herr Von
DIPLOMATS SEE HAY.
than a whole box of C I
general staff has received news
from Brandt,
former Herman minister
to
Irritating, drastic C »
on the Amur river of the
27.—The
Aigun,
Washington,
July
Portuguese
1
burning China,
pills or remedies. C
writing in the Deutsche Review
Senor Duarte, called on Secretary by Chinese of an encampment there occu
charge,
Put up in glass ? >
pied by Russians.
despatches warns Germany against seeking territoriHay to inform him that his government assert that Chinese Newspaper
phials, boxed, S5c. £ I
troops have appeared al gains in China, urging her to follow
had sent as reinforcements for the Port- in Russian
territory within one hundred the example of the United States and to
I.S. JOHNSON & CO.
uguese troops in the Portuguese colony versts of Stretinskon the river Shilak.
c5
Boston, Mass.
It is rumored that the forces of ail the coniine her efforts to winning a large;part
of Macao, in
China, two regiments of northern
provinces will be mobilized on of the Chinese market. First Lieut. Von
These troops, he
troops.
explained, had a war footing.
Boerok is to be sent to the United States

A

Couple

Glennon.

tlie

In addition to
The niglvfc-w'as terrible.
a strong east wind made the
the rain,
bivouac most uncomfortable. One officer,
I regret to say, died of exposure and ti e
mortality among the mules and oxen WPS

Treaty of Paris Didu’t

rl'ha

Include.

two

governments

ceeding rapidly.
Washington, July 27.—Had the peace
commissioners at Paris in arranging for
the relinquishment to the United States
of the Philippines contented themselves
the phrasology
“the Philippine
with
archipelago,” as descriptive# of the territory to be ceded by Spain, no question,
perhaps, would have arisen over the posCibito and Cagayen islands.
session of
But to avoid the least chance of loose
definition the peace commissioners drew
a geographical
boundary line around the
islands to bo
transferred. The bounds
were fixed by the meridians of longitude
The lines genand parallels of latitude.
erally described a parallel ogram, but at
the southwestern corner, for- some reason
there was an inset excluding some of the
islands off the coast of Borneo.
It was a year after the signature of the
treaty of Paris before the fact was discovered that in laying down the boundaries
commissioners had excluded the islthe
and Cagayen. It was
ands of Cibuto
disclosed by the visit to that part of the
archipelago of the U. S. S. Concord
The Spanish government had discovered
defect
in the boundary line and
the
through the Duke D’Arcos set up a claim
to the State Department for
the possessions of the
islands. —The department
• purpose of the
took the ground that
treaty in that section was to convey the
entire
to the
Philippine
archipelago
United States and the general langmige
of the act of cession was sufficient to
effect that transfers,the defined boundary
being an unnecessary description.
tiations lasting
many months followed.
it appeared that a a exact bounFinally
to
would
have
be accepted instead of
dary
one laid down In general
terminology
according to the fundamental principles
of common law. That being the case it
became necessary in the interest of sound
policy and to prevent the existence of a
probable cause of irritation in the fu
ture, to
buy out Spain's neighborly
rights and continue the two islands a*
of
the
part
Philippine archipelago. Ae
announced from Madrid, the cabinet by
which i3 meant the Spanish cabinet, if
favorably considering the proposed trans
fer and the negotiations practically
may
be
regarded as closed, on the basis of r L
oash payment to Spain
by the Unltec
States of $110,000 for thejtwo islands
The
two Islands are insignificant it
uxiu imniy popuxaseu,
pi-onauiy cont! I ling from (KWX) to 80( 0 people in
all,
are said
BJUi the islands
to be mainlj
for
their
valuable
pearl and shed fisher
ies.
One important consideration which has ;
influenced the Unioed States governmenl
in these negotiations is the deslrabilitj
of excluding any European power from
the possession of the islands for use as 1
a naval station which would;constitute ? 1
constant
menace to the United States
There is reason to believe
sovereignty.
that schemes of that kind already
hav: >
been put afloat,
which are now to b< *
thwarted.

Nego-

of

lirrhC. of

hrtivtchi

tIt

won out
ii (
ninth
Hamlltoi (
inning today,
singled, took third on O’Brien’s ba< t
handling of Long’s hit and scored 01 x
Stahl's di-ive over the fence. Both pitcher ,

he

The fielding of Col
very effective.
lins, Long and Ely was a feature.
At
tendance 2000 Score :
were

Boston,

00100010
00010000

j
j

HQ

Time—1 nour, 40 minutes. Umpire

—O’Day.
At
5.

desiring

The amount also included the
gift of live pounds to every soldier anda
suit of mufti to every reservist. Including the present estimate, the aggrratt
remain.

f.

York,

4

York—Cincinnati,

2;

Nev

At Philadelphia—Chicago,
4; Phliadel
phia, 7.
NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.

Club-_Won.
Brooklyn,
Philadelphia,
Pittsburg,
Chicago,
Boston,

Cmcinnati,

St. Louis.
New York,

43
42
41
311
37
36
33
28

Lost. Per.Ct
28
34
38
38
39
42
41
45

voted for the war office Is

amount

“The enemy in the Bethlehem Hills are
now closed in upon. Basutoland is closed
Harrlesmlth is the only linj
to them.
open; and it will not be easy for them to

700 pounds.

reach theie with guns and wagons.
“Broadwoodis still watching Christian
De Wet who has taken up a position on
high hills near,Beltzburg, about seven

But the

STRUCTURE

61,0“.

INTACT

Oregon’* Injuries Were of
I

u

glj' diameter.

Washington, July 27.—The navy aepr-

miles south of the vaal.
of
brother
“P. De Wet, a
younger
Christian, surrendered at Kroonstad yes-

ment

this morning received ttte

cablegram fr
er

terday.

of the

in

following

Captain Wilde,commas:

Oregon:

“Kure, July 3^
“Barron reports from Krugersdorp that
“To Secretary Navy, Washington >
he has reconnoitered the railway to bank
“Ship decked, structural strength Instation, where the train was wrecked on
tact. ..
July 19 and has been enabled to replenish
“Wilde,1'
(Signed)
his supplies.
While this despatch omit6 the fccfcnioi
“Methuen’s column, which reached the 1
details of the injury received by the OreKrugersdorp-Potchestroom railway, is
gon In running on a rock in the Gulf A
now moving onto Potchefstroom.
Buller reports that the
railway was Pechili, Captain Wilde is known to hate
some of these details.
They inopened to Heidelburg yesterday, giving supplied
dicate that,
although the structural
us through communication to Natal."’
strength of the great battleship is sdll
intact, h er Injuries were of an ugly chirENGLAND IN NO DANGER.

j

ucter.

4
of the longitudinal frames were
injured, but the vessel’s bottom was bad- k
ly torn and some of her pumping cinnections were broken. The main Injury sun
None

Lord

Salisbury Denim

a

Sensational

Story.

trained

was to compartment A, as it
k
technically known. Captain Wilde in hb
cable message of sjveral days ago, estimated that it would require a few week
to make temporary rvp&lrsand at leas
four months to complete permanent kThis statement In Itself ton
pairs.
that the injuries sustained by theOregc:

House ol
London, July 27.—Tn the
Lords today, the Karl of Wemyss asktc
whether the premier, Lord Salisbury, hat
reoeived information, “confirming
th
view of one of our military attaches” t<
the effect that it was all Important thn
England should entirely unassailable b]
November next and whether he had satis
tied himself that our
means of defens ,
were such as to render all attempts at In
vasion futile.
Lord Salisbury Remanded the name ol
such attache.
The Earl of Wemyss—“I cannot givi
it.’*
Lord Salisbury—“Then you have m
The Earl or

Wemyss—“You

more serious

pjsed.

n<

)

with soni

}

months.

have

keep the vessel in dock for the nextfoor

right to ask it.”
Lord

than was at first repWhen the Oregon reached Kan,
the navy department authorized Capais
Wilde to patch her up with temporary itpairs In order that she might return to
t he Chinese coast for service.
Tbt* or
dei s w ill stand, unless after full oonsM*
at Ion ol the character of the Oregon’s it-

were

juries by the bureau chiefs at Washtagton, it is decided to proceed immediatt!
with tin* necessary jM-rinanent repairs and

right to quote him.;’

Salisbury, proceeding

warmth

said the Earl of Wemyss’
lna
SIX
was evideno ;
billty to quote the name
that tlurstory was pure
invention
II 9

said he had never said that it was import
ant that England should be uuassailabli
He understood, however
by November.
that a number of shooting stars might hi J
apprehended in November.
If his Albert Hall speech on this sub
were

the Premier had impart** j
much heat in his reply.
He though D
the Earl of Wemyss should not have men
tioned the anonymous attache and sail
Lord Salisbury’s Albert hall
hai
so

speech

intensified the anxiety of this
country b;
its extraordinary inadequate conclusion
It was not enough to tell the Primroa

dropped.

63;
m
511 )
.501

HUNDRED LOST LIVES.

Tlie Liberal

_

*

,3j

Rebellion In
au

Colcmbl**1

Knd.

Colon, July

27.—The liberal
this department has ended
sacrifice of more than 600 lives,
als having been the
greatest
in

rebeUl<a
after

tfeeHte-

of

hostilities,

the Colombian liberal* ^

ing pledged to surrender their anna mbeing guaranteed their freedom fr®
prosecution and the retention of all p!^
lltlcal rights.
The foreigners whotoot i,
sides with tho rebels are to be banish'5'1 /
within a week. General Herrera and Dt
Paras who were active In the revolutionary Interest have already left Fan#®1
Panama has been

plunged

Into the

of t!:
mourning by the loss of many
most prominent men.

est

COLOMBIAN

REBELS

DEFEATS

Kingston, Ja., July 27—The Colouili'1
consul general here, Mr. Forwood,
out the
statement today that he h*d
oeived a dispatch from the governor

1

the department of Bolivar saying
rebels had been badly defeated at 8®*®°
-11
der, that the departments of Cauca,

tloqula, Cundinomaroa and bogot#
quiet and injposseflslon of thegovurnntt'1’
and that In Tollma the rebels 'wret‘'1
tlrely surrounded by government troop1'1 *
M r. F or wood’s statement adds th*t

®r|

ENGLISH AliMY ESTIMATE.
London, July S7.-In the House c f
government had purchased a
J Commons today, the parliamentary secr<
had salted
,48from France which
48S I tary of the war oillco, Mr. George Wym lwith arms and
equipped
441 1 ham> in Introducing a
supplements Y and that It was momentarily expect®

|

»-

!4inmun'^(0

38

army

estimute

J

euffaw*
while the wounded numbered many bo*
dreds.
Dr. Mendosa, representing
*
liberals, and General Alban arranged
a conference held yesterday for a oesatw

schemes. The matter was
grave, as parli
ament would shortly adjourn.
The Earl of Kim tier ley
hoped the go\
eminent would devote the
remainder c f
the session to seeing that
everything pos
slble was done to put England In a
con
ditlon of defense.
The subject was thei

Brooklyn—St. Louis, 10; Brooklyn

At New

lions, explained that It ooveredthe ei.
penses in South Africa to the end of Frtruary 1£01 and included three millions lor
China.
The amount asked for South Africa in.
eluded the cost of repatriat mg the hup*.,
rial and colonial troops.
It is propose
to leave in South Afrioa 45,000
inducing
15,000 colonials and reservists
to

locked up 7000 miles away. The secretar
of war had made innumerable
statement
in the House and developed schemes
c f
national defense, but the commander-in
chief had never pressed
of th 9
support

Pittsburg,
Base hits—Boston, 5;
Pittsburg, G. Er
rors—Boston, 1; Pittsburg, 1. BatteriesUineen and Sullivan; Phillippi and Zim
mer.

M&c&SJfc

free.

league to form rifle olubs to protect lilier
ty when so vast a body of reservists wu *

1—:
1—:

has

Mrs. Pinkham makes
statements she cannot
Her advice Is
prove.

regretted that
S Boston, July 27.—Boston

ham

no

read in its entirety, it would b
seen he had not pointed to
any immedl
ate danger. He believed the defenses wer
quite adequate and had every confidenc
in the future
The Earl of Hose berry said it was to b

Fire.

Mrs. Plnkrestored to

woman

dorp.

ject

HON IN THE NINTH.

Boston Bulls Auotlirr Game Out

maria

knows

woman

some

health.

Wet had captured at different times and
whom he was unable to send to Machado-

pro-

are

man

women.

Every

and were in famous spirit when 1 saw
them yesterday,
“Hunter has occupied Fourierburg and
He
so far as I know did not suffer loss.
found Mrs. Steyn, wife of the ex-President and several of our men, whom He

Madrid, July 27.—The cabinet is considering the proposition of the United
States government for the cesssion of the
Islands of Sibutu and Kalagayen in consideration of an idemnity of
$100,000.
The ministry regards the
proposition
favorably, and negotiations for a treaty
between the

fering

great disorder. The main road north was
black for several miles with horsemen
and wagons. The enemy’s rear was then
The mounted force
seven miles north.
were still west of the river.
Night was
closing In, the rain Z was falling in torrents and po it was Impossible to fol.’ow

BUYING MORE ISLANDS.

the same.

“Every German has been filled with
pride" continued His Majesty, “to learn
bestowed upon
that the highest praise

London, July 27.—11.59 p. in.—The war
office has received the following despatch
from Lord Roberts:
“French and llutton continued thoir
The former crossed
pursuit on July 25.
Oliphants (Olifants) river and from the
he could
high ground on the east bank
^see MIddleburg and the enemy retiring In

Guiteras.

service had been
built up were
right
ones; and now it was for the troops to do

Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound is daily /-e.
Having hundreds of sufE-

of eleven aud a half mi l-

arrive at Kingston for orders.

....

WTO DOWELS OF EARTH.

pursued our way seeking other novelties, humanity, and gladly took our way to
we certainly found a surprise in the con- the Gare St. Lazare.
We understood now
dltioh of one of the
smaller colonial in degree, as never before, how intensely

buildings—minus

Subterranean Mines

at

Paris.

A Kovel Feature of the Great
THE

NEW SOAP.

Have You Tried

!

Expo-

sition.

It?

A DELIGHTFUL CHANGE FROM THE OLD.
Made from the Fresh Green Leaves of the Tasmanian Blue
Gum Tree.
FRAQRANT,

Without Using Grease, Fats
Dangerous Alkali.

Manufactured

A Soap

Colonial

Houses

Tumbling Down.

BEAUTIPYINO.

OL,fc2AINSIINCl,

HEALING,

The

and

The thought of using a soap which does not contain fats and grease is refreshing
in itself, and when we know that this delightful toilet requisite is obtained entirely
from Nature’s own laboratory, and is made from nature’s owu skin purifier, there
is not much doubt of its general use by the public.
liyomei Skin Soap sold by all druggists or sent by mail for 25c. Sample cake 5c.

Difficulties of Doiug Paris and

Doing

the

Show.
%

THE R. T. BOOTH COMPANY, Ithaca, N. Y.

THE ZANTE HAIR DESTROYER

MAINE

Liquid for the Itcmdvn] of
Mupt-rlluoust Hair.

A Harmless

BALDWIN.

very light owing to the drought. Berries
are very plenty, but not as larare as usual.
The apple trees are loaded, and there is
every prospect of a large crop of fine^fruit.
Bain is much needed, and though the

■

CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH

Original

.-(VN.

and

PILLS

KKI> :ui-I C«old i.a 3,h:
tel. srA.cl
t>, »*?uf rir:i ..Ti, Take no other. Ucfuto
hm^vrouH Hubailtutlom* and Imtta(Iobm. Huy of your I>rug£i»t. or tesd 4c. in
tuamtts for Particulars, Testimonials
aod “Relief for Ladle*,*in letter, br return Mull. 10,000 Teitimonitli. Sold by
Pru^f i«c«.
ChlcbtMer < hrmleul Co.,
SI».l!,ou Square, PHI LA., PA.
iu
v

*11

Mention

thU

delight

in

|

passed Helds, filled with flaming poppies whose color was enhanced by conwe

trast wth the vivid green of verdure. To
the loft were great
patches of golden

|

HOYT’S Fill ENDS INDIGNANT
Saying

lie la Insane.

Ch»Tleetovra, X7. H.. July 27.—Charles
H. Hoyt, the
pHyright, was removed
fro n his home here Tuesday w> a retreat
for the Insane in Hartford, Conn under
such circumstances as to arouse the indignation of his townspeople.
At midnight on Monday Dr Hammond
of X'eiv York, representing Dr. Dana of
X'ew Yorfct who has for some time acted
medical adviser, arrived
as Mr. Hoyt's
and declared his intention of removing
Mr. Hoyt the next day. He was asked
his authority, which he claimed to have,
but did not exhibit any papers.
Mr. Hoyt was informed by friends of
the intention to remove him and refused
Late in the foreto leave his grounds.
noon he was seen alone by the parties inin his removal an! and was perto take the train on condition
be ascompauined by one of his
employes. The man returned at
midnight, reporting that Mr. Hoyt was
in a private retreat for the insane at
Hartford and that he could be seen and
friends at
communicated with by his

ON THE

SEINE.

_

ing familiar with Egyptian antiquities,
so that ten minutes sulliced for the mummies, and we found ourselves in the
Napoleon'rooms which are lilled wdth
souvenirs of the lirst emperor, among
them pictures of thtJ little King of Home.
Special interest is at present awakened
in the life of the unhappy Duke of Heichstidt owing to Bernhardt's interpretation
in Hostand’s drama
“B'Aiglon.” So
many have propounded unavailingly the
conundrum, “Why will the great Sarah
assume male roles?’’ that we despair of
P< rsonally all interest in a
an anewar.
character is lost if assumed by the opposite sex. So while the intense desire
of the son to emulate his treat
sire is

ohanged all that. One never confuses In
memory the faces of friends; so distinct
will be our remembrance of the trees and
broad walks that belongs to the forest of
St. Germain, the glorious view and timehonored chateau. Only the reiterated cry,
“They will be waiting for us’ :was forcible enough to draw us away. The small
gate, almost unnoticeable in the long
stretch of wall, opened at our friend’s
ring,—and we were in an earthly paradise, Away and away stretched the almost limitless grounds. In the distance,
overed with grass and endless varletv of

27.— E.

A.

Jacobson

hot waves of

CENTRAL

DIRECTORS

MEET.
A

meeting

of the directors of the Maine
held at the offices of the
this city yesterday. The
in

company
business transacted was solely
tine nature.

of a

rou-

Notice To Wheelmen.
There's positively no need to
endure
discomfort by reason of chafing, sunburn,
insect stings, sore and perspiring feet or
accidental
bruises.
You
forget these
troubles in using Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Infallible for Pimples, Blotches, Skin
Eruptions and Piles. Sold by H. P. S.
Soold, 577 Congress street. 25 cents.

early summer.

The only safe course to take Is to
keep the blood pure, digestion good and
sleep regular. No remedy equals in ail
respects, Peruna, for this purpose. A
Mrs. M. Kliner, Cleveland, Ohio.
dose of Peruna before each n;eai dur>
Mrs.M.Klincr, 138 Croton street, Cleve- ing the hot season is a safeguard of
land, Ohio, writes: “I had suffered for priceless value.
Especially those who are in the least
the last fifteen years with my head
and I must say that your medicine has subject to nervous prostration should
not neglect to provide themselves with
done me all the good you have said it
Peruna, the greatest of all nerve and
would. My health was never better
brain restoratives known to the medical
than since taking your Peruna. / do world.
Complete directions for use on
not know what a headache or neu- each bottle.

ralgia is.
anybody

I can most assuredly say that
afflicted with catarrh in any
form can be cured by taking Peruna and
be as grateful in the end as I am. I will
always recommend Peruna.”

For a treatise on nervous prostration
and diseases of the nervous system peculiar to summer, address The Perunt
Medicine

Co., Columbus, O.,

for a free

I copy of “Summer Catarrh.”

Cooking Ranges

,

thoroughly reliable—Avar-

WOOD & BISHOP CO.. Bangor,

large rambling house, where with most
gracious hospitality we were received by
Madame B
was most interesting,
with
its foreign furnishings, old portraits and
mementoes. Our walk through
many
lovely paths brought us to Meissonierb
house, for the estate belongs to thret
families connected by marriage. Here,
beneath the trees seated at
little tables,
the wife of Mei3sonier’s son, himself
an artist, and many friends.
Too quickly the time passed in delightful conversation (for all 6poke English), in seeing
famous
in
pictures by Uetaille and
walking by the old pond, whose shore
the entire way were shaded by thick
arching trees. Then came the most de
were

lectabie of French dinners, the memory
of which will
ever remain fresh and

Seasonable

Blrdcraft.
Nature’s Garden,
How to
Know

the

Oar Native Trees,
How to Know the Ferns,
Guide to the Wild Flowers,
Gni *e to tlie Trees,
But crtly Book.
Insect Cite,
Familiar Fish.

LORING,SHORf&" HARMON,
Je6

Opp.

Treble House.

eocltf

Reynolds’ Trunk and Bag Store
Buy your Trunks,
Bags and Dress Suit
Cases direct of tne
manufacturer and
save

Waterville at 6.06 a, m., arriving at Foxcroft at 9.06 a. m. Those on line of K.
& L. Division can take train leaving
Rockland at 9.20 p. m., connecting at
Brunswick with Pullman from Portland
and Boston, Or comaides can take day
trains of the lt4h, if preferred.
Half rates will be given by the Maine
Central railroad on presentation of the

money.

Old Trunks taken
in
exchange for
ones.

Goods
delivered
free anywhere within 5 miles cf Portland.
Wo give trading
stamps.

Au-

Comrades in Massaschusetts can take
train leaving Boston at 9 p. m., Eastern
Division; Portland at 12.66 a. m., arriving at Waterville at 4 a. m ; leaving

Wild

Flowers,

By invitation of Company B Association the annual reunion of the Twentieth Maine Regiment will be held at
Soldiers’ Reterat, Garland Pond (three

Wednesday,

Are

Hunted,
Bird Home?,
Citizen Bird,

new

Eoxcroft),

Books

::

FOR SUMMER STUDY.

MRS. HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR.

miles from
gust 16th.

Maine

Four Footed American*.
Bird Neighbors,
Birds That
Hunt
and

TWENTIETH MAINE REGIMENT ASSOCIATION.

j

Central was

today
appointed postmaster at
Mount
Desert, Maine, a fourth class
office.
_^

All of the above names are symptoms
of acute prostration most prevalent during the month of July than at any other
season of the year. Even people who
have the most vigorous health are liable to attacks of prostration during the

Schumann’s
what
songs!
glowing
fervor in the impassioned closing ari a
form L’Africaine. After three years’ incessant
study a wonderful \oice has
trebled in volume, while losing none of
its freshness and sweetness, We predict
that Maine, which has given to the world
a Cary, a Nordica and an Eames, has yet
another gifted child of song who will In
and
the near future bring added honor
renown to the dear old Pine Tree State.

RICHMOND.

his friends here, who say
scouted by
they will probe the matter to bedrock
facts, believing Mr. Hoyt was not in a

Washington, July

shortness of breath at the least exertion.

green, befitting such luscious asparagus
and peas
We are permitted under strong protest to
trees, were undulating hills, on the sum
barely mention the crowning delight of
mits of wrhich were arbors and lookouts
our afternoon, which was the
singing of
for rest and < njoyment, but the glory of
Miss S. What
moving tenderness in

dall’s.

MAINE

was

commonly in milder forms of depression,
such as nervous headache,
dizziness,
faintness, sleeplessness, palpitation,
mental confusion, abundant clear urine,
creeping rigors, flashes of heat, and

8

Richmond, July 27 —Miss Bliss, a Wisconsin school teacher, who had been spendthe action was irregular.
ing her vacation in Dresden, after an abAmong the strange things In connec- sence from her native
State of thirty
tion with the case is that on the return years, came to Richmond by team Thurson her
attendant from Hart- day, to take the Boston steamer
of Mr. Hoyt’s
return to the West.
At the wharf, while
ford he bore a statement written by anto
into
shelter
from
the
attempting
get
other and apparently signed by Mr.Hoyt, rain, part of the harness broke and the
overstating that he appointed his friend, horse becoming unmanageable,
turned the wagon, throwing Miss
Bliss
John Mitchell, guardian of his property
and two companions to the ground.
The
The paper is without witnesses former had Her
here.
hip fractured, while her
or legal execution and gives rise to the companions escaped with some scratches

MAINE POSTMASTER.

One of the most dangerous and comforms of acute nervous prostration
is known as sunstroke. The
prostration
caused by overheating the body does
not always result in sunstroke but more

ranted to give right results. <s^;
They have more valuable
improvements than any
other line; are made of
the best material obtain^
..
able; and are most economical in the use of fuel, because of the
perfect manner
in which they are put together. If
your dealer does
not have them, take no
substitute, but write to the

HARPSWELL.

A

and

mon

a Are

_

he has
practleaily nothing left but his
real estate here and the royalties on his
The
statement Is indignantly
plays.

Dizziness

Sleeplessness.

I

Pine Grove, Maple
well
filled, and
“Old Baldwin” bids fair to hold her own
as
summer
a favorite
resort.
New
comers are delighted with
the beautiful
views and lovely drives and walks, while
the regular visitors find it hard to leave
their favorite haunts in the woods and
by the banks of the Saco and Qgsipee
rivers.
The large two story builJing used by
tfce Baldwin band as a hall was entirely
destroyed by tire on Friday night. The
tSeveral members lost
cause Is a mystery.
their instruments and also a line organ.
ltev. Mr. Nelson, the minister
The
here, is a young man of much talent and
promise, and Is much beloved in this sec- visit to it will be interesting and instruction, where he Is doing a good work
not a common combination/' cried
Mr. Nelson is a (Portland man, and his tive,
with renewed enthusiasm,
many friends in this city will be pleased W. briskly,
to hear of his success in his new Held and that is tha subterranean mines.
The
of labor.
instant we left the entrance behind, we
NORTn YARMOUTH.
began the sharp descent down, down into
of
the
bowels
the
earth,
North Yarmouth, July 25 —The North the
Yarraouh Sunday school and parish will darkness being relieved by many electric
on a piemo and sail on
Tuesday, lights. Coal
was
ingeniously packed
uly 31. taking the steamer at Princes’
Point at 10 o clock and going to some of overhead, and at the 6ides, giving the
a veritable coal mine.
the islands for a picnic dinner.
A gen-1 impression of
eral Invitation Is extended to the people
j Figures of miners so lifelike as to make
with the Sunday
of the place to unite
them a matter of course,
school, and a pleasant time is anticipated. | questioning
On Sunday, August 5, there will be | drilled and picked the coal, which was
special services at the
Congregational I packed in baskets and then emptied into
church, that being Old Home Sunday. j cars and propelled out of sight by electric
The services will be planned especially for
of the salt, lead, *
the older people, and it is hoped there engines. The workings
will be a large attendance of both old and
young.

and bruises. Miss Bliss was taken to the
query since when have men declared inAugusta City hospital Friday.
sane been considered
competent to apA number of the hands at the cotton
mill have been discharged,
and it is
point custodians of their property?
the mill Is to be shut down for
Complicating this strange affair comes, stated
awhile.
through the medium of a New-York lawRowe Brothers’ steam dredge “Leviayer, said to have had for some time charge than” is digging out the Hats south
of
of Mr. Hoyt’s affairs, the statement that the Soutliard shipyard, making a pound
the
foot of the slip of the
Charles H. Hoyt is comparatively a poor for the logs at
projected sawmill, The mud and sand
man, that he has been squandering his are used for tilling in the
portion of new
money, that on his person when received wharf under construction at the upper
It is expected that work
at the retreat
was found a check book end of the yard.
with 40 ohecks made out to Irresponsible on the mill will be begun soon.
Arrangements are being made for a
parties, and that the large sum ho was Hag raising tat Richmond Corner some
known to have
invested in government time In August, at which Hon. Charles
bonds Is gone and cannot be found; that E. Littleileld is expected to be present.

PROSTRATI OF

I CLARION

West Harpswell, July 25.—During the
thunder shower which passed ovei*'her3
tnis afternoon Mr. Wm. Randall's stable
was struck by lightning.
No
serious
damage was done.
Among our recent visitors are Mrs,
P. J. McCarthy, Mrs. Marr and son
from Boston at Mrs. L. J. Merriman’s,
Mr. Meilin Bearce and wife from Turner, Miss Mabel Farr at Mrs. Lydia Randall’s, Mr. Fred Orr from Bath at Mr,
Daniel Merriman’s, Rev. W. S. Randall,
wife and daughter at Mr. Geo. L. Ran-

any time
Up to the moment of his departure
from this place Mr. Hoyt was in constant,
their
association with his friends at
homes and places of business. He had
attended to his business as usual at the
bank, assisted by the teller, with his cus-

MISCELLANEOUS.

“And this is the only remaining portion of the abbey,” we repeat ad, touching
almost reverentially the wall and ancient

arciiway through which we passed. “It
was used for centuries,” explained Miss
S., “as a royal abbey, the mother superview of the exposition buildings from the ior always being a princess of the blood.
bridge d’Alma is exceptionally fine. The During the Keign of Terror it was deEiffel tower dominates naturally, and the stroyed and the ruins came into the poslong line of picturesque buildings on session of the family of Madame B. But
either
side make a memorable sight. shall we not see Poissy and Saint GerMany complain that France is too much maine before meeting the present ownin evidence, and a walk through
the ers?’
Shady walks, narrow stroets, old
Palace of National Manufactures makes buildings combine to give Poissy a charm
one exclaim, “What can be left for other all its own.
A life size statue of the
nations to
exhibit.” Such
graceful, great artist Meissonier stands in the pubWe
charming designs in furniture, wonderful lio square which bears his name,
bric-a-brac all looked at it with allied interest, rememporcelains, fusciuating
beggar- descripion.
bering that later we were to meet his
We have
met a number of unhappy family. “Look hard and
long, and fix
tourists who are trying to see the Exposi- the old cathedral well in mind,’ admontion and Paris together for the first time. ished our friend, “for there is but one
They mournfully acknowledge that the which holds the baptismal font of St.
tremendous effort involved destroys all Louis, and it stands before you
pleasure. Many consecutive days in the
Entering the nave we passed to the
Exposition alone, however, are intolera- sacred shrine, a rough hewn stone, an
bly wearisome, so as a change of ground opening barely large
enough to hold
at least, we spent some hours in the Oar- one’s hand, were all we
saw, awl yet the
navalet Museum, particularly interesting influence of a noble life still spreads from
as being for twenty years the home
of thence, while kingly greatness is almost
Madame de Sevigne, and where many of forgotten. Was there once a time when
her famous letters are kept.
We
have we foolishly thought one forest was
like
acquired considerable dexterity In becom- another? Our meeting with so many has

—------

Headache,

mustard llower, and flowing through Held
and meadow the ever-winding Seine.

are

So

terested
suaded
that he
trusted

left this place.
His friends
here have
communicated with Mr. Hoyt’s relations
relative to beginning an investigation of
the proceedings in the matter.

Causes

S H. Eveleth, Mr. Frank Eveleth and
W. G. Osborn, all of Portland; Mi's. E.
S. Jones of Melrose; Mrs. W. Spaulding
of New Britain, Conn ; Mrs. Warner and
son of Hartford, Conn.; Mrs. Mathias of

gaged for August.
and Flint Cottages

jy3TuTU&Sat-;osepl

condition to warrant his incarceration
in any
retreat for the insane when he

N E RVOUS

the wonderful

of French
“Was
landscapes.
ever such gorgeous scarlet?” we cried as

he Training School; Hugh and
Will
Stack, Miss Susie O'Brien, Mr. Janies
O'Brien, Mrs. Freeman Greenough, Mrs

Able bodied
U. 8. army.
WANTED—For
i*
unmarried men 1*’tween aces of 21 and
r.% clii/.ens of the United Sties, of good
ami tempe at* habits, who can
char.eter
.peak, read and write Loulish. Herruiti are
si eeiaily
dedred for service in PhlUppme*.
For 'nformxUou apply to RECRUITING OFM’.ddlj St., Portland. Me.
FICER,

tomary sagacity and shrewdness.
Local physicians are authority for the
statement that there was nothing In Mr.
Hoyt’s condition warranting his removal from his home, and his friends believe

must

coloring

1

mon.tbu&s&i-U

Declare There la So Ground For

of solution. One of our country-men remarked, “There won't be many of these
affairs leio to pull down; a strong high
wind will do the business speedily.” The

artists

At the Pequaket House among the recent
arrivals are: Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Gray,
Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Mitchell, Mr. and
Mrs. H. LeBaron, Miss Fanny Way, Miss
H Small, Misses Cook and Wilkinson of

Only Utnnlnc.
l>ru«i-1
KNGULSil

A1*m nllahl.
Ladle*.
"^/“ArtNsAFE.
tor nnOHKSTKH’S
■

around

foundation,—roped

recent showers have done much good and
made the country look finely all crops are
backward.
The summer visitors are arriving daily
and the bearding houses are well filled.

Ilostou.
eodtl

f OINYR0YAL

the surface of which ran
green track for fascinating little
cars to follow.
Th?F8 was a significant
pause before E. ai swered impressively,
There is
“Because it isn't Inished.'’
and a
one thing we know is completed,

air,

West Ballwin, July 25—Haying
in
this section is about over and the crop Is

Lovering’s Paris Hair Stora,
yM

we

narrow

VI.30 Kxpress Paid

Washington St.,

by Our bocal

Correspondent*.

It not only removes the hair perfectly clear
In live minu es. but wili, If apphsd every third
day, remove the hair permanently, The length
of tune it takes to entirely destroy it, depends
upon the strength of the hair.
This liquid contains no cau«tic, acid, or poisthere is no danger of Us
onous substaiee,
lea ving a sear, or causing injury in any wav.
The Zauto Hair Destroyer is sold under a written
guaiantee to accomplish all that is claimed of it.

1990
my 19

TOWNS.

Item* of Intercut Gathered

Paris, June 29, If 00.
make a trip rouni the
world? questioned W., regretfully, looking backwards with longing eyes at the
great globe seemingly suspended in mid“Why can’t

any

about, stayed and supported, the unstable structure was covered with men,
busy at work
repairing. It is by no
means unusual to find huge pieces of the
fiimsy stuff dug out at oorners and sides
of the buildings. Broken windows and
temporary braoes are not an uncommon
sight. If two months’ wear is so evident, how will the Exposition look in
four months, is a proposition not difficult

..

MISCELLANEOUS.

Trunks and Bags

repaired.
Open evenings.

Just Abova Shaw’s

539 CONGRESS ST.,

NOTICE.
I wish to announce tint l have sold my office
and pract.ce to Dr. Coilton U. i.eightoit,
who will succeed me in dentistry at 439 (ouSi. Dr. heighten is a graduate of Harvard Dental College, anti it is with pleasure
that 1 can commend lnm to my patients and
the public generally.
MARCUS F. BROOKS, D. D. S.
July 14, 1900.
jly24eodt£

circular.
Hotels in Dover and Foxcroft will furnish slipper, lodging and breakfast for
MANIJFACTUKEKS’
BUILDING.
$1 60.
Comrades expecting to attend the Naand
sliver mines were each admirably depicted, as well ns his heart it nil was about us, near at hand. Fillcopper, gold
tional Encampment, Chicago, are notishown, the implements and machinery breaking grief when he at last realizes ing the air with their sweetness, strewing fied that the 44th New York has made Bcaiiiiful Souvenirs of Portland
used, all giving a most thorough oljeot his inferiority physically and mentally, the ground with their ripened
from 10c lo $1.00.
beauty, arrangements for a reunion at Handel
lesson. “Surely, there can be no more yet it is always Sarah Bernhardt that
covering bush after bush with their per- Hail building, No. 40 East Randolph
For sale by all art dealers and at
opportune moment lor visiting the “Corn speaks, and not the hero of “L’Aiglon,"
fect loveliness, of every shade and variety street, Wednesday, August 29th, to which
Kitchen,” we both agreed, as we emerged
We were conscientiously making ready bloomed the queen of flowers. We were all members of the old Third
Brigade are
from the depths.
It is not difficult to for another of our innumerable trips to in the rose garden in June. Our hands
cordially invited.
find this upstairs counter in the Champs the Exposition when presto! every plan were tilled with the
S •tVESIVraFMCjJEl ST.
gorgeous beauties.
MAINE PENSIONS.
le Mars, where for the wonder and delec- was
changed. The note, postmarked We almost despair of being believed
Opp. the Falmouth Hotel.
tation of the world, corn is served in all Poissy, which we received from an Ameri- when we assert one mammo th
pink rose
Washington, July 27.—The following
Call and see them and get our illustrated
its delicious variety. Pale golden squares can girl, read substantially, “My friends measured twenty-four inches round The
pensions have been granted to Maine peo- catalogue.
of corn cake, hulled corn and milk, snowy desire greatly to welcome you to their
ple:
Fini'iiing for Amateur*.
oiles of popped corn; in every
conceiva- home; please come and let me introduce
ADDITIONAL.
Jy3-TuTh&Sat2mos
ole way is this most American of pro- you into an ideal country house and to
William Hayes, Portland, $12.
lucts exhibited. After we had partaken the most delightful of people.'’ Think
This question arises in the family every
INCREASE.
'reely and without price, with true west- ye there was any struggle in our minds day. Let us answer it today. Try Jel!-o.
and healthful dessert. Prea
delicous
New houses and building lots in all
Cheri
< ern hospitality one and all
Pargade,
Norway, $50.
us
“to
a
to
make
decision
between
urged
L’Exposition
in two minutes.
No boiling! no
parts of Portland; farms, poisunal
REISSUE.
< jome again, to come
often.” Of a
cer- and quaint old
Poissy? Nay, without pared
add
baking! simply
boiling water and
property, etc. Quick exchanges. Fair
,
ainty, from no representative of any a pang we left behind the painted palaces set to cool.
accrued
Special,
July 14, minors of
value.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
] and save that of the stars and stripes gay with streaming banners, the moving
J.
Andrew
and
Ml
DALTON’ & CO., 53 Exchange St.
Orbeton, Franklin, $14,
Strawberry. Get a packRaspberry
< sould such bounty be
obtained. As we and stationary
sidewalks dense with age at your grocers today, 10 cts.
jylOdeodtf
nors of Lewis Roberts, Machias, $18.
♦
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DAILY PRESSBy the year, $0 In advance
the year.
By the

or

$7 at the end of

month, 60 cents.

DAILY PRESS Is delivered at these rates
morning to subscribers in all parts of
Portland, and in WestbrookAnid South PortThe

every

land.

MAINE STATE PRESS (Weekly)
By the year, $1 ;u advance, or $1.25 at the
—

end of the year.
For six months, 50
26 cents

cents;

for three

months,

papers are not delivered
promptly are requested to notify t to office o!
the DAILY PRESS, No. 07 Exchange street,
Portland Me.
Subscribers

v

hose

made them and the most earnest assurances given them they can pertinently retort that the most solemn promises were
made the negroes, of equal political and
these
personal r’ghts, and that some of
promises were incorporated as amendments in the constitution of the country,
and yet in spite of them, practically every
black man in the country has been deprived of his political rights and only
retains any personal rights by sufferance
of the white communities in which he
If the latter at any time feel disposed to deprive him of these they proceed to do so withcut any let or hindrance from the authorities, and without
lives,

incurring the slightest dan ger of punishment. It may be said, of course,
that
such proceedings as those at New Orleans
are the work of the lowest elements of the
community, and that is true. But it is
also true that the
cultivated
elements
stand by and see these
things done, if
not with approval, at least with no earn-

without any
sincere
protest, and
temporarily may have the addresses of their effort to stop them or to bring tho3e conpapers changed as often as they may desire by cerned in them to justice. All over the
notifying the office
South today the black man is liable to be
because he
The effort to reconcile the Grand Army slaughtered any day, simply
Patrons of the

PRESS who

are

leaving town

Evans
to Pension Commissioner
seems to have
failed in great measure
A committee of the Grand Army investi
gated his management of the bureau and
expressed themselves (is satisfied, and
men

Bpeaker Henderson, who

est

If negro criminals were all the
ones lynched the situation would be bad
the mob
element
enough, but when
tak?s the Held it does not stop to inquire
whether the blaoK man has been guilty of
crime before
blazing away at him.
It shoots him si npiy because he belongs
to a race which it hates. Statistics show
is

black.

once severely
administration,
subsequently retracted his allegation and
that only a comparatively small per cent
spoke of him iu tho warmest terms of
of the negroes lynched have been guilty
approval, but yet the prejudice among the
crime, Being “sassy’’
The of any heinous
Grand
Army members persists
is as much of a capital
offense
in
latest exhibition of it js at Lewiston in
of these mobs as being guilty
this btate, where a Grand Army post has the eyes

attacked

Mr,

Evans's

just demanded his removal.

of
in

Major Rath bone, the Cuban post office
inspector, was at first believed to be guilty
of nothing worse than carelessness, but
Bristow presents
the Report of General
pretty strong evidence ts show that he
was a guilty partaker in the frauds, anti

guilty
being “sassy.They
Killed simply because they b9longei

rape.
New

been

of

Most

Orleanfe

the
negroes shot
had
not
even

of

the same race as

were
to

had shot a
They did not get in the way
policeman
of the whites while the latter were excited, and become victims of a frenzy, but
he will be prosecuted. The action of the were hunted out in all sorts of places by
post office department since these frauds men perfectly cool and collected, who
came to light has been exceedingly credithad deliba ately set out -with the purpose
able. It has pursued the thieves relent- of killing every negro whom they could
lessly, and though all of them had influ- find.
not a sign of wavering
ential friends,
from its early purpose has appeared, The
CALIFORNIA’S FRUITS.
a

man

who

extradition case

against Neely is being
pushed as vigorously as possible, and all Tlie Glorious Horn of
Plenty Wliicli
the delays complained of are attributable
She Hcl«ls up to All the World.
General Bristow's report
to the courts.
was a’thorough and remorseless exposure
of all the men engaged in the thieving | The California orange
crop for the
against whom any evidence was forth- season now dosing was the_largest~in the
coming, and prosecutions as remorseless history of orange growing in that state
and thorough are to follow.
amounting to between 16,000 and 17,000
the

The logical and wise thing
Gold Democrats to do was what they
have done, namely, decide not to nomia
nate
They bc.lted
separate ticket.
for

carloads of about 360 boxes to the car.
There was a time, and that not so very
many years ago, when southern California
chuckled a little over the shipment
of
oranges in carload lots; now train load
shipments of oranges are common. New
York received of this season’s crop, up to

ticket four
the Bryan ite
years
ago
free
and
it advocated
the
because
unlimited coinage of silver. At that
car loads.
time they had some reason to believe that July 13, 2,639
The California orange season is at its
adhesion to this doctrine on the part
best from December to May; it actually
of the party was a temporary vagary which
begins in November and lasts until July,
might pass away in four years’ time,
so that California oranges can now be
to
fold.
could
return
the
then
they
andjj
had nine months in the
Cold
year.
The third ticket was a sort of temporary
fills the gap and makes oranges a
storage
refuge which they took until what they
“round fruit.
believed to be a mere temporary delusion year
Some oranges are imported from JaBut they have found they
had passed by.
maica and Mexico, but 85 per
cent, or
■were mistaken, They have seen the party
more of the oranges eaten in this country
four
of
calm
and
this year, after
years
are now grown here, and of this percentprosperity, after all the disturbances
far the larger
proportion comes
which appeared to have given rise to the age by
from California.
had
still
clinging
delusion,
passed away,
Considerable quantities of lemons are
to free silver and proclaiming the docnow shipped from California, some of
cardinal principles. this fruit
trine as one of its
coming as far East as New
The protest which they entered in 189(5 York, but most of it being distributed
The
confirm between California and Chicago,
had no effect unless It was to
bulk of the lemons
consumed in this
their party in the position against which
country still come from Mediterranean
they protested. This being the situation, ports, whence they are imported in
of course it would have been the height steamer loads. At the New York fruit
auctions lemons are sold to the extent of
another
of
folly to enter
protest from
160,000 to 200,060 and more boxes a
another
or
seek
temporary refuge. month for local consumption and fo- disThe only logical course for them to pur- tribution throughout the country,
but
while the greater part of the lemons used
sue this year is to vote for the ticket that
here is still imported the California outand against
endorses the gold standard,
put is constantly increasing.
the ticket that stands for free silver, and
This season's crop of California prunes
amount to from 120,001,003 to 125,000,will
A
this the most of them propose to do.
000 pounds; last season the
crop was
few, no doubt, will still hold to their old about
65,000,000 pounds. Ninety per
and on one plea and another cent, of the
party
prunes eaten in this country
will get back into it, but the great ma- nowadays ore American prunes, grown
in
California.
Formerly prunes were imjority will never go back again until
ported in great quantities from Turkey
It is purged of Bryanlsm and Populism.
and other European countries in enormous casks and in bags, and from France
The despatches reporting the death of in smaller
fancy packages; now such imMisses Morrill and Gould cofne from a portations of prunes have almost ceased,
and
on
the other hand large quantities of
quarter which has been prolific of misAmerican prunes are now exported.
Of j
information since the outbreak in China
last year’s crop of
California
prunes
and
therefore
there
are
began
good uuuumis ui unnuous were soiu. in ijrergruuuuB iur
utuieviugs iuau biitjy
may many and France, competing there with
turn out not to be true. During the past native products in both price and quality.
California puts up enormous quantities
month there have been many stories of of dried
of
peaches, in boxes and bags
murders of
missionaries
apparently various sizes and styles, and California
dried
tire
sold
all
over
the
peaches
quite as well founded as this one which
country
This is the only countrv in
have
to everywhere.
subsequently been
proved
which apricots are dried in any considerhave been false. What Consul Goodnow able
quantities, and it is in ‘California
telegraphed was simply that an official that they are grown and dried. Califoraia
sent out last year 1,500 carloads
telegram had reached Shanghai sayof dried apricots, of which 400
carloads
ing that the missions at Pao Ting had were exported
been
Of almonds
destroyed and the missionaries
California shipped last
killed. Of course he in no way vouches season 250 carloads; and of English walfor the truth of the report. The fact that nuts a like quantity.
California raisins are now sold everythe telegram is described as an “official” where
throughout the country; 90 per
one may or may not tend to give it more cent or thereabouts of the raisins conweight than if it was an unofficial one. sumed here are now produced in California,
Certainly a great many alleged official as
Of dried vegetables, as, for example,
well
as unofficial reports
that have lima beans, California ships
quantities,
reached Shanghai have proved untrue. Of as it does also of canned vegetables, as
for instance asparagus; while it ships as
course the report must cause great anxwell quantities of fresh vegetables, caulion
the part of the relatives and
iety
flower, celery, new potatoes and so on.
friends of Miss Morrill and Miss Gould, California’s caulfnowqr comes east as far
The bulk of its other fresh
but
it
is
far
from
as as New York.
being
vegetables that are shipped out of the
confirmed
as
to
fully
justify state are sold in the western two-thirds
the abandonment of all
No of the country, say of and to the west
hope.
doubt all
the
despatches announcing of the longitude of Chicago’s California
pears, plums,
the death rest on exactly the same basis canned fruits, peaches,
apricots, cherries, nectarines and grapes
as Consul
is on this are sold all over the
Goodnow's—that
world.
official telegram, and therefore have no
California’s green fruits, its cherries,
and apricots and peaches, and plums and
tendency to corroborate his.
prunes and pears, and
nectarines and
Such occurrences as the indiscriminate grapes are now sold all over this country
and in Canada, and some are exported;
shooting of inoffensive negroes by a mob in the United States
they are an increasof hoodlums in New Orleans are not like- ing factor in
every market. The first carly to help us among the brown men of the load shipment of green fruit from California was one sent to Chicago in
1868.
Kast whom
we have been
assiduously California
shipped in 1899 of green fruits.
to
with
the
idea
that
under
trying
impress
7,000 carloads.
our domination thoy will bo treated with
SUCCESSFUL BURGLARS.
consideration and all their rights respected- The brown man is an acute observer,
Saco, July 27.—House breakers secured
and he will be likely to ask whether, if $10 in cash, an amount
of jewelry and
black men can be shot at for twenty-four three bank books from the residence of
hours in a populous city only a few hun
Charles L. Gilpatrick, some time during
drd miles from our national capital with last night. The
burglars got away unout any serious interference on anybody ’s detected but in their
hurry they dropped
he
is
to
part,
likely
get fair treatment in the yard a costly
watch.

gold

If thoy
are told
10,000 miles away.
that the most solemn promises have been

Half a dozen breaks have been made in
this vicinity in the past few days.

**

PRINCE OF

Convenience Katlier Than
Fashion Is His

Setting

Ji

MISCKIXANBOUS.

WALES’S DRESS.

spring,
-Underwood
Casco
the Shore of
A Beautiful Path

Chlff Thought.

oumo

ui

tuc

ui

uutf

ruiuo

d

dressing have been copied, although they
solely the result of his physical proportions. Most striking of these is the
fashion of leaving open the last button of

were

the waistcoat. Now most London ta lors
arrange this button so that it cannot be
closed. This came
originally from the
Prince’s difficulty in buttoning a waistcoat over the royal
stomach. It
has
been more generally adopted than
any
other innovation in dress attributed
to
this exalted source during recent years.
Despite a few valiant pioneers, tne fashion
of wearing a silk hat with a sack coat
could never be made popular here.
Turned up trousers in all weather have
been an accepted vagary of fashion for
the past three years and the habit is said
to have originated in the greater comfort
that comes from wearing long trousers
turned up, rather than those of the exact length, which would necessarily have
tD b9 held tightly by
suspenders. The
Austrian hats worn in the Tyrol and in
all parts of the country by gentlemen
there, gained no vogue here because the
Prince of wales, when at Marienbad was
photographed wearing one of them and
an attempt was made through that fact to
boom them here.
Men who knew their
use recognized their Inappropriate ness to
this country, while otners were
not attracted by the combination of a green hat
and a pheasant’s wing.
On the other
hand, the soft gray hats, described vari-

ously

as a

Hombourg, ^Fedora

or

CAROL! N1S 11.

•‘The Woman’s Orchestra. 1

will Hive Concerts in

NEW

Washington, July 21.—In speaking today of the ability of the treasury to stand
large additional drafts in case of war
with China, Secretary Gage said he had
no doubt that the treasury
could maintain in the held an army of 75,000 additional men for at least
feeling the strain.

a

year -without

of

Shore
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leaders
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Effective.
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Dailey

POftTLAND,

Ey F.

0.

Bailey & Co.,

L. W. Atwood saloon,
187 and (23 Centre St,,

BY AUCTION.
We shall sell on Thursday, August 2, at 10 a.
m., the entire furniture fixtures ami fittings of
the Atwood saloon, consisting in part of about
lOt) oik and walnut dining chairs, wood ana
marble top tobies, mirrors, counters, bar an
fixtures, oyster counter, refrigerators, about
5000 cigars, cigar ca-ies, national cash reerister,
oil cloths, rugs, screens, screen doors, new am
second hand silver-plated wore, iron
safe,
desks, kitchen utensils, large lot of crockery
and glass waie, 240 oyster tubs, sardines,
linen table clotns. napkins,
pickles,
soap, tools, rubber mats, stoves, heating apparatus. radiators, window shades, one chest tea.
one case toilet paper, to.ooo lb.
cans, canned
corn and bean“, lard, empty bbls., boxes, tubs
and many other articles.Jly28dtd

t. w.

O. BA1L.UY.

man

»
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M'CULLUM’S THEATRE, ,HJ«
IJ'UTLEY MctULLUK.

MK.

Th* Cosiest, »»*«* Venttlttnl Ami
Kent Cool by Atlantic Breezes.
Hsihiiner Tbcutre lit America.
at 2.30 p. m.
l'.Tery
Curtain Rises Evenings Promptly at 8 p. m.
D iilv .Matin )6i Bjjfluutni Tuesday.
Weoit.

Matinee*

Scenic Production

Magnificent

The

A Military Comedv in 4

k„l1

Eveningih,

Bronson

by

Acts

Howard, Esc

Round Trip tickets
cars leave In front of Lhe Uuited States Hotel every 10 minutes.
Reserved Seats 10 and 23 cents extra. PrivatHou,
c rs admitting to thoatre only 20 cents.
on sale in advance at Sawyer’s store,
Tickets
each
seat.
50
cents
six
persons,
seating
•
square. Telephone No. 535-2.
The deman l is very largo.
Sec re seats early in advance.
In
Magnificent Prod iietlon of Rid) \ ADlg

oat-!

Moma^

*1

_

=====

Casco National Bank

RIVERTON PARK, "at
EVERY

.OF...

1824.

Incorporated

Permanent Ain

lion

at

THIS

WEEK.

of

Popular

Artists

—

HUNGARIAN

ROYAL

MATUS’S

ORCHESTRl

Rendering Tliree Grand Concerts Rally.
Reserved Seats 10 Cents.
All Attractions Free to Patrons of the Cars.
of Preble street every 15 minutes.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
TIME

EVENING

ANI>

Company

A. nofixiod

Special

CAPITAL AM> SURPLUS

Interest Paid

AF TLRYOHN

THE INTERNATIONAL VAUDEVILLE GO

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

ALU'
ff

(

Except Monday.

Preparation—V

=

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
F.

23,1900.

H ADDON ( IIA HI BKttft,
Society Drama hi Fowr Actl» hy C,
Oo. Seale of prfeetat umi.
Sale of Reserved Seats at the Casoo Bay Steamship
be giv-*u one tree
when buying seats for any matinee will upon rainiest
adjoining ,eat
seat purchased,
the Ca
child between the agos of four and twelve with each
coBay
at -.1.15 for matinee perfornnm-#,.
will leave Custom House Wha-f at 7.3d for evo.ilug and

very rare and exceedingly liberal proposition
m> stock on
to an Investor w.tli $10,000 cash.
the market, company ably ana con orvatively
mine
absolute
lully develsecurity,
managed,
A rare chance to enter
oped, with line record.
a elo o mining corporation with quick returns
and sound i.ivestment. Address,
C. & C„
810 Exchange Building.
53 State St., Boston, Mass.

Auctioneers and Commission Serci.anl

JULY

A

aii establtshad mining company owning and
operating producing property, strictly llrsi, class
and very ric ore, wisuiug 10 extend it•» present plant and increase the capacity, otiers a

CO.

Matinees at 241

-—-1 STOCK CONIPANr,
THBATRB

MANAGEMENT

ketchup,

BAILEY &

THE

XjYOJUUXWC

ME.

Auctioneers.

Furniture and fittings of the

F. O.

GEM THEATRE

..•

—.

ISLAND.

--^

Matinees Every Day

FINANCIAL.

AUCTION SAL. 154.

WMj

a?H.^

WEEK

& Co., Columbia Dealers.

*m

th«(u«ofth.c(,»Mri.

AND PUBLIC.
IDEAL SUMMBH THKATIIli-PKbSS

at 8 00.

our

Columbia Bicycles, HOME OFFICE, HARTFORD, CONN.

E. 0.

no... Aa.r

C“1«#

_____

PEAKS

Evenings

COLUMBIA COASTER BRAKE, Simple, Sure,
1900 Models,) $5.00.

I1

«o.....

*“

Gt-lUnVL
AN

medium-priced class,

$35.^

IIOLS, Conductor.

theIA5"|Ilt|^;,uJ"ll"a*,“,1»V'«,,i>"m. <“*

Urn Bay.

HAfiTFORDS,STORMEBS, PENNANTS I

1804-HEBRON ACADEMY-1900

on

K>EPOSI IS.

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES
FOR SALE.

owe

COUNTHY WELL FIXED.

j

!' Bevel-Gear Chaisiless, $75; Chain, $S0-

KII

Excellenc.®Greatest Organization of Women piaye.

ar

Suoerb Etectric Fountain

1900,

FOR

MODELS

Alpin3

their cor tinnued populariity here too
the faot that tne Prince of Wales promptly adopted the new style. That was an
other case in which his personal comfort
was again thf ^ motive
that led him to
take to a new style,
The single-breasted frock coat will in
all probability have to be added to the
list of those fashions whioh could not b3
made popular, even through the Prinoe's
patronage. There may be need of such a
garment in London, where the hot
weather extends well Into the summer
months and full dress Is required in a
temperature that makes the prospect of
wearing a frock coat seem torture, The
additional lightness gained by dispensing
with one layer of cloth is not to be despised by a fat man who has to wear a
frock coat on a July afternoon. Here
the frock coat a3 a social necessity does
not exist after the first of June.
Even
at weddings, a short coat is permissible
after that time. At such places as Bar
Harbor and Newport the temperature is
usually suited to the garment whenever
it is needed, and that is not often,

Bay.

Large aud Elegant Dlntug Ronm.„.

ffiSMSffir—«
s;SS£-.S
THJE3 FA-DETTESS,

The Influence of the Prince of Wales on
the clress of New York men who devote
especial thought to what ^hey wear is
very much less than some persons have
It
would
come of course
supposed.
through the London tailors who supply
clothes to New Yorkers, although even
by that means it would be difficult to
trace the vogue of any particular fashion
to the heir to the English throne. This

me.”

Breezy

on

Broad and Coal Piazzas.

r-ooiim with

_

sequiously.
“No,” was the answer of the Prince.
You’re all right for the young
man,
but you’re too smart for an old man like

AMVSEMenT*.

_.

the

is caused in a
the
large measure by
different attitude of Englishmen toward
the fashions, There the craze for novelty
in men’s styles is not developed to the
extent it is here. A new fashion may be
worn by well-dressed men in London for
s?veral years before it is put within the
reach of persons who pay very little for
their clothes. The
situation is
quite,
different here.
A style sent over from
London by the best tailor is likely to be
put on the market within the next two
months at prices which persons of the
most moderate means are able to pay.
It is not probable that English tailors
would declare a garment the style merely
because the Prince of Wales had worn it.
His taste is more likely to be regulated
by convenience than by any desire to be
a pioneer in
fashions. What he wears
is usually Che result of his conclusion
that such a garment would be more comfortable for a stout, middle-aged
man
than any other kind. The new singlebreasted frock coat is said to be the result
of his Koywl Highness's unwillingness to
have any more thicknesses of cloth than
absolutely necessary over his stomach in
the warm weather. His disinclination to
pose as an extremist in styles was sliown
oy a remark made to a tailor who dresses
the Duke of York. This tailor was fitting the Dube one day and the son urged
his father to give his tailor a chance.
The tailor also murmured his claims ob-

/

AMl'WRIttKNTS.

MISCKI.I.ABIKOUS.

Coeducational,
quiet, healthful location:
special fitting school lor Colby College; right of
certification at Brown, Wellesley and smith;
splendid academy building and gymnasium,
bath, steam heated and up to date In every respect; Sturcevant Home the finest girls’ dormitory in New England, steam heat, baths ou
every floor, electric 1 ghts, etc.; board. 10 »ms,
I eat an»r 1 ghts In this dorn ltory $3.50 per
week, catalogue free. Address
W. JE. MKGEKT, Frill.
II rbron. HI
Fall ’Term

Opens 'Tuesday, brplomlier

Jly I4d2m

11,IPOO.

Oars !*»«;.

THE GRANDEST EXCDKtl
of (lie S«'u*oa.

JULY

SUNDAY,
Tlio Elegant
will

29TH,
Steamer PiUrit

leave Custom House wharf at-ti.aw

BATH & MERRYMEETING Pill
Howe’s

MiJUary Ifnal

will plvc Concert* on the Steamer and tf &
Park. Ktflreihments for safe onsteaa*.
Excursionists will have two hour* &tfta
see the jjieat collect! >u of Wild and
coot! diu/.er at the t'adaa few
Animal'1,
rant at low price.
l*o not miss tills exe rslon a* it offer* an
attractions than any other.
C. W. T. tiODINti,
Gen. M^r. C. EA R.Ca
ly2T,dtd

Correspondence solicited from IndiHanks
and
viduals,
Corporations,
otheriVleairlgg to open accounts as vreH
ns front those wishing to transact Banking (tuain ess of any description through
tins liauN

STEPHEN a SMALL PFMidftL
MARSHALL a GODINS, Cashier.
v

febTdtf

STEPHEN

Boot, Job and Card Printer,
PLUM

KO.37

MONET LOANED.

Travelers Abroad
Supplied

of

CREDIT,

TRAVELER’S

CHECKS,

LETTERS
Heirs and others desiring to
borrow money on REAL ESTATE, NOTES, household furniture, pianos, etc. Business strictly confidential.

willi

maySdtf

PORTLAND,

Nolice of Foreclosure

of

Kaye.

FOREIGN

ns ASCI Alt.

MERCANTILE TRUST CO.,
ME.

POFtTLANE),
Statement of Condition At Close Of

Business,

June

30,1901

COMMENCED BUSINESS MAY 6, 1898.

MONEY
delivery.

Ntfith thirty-three

yearn experience and exceptional faculties, we can afford onr clients
every possible convenience for obtaining funds
In all parts of tba world.

Descriptive booklet supplied uponlapplicatlou.
and interviews solicited.

Correspondence

REsorncKs.

I.I A I1IL.ITIKS.

United State* Honda..$105,000.00
Munlci|ial anil other Honda. .307,000.00
Demand a n«l Time Doan* on

Collaterals. 700,137.73

Ottirr Donna
and Rotes Discounted
Uaslt on Hand and n flunks.

59,400.03
93,353.70

<aplt«l Stock..flOO.IWM'
udl v iilrd Pi oAtl
tdrnil No. I. I'i" a Vila Julf
3«H»
t, fJOO.
l>r jioalt*.».Att*fMD‘

t

1*1'

•UMBU

9 830*300.8 5

SWANS BARRETT,
180 Middle

Accounts

of

Individuals,

as

Capacity,

St.,

PORTLAND,

mylldtf

ME.

Banks,
well

as

Municipalities, Corporation*. Flint* ai
those acting in any Official or Tn»i

received on the most favorable terms.

I INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

I>i:i'OSIIS SIKJECT TO t'HEtf

n nn

JAmVsk
iHukis
JAJI1K!||..HA\VKK8,

•

i Vice Preildtua

j

e

rrwiar.w.

IJUTSOX II SAUIVIIER*. Tremw
fH “"TICK It. PEAKE, Secrrlarr.
SKTII L. L VKKAHKE, All«r»tf.

TRUSTEE

4----4

A*^s*
I
II,.An
I.A A V'
IImA'A^s^hh
“*

■ «o.
lira

Cameras.
Everybody knows the Hawkeye
Cameras; that they have the finest
lenses

style

and

and finish.

the latest
3 1-2x3

4x5*

Iltnry
Cm,
Prrdtrlfk A. Dow,

♦

style, 1900,

i-2,

up to date.

Sa-.75
6.00

ea

tourist and visitor should

one.

„r,J

^

Portland Trust Co.,

FREE ST.

--4

_k.__
TO WHOM IT MAY

—

V

FOR

—

/

.■..AND....

excelled tor
The “Weno" is

N. M. PERKINS & GO.,

For Women.

V«L
\ ork,

W. n. MlHIHa,
JamnK IlswkOi
Hr. K. K. Holt
John K. Borsh*
Kll.hs U Cstry.
John F. LhcosA

Thomas P, Shaw,
Adam P. Leighton,
A ni in I
Whitney,
Edwanl B. Winslow.

not

*

Every
have

are

W
\\

-*l

P.

I*

Hawkeye

ifT* ^

-----

ROW*

GORHAM SAVINGS BANK,
By Its Treasurer, John A. Waterman.
Gorham, Me., July 20th, 1900,
jy21dlaw8wS

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds or anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to'medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have fieverhad a single
failure. The longest and jhost obstinate cases
are relieved in 3
days without fall. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no dangei*, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence, and the most com]rtete satisfaction
ip every instance. I relieve hunreds of l&dics whoiii I uoversob. Write for
further
All letters truthfully
particulars.
answered. Frco confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind tlifs remedy Is
absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after 111 effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed. $2.00. Dr. K. M. TOLMAN CO., 170 jL'remont St., Boston, Mass.

"SO"1

__rii>ANC1AL-__

l»Iorl-

Notice is hereby given, that on the eleventh
day of January, A. 1). H9i, Alphonsir.e R mssln of-\\estbn>ok, in tlu County of Cumber-!
laud anu Sta:o of Maine, by her mortgage deed
of thatda'e, recorded In Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds, Hook 539, Page 29'. conveyed to Gorham Savings Bank, a cot porat on
created bv law, and having its office in Gorham
in said
and State, tne following
County
described real estate, viz;
A certain lot of
the
land.wuh
buildings tlieron, situated in
said Westbrook and bounded and described as
lollows, viz:
Commencing on the southerly
side of River street, sixty-four leet westerly
ir >m North street ; thence southerly, parallel
with North street, one hundred and fifty feet,
more or less, to the Presumpscat river; thence
westerly, following said river, to a point distant fllty leet from the southerly terminus cf
the easterly boundary line of these premises;
thence northerly, parallel with North street,
about one hundred and iif.y feet, to said River
street; thence east rly by.said River street,
Said lot it the
fifty feet, to place of beginning.
same conveyed to said Alplionslne Roussln by
John K. Dunn & al., by deed dated June 16,
1891, recorded in Cumberland County Registry
of Deeds. Book 582, Page 3).
That said Bank claims the said p reel rt
real estate under and by said mortgago, and
that the condition of and in the said has been
and is broken, by reason whereof said Gorham
Savings Bank claims a foreclosure of said mortgage,
pursuant to the statute in such case
made and provided.

guaranteed

ST11KKT.

and

l'or immediate

Shawmut Loan Go.,
68 MARKET ST..
ME-

BERRY,

Safe Deposit Vaults,
87 and 89

Exchange

Capital Slock,
Surplus ttntl Profits,
Total

Deposits,

St.

$200,000
175,000

1,800^000

Specialties:— High

Ilrado Bonds for
Investment. Interest Paid on
Deposits.

WM. ft. IVAVIS, Pre.t
JAS P.
IUXTBH, Vice Pre.t
HARRY HUTi'f R. Trru,
certify that I have been appointed
*or Mrs. Mattie P. Wascott
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, A««t,
.W,a.n
of
Tres.
North Windham, and shall
pay no bills of her
THUBTKEm.
eontrac.lnjt, and all persons having rsteived
Vr.iikllii R. R,rreftt
gifts in money from her wlthiu the last two
I J»«. P. B'l^ter,
years are requested lo make
Sidney W.
restitution to me
*
W. Browu,
for her benefit, as she has made
Oltaa. p.
herself poor by Unlt»r O.
*
'*"*
hei generosity, siid
Il.vi*, A. II. Walker
generosity being
wholly
O
B wnony
caused by weakness of mind.
Hnncrofl, IJeo. F\
Cfmj-.
Frederick liable,
Clinton |
CEitoV it,
tvt
.i
Guardian
l>n v Id W.
North
H,
YV indham, duly 13,NASON,
. v liu
Hniln
inrry
tier.
iyoo.
jy'ta-i
jl.V18dtf
4

INVESTMENTS;
WE OFFER

Municipal Bonds,
Water Works Bond''
Railroad Bonds,
Bank Stock.

CONCERN.

TH
*

^
Wnj.

Thti.tei’

H. M. Pavson i &
32

febedtf

EXCHANGE ST,

M’CULLUM’S THEATRE.

THEY CAUGHT THEM.

The last two performances of Shenandoah will be given at McCullum's theatre

Ni k.

Large and Lively Party
At Prince’s Point.

"■I
I

»>.

i*

by tile Police Who

Wile tiime,

in a new
“The New South” a
comedy drama, in four acts and of strong
heart interest will be presented. Several
oil
members of the company have achieved
pronounced successes in this play in
other cities.
Miss Hosmer and Miss Ingram have both played tneir parts before
and so have Mr. Wayne, Mr. Ryder, Mr.
decided to follow
The oostumes worn by the was aroused and he
Reynolds.
for a few minutes. It was not
ladles will be among the choicest in their them up
before one of the fellows sneaked up
wardrobe and the scenic
appointments long
will be all that good taste can suggest. to the front steps of the house 770 ConThe New South is an extremely interest- gress street and grabbed a bundle which
contained laundried articles.
ing play because of its originality and evidently
The thief then boarded a down town car.
be
with
may
anticipated
great pleasure.
The citizen at once telephoned the police
Seats are now on sale.
a description of the young man and the
Rocd and
friend who seemed
to be in the same
RIVERTON PARK.
Webb and Wiswell (Quests.
The last performances of the Interna- game. Shortly after the noon class had
tional Vaudeville company will be given been dismissed, Oilicer Greeley ssnt in a
at Riverton Park today.
The company man answering to the description of one
has made an immense success this week of the chaps. Sticking out of the pockets
The annual fldd day and outing of the and their farewell entertainments
will of this prisoner was a pair of new shoes
and a hat.
was
hold undoubtedly
Cumberland Bar association
attract
large audiences.
Next in
turn of affairs, Deputy Marat the Bern of the Bay
hotel, Next week an in Unite
of
acts

Piazza of Gem of

The Day.

Speeches By Dis-

tinguished

Members.

Judges

Ex-Speaker

I

a

j A quick bit of work that resulted in
landing two suspicious appearing young
men in the
toils, was accomplished by
the police yesterday.
'The fellows were
arrested itnd sent in and although they
strenuously deny that they are guilty of
the charges against them there la such
a strong evidence
that they will be put
before the municipal court this morning.
While walking along Congress street,
near Deering
avenue in the forenoon a
citizen saw a couple of young men hangills ouriosity
ing about that vioinity.

line of work when

Brief

%

&l>otl

splendid MeCullum company

_

Dinner Served

ft

Some Clever Work

this afternoon and evening. The advance
sale denotes that these last performances
will draw the usual large audiences that
have marked every performance during
the week.
Next Monday night theatre-goers will
be given
an
opportunity to enjoy the

of campaign is to keep up guerilla warfare
until November
next, when the
Democrats in the United States, If successful In elections there, have promised
intervention In South Africa.

ADVKRI'ISESIKfm.

Not

Dt-lrgatea

to Three Conventions Elected
Last

The Demooraito ward
caucuses were
held last evening to
elect delegates to
attend the dlstriot convention to be held
at Alfred next Tuesday, the county convention to be-held in this city on Tuesday, and the legislative convention to be
held ut a date to be later ilxed.
is
Considerable interest
manifested
last night’s caucuses
over the result of
on account of the bearing that the Demo! cratic delegates of Portland lire likely to
have on the nomination.
Some of the
delegates favor and others oppose the endorsement of Rev. S. F. Pearson, the
prohibition nominee. All indications are
that by the time the convention is hold
be a lively contest over this
there will

showed a little excitement.
George L, Swett the ex-postmaster,made
a motion that a committee
be appointed
to choose a list
of delegates. But this
motion was voted down at the suggestion
cf Enoch W. Hunt, who favored the ennew
yesterday
variety
shal
Frith instructed 1 Officer Quinn to dorsement of Rev. S. F. Pearson as canPrince’s Point. The members of the bar will be found in the
organization known
call at 776 Congress
street, and learn didate for sheriff. Mr. Hunt moved that
with InTlted guests, a part of about sixty as America's greatest vaudeville
stars
who owned the bundle that had been tak- the delegates be
elected from the floor
left Portland at 9 bO o'clock on a steamer The public will see in this
a
company
en away.
It was found that it belonged and his motion prevailed.
of the McDonald Steamboat company. On concentration of nferit and
The delegates
novelty not
j
arrival at the hotel the members of the often found in the time which the park to a nurse who had rooms in the house. : will probably support Pearson.
At this time, however, the nurse happened
bar were grouped and a photograph taken desires to till with entertainment,
The following were chosen:
|
cf the party.
During the forenoon two j Comedy and sketch stars strong enough to be out. Soon afterwards Oilicer SkilWARD ONE.
teams composed of live men mtyie up of | to head any travelling farce comedy com- lings reported that Danny Friel of Fore
T. H. Gately, Jr.- secreChairman,
well known legal lights were organized pany on the road; musical features which street, had just
bought a bundle con- tary, James A. Bradley.
and
a
new
handkerchief
a
ball Indulged range at the head of harmony and novel- taining
and an exciting game of
lady’s
District Convention—Pierce
Somers,
John H. Conneen, Charles F. Mountfort,
The teams were captained by K. T. ty creations; acrobatic
in.
is wrapper. The nurse within a few mincomedy that
Wm.
Charles
F.
F.
Shaw.
Guptill,
Whitehouse and John F. A. Merrill and grotesque ami amusing all find its place, utes telephoned that she had left a wrapCounty Convention—Asa B. Russell,
Whitehouse and then comes rural comedy inside split- pci au UUC VJUUMC lliu ilUl J UU WU V/AVMUCV&t 'l'hos. F. Small, John B, Kehoe, Win,
were oomposed as follows:
the
it
to
Then
laundry
by telephoning
Price, James A. Bradley.
team—Booth, catcher; Hanseome, pitcher; ting quaintness.
Representative Convention —John LawPierce, first base; Whitehouse, second j The bill is one of the* strongest that was ascertained that the driver of one of
ler, Frank M.. Thurston, Thomas H. Gatbase; Beed, third base; Jerrls, short stop. will be at Riverton this season and the team s was to leave such a bundle at ley, Jr., Asa B Russell, William Price.
Merrill's team—Merrill, catcher; Wilson, special attention is called to the fact by that house. As soon as these communiWARD TWO.
cations
were concluded, a man walked
Noyes, second the management.
pitcher; Hill, llrst base;
Edmund
J.
Young was chosen chairhe
had
that
station
and
into the
reported
base; Ingraham, third base; Cobb, short
Florence F. Driscoll secretary.
AKKESTED ON SElilOUS CHARUE. lost his hat and a pair of shoes. He said man,
stop.
District Convention—V. C. Wilson, F.
he was a cook at 123 Commercial street. F. Driscoll, M. C. McCann, E. J.Young,
The players had hardly got w armed tip
Deputy Sheriff C. Chute yesterday arT.
P. MoGowan.
the
look
over
He
was
to
allowed
goods
the game rested and brought to the
and Into playing trim when
city Lemuel
County Convsntion—J. A, McGowan,
the first man and immeWas called to permit the party to partake
Estes, charged with a criminal assault brought In by
E.
James
McLaughlin. Jr.,
Joseph
This man on
diately Identified them.
of dinner. Only lour innings were played upon Mrs. Ella Leighton at Falmouth in
Hassott, Edward Dudcly, M. J. Landers.
whom thesa
goods had been found, dethe score standing eight to lour In favor | May last.
Representative Convention—E. W. Murproperty. phy, W. H. Sargent, M. J. Walsh, Win,
of the Whltehouse aggregation.
Estes was a farm laborer and had been nied that he had stolen such
J. Bryson, Frank C. Sheridan.
At one o’clock the dinner was served on I employed for about a week by Mr. Leigh- He said that he had bought the shoes in
WARD THREE.
The menu was ton when the assault was made.
the piazza of the hotel.
He im- Bangor. He gave to the police three
his
incarceration
different
names
District
Convention—Geo.
E. Sawyer,
during^
an extended one and required over two
from
the country
mediately disappeared
Frank Nash, Frank Curtis Thomas J. Feeney, Bartley C. Flaherty,
were I and
The tables
hours to discuss it.
nothing more was heard from him yesterday,
James A. O'Neill, Robert E. Ahern.
The other man
handsomely arranged and the banquet until yesterday, when It was discovered and James Simpson.
County Convention—Charles Collins,
The fol- that he was stopping at the residence of who is charged with the larceny of the Everett G. Scully, Horatio
H.
was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Verrlll,
F. Hlght, Stephen Foley.
lowing members of the Cumberland Bar his brother-in-law, Fred Mann of Duck laundry bundle, gave his name as Arthur George
L.
Convention—Samuel
Representative
Williams.
seated at the Poni. Mr. Chute was notified and went
were
and invited guesiB
Batedf Thomas F. Bishop, Lorenzo S.
tables:
Chief Justices Andrew 1*. Wis- to Duck Pond this
Washburn, Charles F. Stubbs, Albert R.
morning, returning
IDEAL DAY FOR
Verrlll.
Estes made no
obwell, Wm. P. Whltehouse, S. C. Strout with his prisoner.
The delegates to the district convention
and Associate Justice Frederick A. Pow
jection to arrest and came quietly to town
were instructed to support Gen. John J.
ers of the Supreme court of Maine, Judge with the officer.
He
came
here some
at
aud
Crowds
Good
Sport
Big
Lynch for the Congressional nomination.
Nathan Webb, U. S court; Hon Thomas years ago from Nova Scotia, and has been
Saugus.
WARD FOUR.
B. Keed, Hon. Henry B. Cleaves, Clerk employed on different
farms
in
FalDistrict Convention—Tobias A. Burke,
of Courts B. C. Stone; Ueneral Charles mouth, Cumberland, Gray and Windham.
Win, H. McDonald,
James H.
Estes will be before the
court
this
Mass., July 27.—Today was Win. F. McDonald,
Hamlin, Hon. Thomas H. Haskell, Hon.
Saugus,
Dresser, Thomas A. Flaherty.
races
at the old Saugus
ideal for the
of the Supreme : morning.
A. li Savage, judges
Countv Convention—Joseph E. F. ConA.
track. For a non-holiday the attendance nolly, Luther B, Roberts, Tobias
court; Hon. M. P. Frank;
George M.
Zebulon
'Lake Alice Howard for Greenwood Gar-1 was the largest ever wen and the crowd Burke, Thomas A. Flaherty,
Selders; E, L. Dyer; J. H. Drummond,
Jackson.
was rewarded by
awing some closely
Jr.; F. V. Chase, IsaacW. Dyer; Arthur den Sunday.
Daniel
Convention
Representative
As was expected, I Chase, John F. A. Merrill, Francis Devents.
contested
F. Belcher, Seth B. Bairabee, W. B. AnCHALLENGE SHOOT.
John
J.
A.
Michael
Gibbons,
F. E. Timbercaptured the 2.12 trot Melaugh,
Temple Wilkes
thoine, F. M Higgins,
A short time ago the Portland Gun
J. lianrahan.
which was left over from
Wednesday,
lake, P. J. Larrnbe8, Ardon W. Coombs,
the Androscoggin
Club received from
WARD FIVE.
when the gelding had two heats to one
John 8. Fogg, George F. Noyes, Charles
Gun Club ©f Lewiston a challenge for the
After losfor Don 5 L.,and Little Dick.
A. Strout, H
District Convention—Wm. M. IngraL, Hutchinson, Charles
“Lotell Halge,’’ whioh is now held by
li. Virgin, Joseph B. lieed, Augustus F.
ing the Mrsfc heat in the 2.10 class, pacing, ham, A. W. Bradbury, B. J. Curran, H.
A, Sweeney, G. C. Edwards.
the Portland Gun Club. The challenge
Island Wilkes, Jr., stepped out lively and"
Bichard
Moulton, Wm. M. Ingraham,
Instructed for John J. Lynch.
has been accepted, and the match will be
In
2.11
3-4.
the
third
heat
won
Enoch
Charles
three,going
Foster,
O.Barrows,
Webb,
County Convention—J. H. Bradbury,
shot this afternoon on the grounds of
the
favorite
in
the
2.14
was
T.
Jhon
L
John H. Pieroe,
Spencer Rogers, W. M. Walker, D. H.
Hanscome,
Alpheus
the Portland Gun Club on Ocean street
but he was forced to reduce his Ingraham, J. C. Leighton.
Edward Woodman, David |
Scott Wilson,
pacers,
Convention—Charles
B.
at two o'clock. Under the conditions
Legislative
record to 2 12 1-4 in order to win the race.
Snow, Benjamin Thompson, W.G. ChapWish, Arthur Spaulding, O. Barton, Ed.
under which the badge is held
all gun
in
the
2.22
was
a
There
M.
InWm,
W.
H.
Roach.
Kobert
trot,
E.
T.
big
surprise
man,
Whltehouse,
Rogers,
clubs in the State must be
notified o f
Mo Shane, who had come
when George
graham, T, B. Talbot, W. C. Whelden,
WARD SIX.
and the date set for the
!
every
challenge
Mack
Vermont with
down from
W.f
Charles J. Nichols, Calvin E. Woodside,
Dlstriot Convention—John J. Lynch,
and are entitled to contest.
It is
shoot,
Fred H.
li W. .Gage, Clarence
pulled his trotter through in three Levi Greenteaf, Oscar R. Wish, Frederick
Hale,
expected that a number of the different
straight heats. In the 2.22 pace, which H. Cobb, James W Kelley.
Cobb, James C. Fox, J. F. A. Merrill, clubs in the
will be represented
State
County Convention—lianno W. Gage,
was
unfinished, Bex and Evolute each
George E. Bird, Frederiek Hale, F. L
today, t?ams from Lewiston, Auburn, was a heat winner, Dan Westland being Thomas II. Flaherty, D. Frank Magner,
Jerris, C.„D. Booth*.
E. Haskell, James J. Murran
Frederick
Watervllle and Hath are expected, and it
after taking
distanced In the last heat
During the dinner Chandler’s orchestra is
City Convention—E S. Osgood, Dr.
there
be
other
that
clubs
likely
may
Walter S. A. Kim ball, Charles McCarthy,
The summary:
two.
of five pieces, C. M. Brooks, leader, renrepresented. Each club which contests
2.12 class, trotting—Temple Wilkes, 1; Jr., Charles S. Dakee, James E. Owen.
dered a line programme of concert num
is represented by live men, who each Little Dick,
2; Dan L., 3. Best time,
WARD SEVEN.
bers.
Alter the dinner, President Hon.
shoot at fifty targets, twenty-five thrown 2 14 3-4’by Little Dick.
District
and
County Conventions—M.
Henry B_ Cleaves called the assembly to at known anil
lo
2
class, pacing—isiana wlines,
l;
twenty-five thrown at unorder and introduced lion. Thomas B
Ambulator,2; Belle Colley, 3, Best time, P. Frank, George L. Swett, Coleman A,
known angles. As this is the first meet- 2.11 3-4.!
Flaherty, Enoch W. Hunt, Nathan ClifA. P. Wiswell
Chief
Justice
Heed,
f nrd
2 14 class, pacing—John
T., 1; Ned
ing that the clubs of the State have had
u
uuu
vnuiiio
i^uvuau
U
C.
Best
3.
2.12
1-4.
City Convention—Wyer Greene,
Pace
1
G.,
time,
Wilses, 2;
this year, and as the teams of the differ2.22 class, trotting—Mack W., 1: Debut, Thornton Libby, Marshall H. Rich, EdHamlin, each of whom extended thanks ent clubs are
an
matched,
very evenly
ward F. Flaherty and Philip J. Larra2; Ginter, 3. Best time, 2.18 1-2.
for the courtesies shown, and spoke in
! interesting contest is expected.
2.22 class, pacing,
(unfinished)—Evo- bee.
the highest terms of the usefulness and
Dan
3.
Best
Westland,
tate, 1; Bex, 2;
WARD EIGHT.
THE LABOR BUREAU.
reputation of the Cumberland Bur, and
time, 2.13J1-4 bygDan West/and.
There being no quorum at ward eight
expressed the hope that prosperity would
Hon. S
W. Matthews, commissioner
THE CLEVELAND RACES.
the city committee made the nominaever attend them as individuals and as an of the bureau of industrial and labor
July 27.—This was the big tions:
Cleveland,
»
organized body of the legal fraternity.
statistics, is receiving returns from agents
day at the grand circuit races and there
District Convention—George B.Leavitt,
The outing was highly successful in all
of
the
making personal 'investigations
The feature George W. Furlong, George F. Kelley,
was a large crowd present.
Its details and relleGts great credit on the
earnings and expenses of working people of the day’s racing was the defeat of 8. M. Watson, Edward B. Dodge.
L.
FredMessrs,
F.
committee,
Jerris,
A lai’ge bundle of returns frozn one agent Dare
County Convention—Alfred R Huston,
Devil, the black stallion from the Michael
erick F. Hale and Win
M. Ingraham. was
Stevens, John 8. Russell, Lewis
received, yesterday. The agents re- Vill age Farm, in the 2 10 trot who, beSawyer, Isaac F. Clark.
The party left Yarmouth at live o'clock
port the occupation, wages, board and fore the start was a prohibitive favorite.
Caucus—Ansel Huston,
Representative
The results.
in special cars of the Portland and Yargeneral living expenses, clothing, etc.,
Eugene H. Winslow, Frank L. Winship,
2.23
mouth Hallway company,
1;
Corbett,
olass, pacing—Midway,
provided by azid the working hoizrs or each person.
George F. Kelley, George W. Furlong.
George C., 3, Best time, 2.12 1-2.
courtesy of the president of the road, From all the returns a gezzeral average 2; 2.10
WARD NINE.
1; Dare
class,
trotting—Dayton,
Hon. Beth L. Larrabee, a member of the is
Dest time,
made, showing the general conditiozz Devil, 2; Charlie Herr, 3.
District
Convention—Charles
Dunn,
2.08 1-4.
party.
of the working people.
Jr., E. M, Watkins, Charles Scammon,
2,12 class, trotting—Boralina, 1; Eliert, Thomas Cobb, Wm, N. Stevens.
Bozne years ago the United States govBand Concert at_, Greenwood Garden
2; Kate McCracken, 3,
County Convention—Robert H.Hooper,
ernmezzt made
2 20 class, pacing—Bonpie Direct, 1; Silas E.
investigation of this
(Sunday afternoon.
8trout, Dennis Gulliver, E. L.
Best
Prime
3.
time.
nature at the sazne tizne In which
Exum,
the Daisy J., 2;
Watkins, George M. Cram.
2.09 1-2.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
State was engaged in the work, and the
Convention—Sylvanus
Representative
E. Stevens, Charles F. Kcamman, O. F.
Edwin H. Moody of Harpswell to Lera difference izi the z’esults was almost zzoth- DON’T UNDERSTAND
AMERICAN
M. Cram,
E.
Silas
George
Skillins,
H. Moody of Harswell, for $1, land and ing, showing that the method is almost
POLITICS'.
Strout,
In
buildings
Harpswell.
perfect izz accuracy.
Africa, Wednesday, REGARDING DEATH OF WILLIAMS.
Balmoral, South
Joseph H. Douglass of Brunswick to E.
PORTLAND MAN IN MASSACHU- .July 27.—The Boers state that their plan
M. Moody of Harpswell, for $1, laud and
The
coroner's inquest regarding the
SETTS i EG I SLAT U RE.
death of Robert A,
who was
buildings In Harpswell.

j
)

Bought at old prices, and wo propose giving our
on
Monday we shall make some special prices

are

Suent

1,000 yards Malting

now

“

“

350

“

“

at 12
“
17
“

A

next week is:

style.

They are for pale people, for delipeople, for nervous people j for
people who are thin and lacking in
energy, spirits and appetite.

At nil druggists or direct from Dr. Williams
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N.Y., postpaid
on receipt of price 50c. a box; « boxes, $2.50.

a

S.

ROSCOE

When you take Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People you are
simply doing what thousands of
your fellow beings the world over
have done with the greatest success.
Knowing this it is always unnecessary and often dangerous to
else that
experiment with something
“
is recommended as
just as good."

DAVIS COMPANY,

—-AGENTS

Crawford and Household

*

a'AO
odd

j

u

|

..

Williams,

Laura A, Lyford of Cabot, Vt., to IrvRepresentative Kyle, who tor tne last
ing S, Wallace of Harpswell, for $1, land three years has looked out -for the interon New Meadows river, Harpswell.
ests of Plyznouth in the legislature of
John H Griltln of Cliff island to W. B. Massachusetts, is u forznor Portland zizan,
Johnson of Gorham, for $1, land on Cliff having for several years been connected

Cool Food.

|

I Grape-Nuts]
Ready Cooked
Delicious

f
|

killed early Tuesday morning, was held
in the county attorney’s room in the City
building yesterday afternoon. It was in
charge of County Attorney Libby and
and the jurors were as
Coroner Perry,

Co.
with the house of J. W. Perkins
11
Old Colony MemoA few days ago the
rial” In speaking of him said, ‘‘Representative Kyle frozn the first took a leading
positionuand all through has been reoog
the
nized as ozie of the strong mezz of
house. The regard of his associates was
manifested this wee It on the closing day
of the session, by making choice of Air.
Kyle to 1111 the Speaker’s chair.’"

Some

coffee ;

drink Grain-O.
and tastes like
it

GOOD FISHING.
AJr. Fz'ed D. Harvey, Mr. John O'Brien
and Mr. Graha n of this oity, who are
spending a low days at Naples, have experienced some good luok in Ashing this
week.
Between them they have landed
212 white perch, 96 pickerel and a number of bass.
The largest bass weighed
about seven pounds and was captured by
Mr. Harvey.

people can’t drink
everybody can

is

grainst

made

j
|
i

coffee,
from

cheaper

coffee ; costs about

quarter

but

pure
No coffee in it.

Grain-O is
j

It looks

as

much.

AU grocers i

15c.

a»4 250,

than
one-

David F. Harmon, foreman;
follows:
Hanson S. Clay,
George D. Loring,
George W. Wells, Luther A. Sterling,
George T. Means.

,,

;

July

Unfavorable

27.—Bradstreets to-

will say:

for raw wool by manufacturers.
Unfavorable elements In trade probably
lind their chief and greatest exposition in
the iron and steel business. That industry
is, if possible, more depressed than at any
time for three years past.
Among other
metals, tin is locally lower on freer arrivals, after touching the highest price in
Trade in dry goods
twenty-seven years.
at the east particularly seems backward
regarding a cleared realization of the cotton goods situation.
the
smallest for
Bank clearings are
many weeks, the lightest in fact with one
exception, since February aggregatin
only $1,337,155,440, a decrease of nine per
cent from last week and of ten per cent
from this week a year ago Business failures number 183 as
Compared with 202
last week, 170 in this week a year ago.
marriages.

dazed

and

remained in hie tracks with
lie was run over by the
the result that
locomotive. Flagman O’Rourke testified
that he heard Yard Master Brackett give
the warning to Mr. Williams.

the

5,00.
1 Oak
oaken

panels

at

large

top,

kind,

our

three

1

els of

depart-

Every oi)e marked

1

silkoline, in

Monument Square.
y28.llt_

was

_TO-

FABYANS
Through the Crawford Notch of
also

Mountains

to

Arrive Portland. 5.35 p. ip.

Ron ml

The

FABYANS
NAPLES.

/

or

NOTCH RIDE
EVANS.
V. P. & Gen’l Man

GEO. F.

packed

witli

everything

in

o

the

a

new

the Jewelry line.
We have
most complete stock in the

I
I SVlcKenney, I
|
I
city,

x

store we can show

<►

you everything usually found in
a
first class jewelry establish-

a

meat.

♦

Come

to our

THE

1

JEWELER,

SVlonument

♦

Square.

jlySOdtfoUiorStbp

§+*****++— ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

$8.50,

Screens,

frames,

filled

panels,

at

$2.75,

marked from 3.75.
1
three fold
library

Screen,
ered

both

with

sides

cov-

burlap printed
design at

Armorial
was

Oak

$5.00.
Screens, three

fold, five feet
lene

panels,

high,
at

silko-

$1.88,

2.75.

very rich Library or
Office Screen, three fold,
1

oak

*

at

cretonne

were

OBSERVATION CARS

den,

or

for li-

three fold

3

Trie to either

1.50.
oak frame

heavy

12.00.

$3.75,
RO

at

oak

NEXT SUNDAY.
<5 B

thor-

screen,

panels, good

in

NAPLES.
Leave Portland 9.30 a. m.
Arrive Naples, 11.15 a. m.
Arrive Fabvans. 12.50 p. ra.
Leave Fabyans, 2.30 p. m.
Leave Naples^2.15 p. in.

very

2

EXCURSION

were

brary

M. C. F2- Ri

is

colors,

bright
a

Screen, three fold, corduroy

X

Screens,
frames, pan-

oughly good

White

Oak

fold

oak

attractive

SVIen’s Outfitters,

the

was

three fold

polished

FRANK M, LOW & CO„
.

$7.50,

$12.00.
4

suit

at

only one

Screen, with embroidered
denim panels, $7.50, was

$1.00,

a

Etched

Screen,

10.00.

|6ur Jewelry Store ii

[The funeral services of the late Lucinda II.
Lit,j!elletd will take place this afternoon at 2
o’clock at her late residence, 06Cougre33 street.

wood

of its

FOR THE

In Deer Isle, July 20, Mrs. Caroline Spoflord,
aged 71 years.
in Bucksport, July 20, Mrs. Nellie G. Turner,
aged 36 years.
in‘Ellsworth. July 19, Mrs. Mary A. JFisette,
aged 21 years.

painted,

back,

frames, five feet high, to
go at $3.00, marked from

dowt).

L.EA1 H5.

hand

screen, the

Pownal. .July 26. by Albert W. Larrabee,
F. E. BOOTIIBY,
Esq., Alexander S. Gregory and Miss Maud M.
Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agt,.
Tyler, both of Portland. [No cards.]
In Deer Isle, July 17, Harmon Treworgy of
Surry and Miss Clara J. Terry of Stonington.
In Searsport. July 21, Walter E. Towns and
Miss Lucy A. Auspiand.
in Deer Isle, July I 9, Capt. Willis W. Scott
and Miss Sadie E. Ellis.
At Lons Island, July 21, Charles Davis and
Mrs. Addle M. Luut,
In Waterford, July 25, Fonzo R. McLaughlin
of Phillips and Winntfred D. Knee laud of Wat-

77 yaars.
In Calais, July 24, Albert Q. II111, aged 57 yrs.
In Robbins to a, July 19, Jesse E. Marshall of
Calais, aged 29 years.

panels

some

ment.

&

$10.00,

Shifts.

In

erford.

at

go

48c.
Best

inntlirv

witnesses were Engineer W. H.
The
In this city, July 27, Bertie Leroy, infant child
Simond A. and Mamie Pearson, aged 2 m milts,
Morrison, Fireman L. Howard, Yard Mas- of
27 duys.
ter George A. Brackett, Assistant Yard
[Prayers tills afternoon at 3 o'clock at parents’
Master C. F. Reynolds, Brakeman R. j. residence, 62 Parris street.
In Harrison, July 22, Sprague Keen, aged
Hunter and George E, Sylvester, Flag- 84 years.
In Saco, July 24, Francis P. Eastman, aged
man Thomas O’Rourke.
The evidence
showed that Yard Master Brackett cried
out to Mr. .Williams,
“Look out for the
Instead of taking due
engine, Bob.”
care, Mr. Williams seemed to become

beautiin silk,

panels filled with denim,
(three fold,) a very hand-

Sale in

railway earnings, less weakness in
prices of the countries leading cereal products, based apparently on renewed buymore

to

damask

Sen)i-Anr)ual Clearar)ce

gross

frvr exnrvrfc jvnd rather

fold

five feet

Screens, assorted colors,

linen, 10c each.

cal assurance of an immense com crop by
the recent copious rams in the further
west, the continued cheerful reports from
the sections which have gathered and are
a
now marketing
large winter wheat
crop, advices of continued improvement
in tone in the northwest, with reports of
renewals of earlier cancelled orders for
fall goods,
fairly satisfactory gains in

sun

percale Negligee
On sale, 48c.
Shawki)it Hose, (seconds,) in rock fast colors,
92c the box of six pair.
Washable bat wing ties,
quarter value, at 15c. Just
the tie for band collars.
High band collars, all

Important changes in trade and speculation are notably lacking this week, but
counter current of demand in various sections and industries lend a rather more
than usually irregular appearance to the
Among the favorable
general situation.
features calling for notice are the practi-

Incr

mid surrjmer

The

d3t

York,

today’s

originally $25.00.
6 four fold Japanese

has melted these prices
all to pieces. It’s your run
while this melting mood
lasts.
Big Bargains do
not require big type. Look:
at these samples.
20 dozer) soft
boson)
Negligee Shifts, ir) woven
fabrics, hor)est sevei)tyfive cer)t value. Oq sale,

>

Feature*.

New

on

enamelled frame, damask

THE TRADE SITUATION.

morrow

will

white satin four

back,

The jury returned the verdict that Mr.
Williams came to his death by injuries
received by being struck by locomotive
No. 193, owned and opera ted. by the
Boston & Maine railroad,

|

to

few

a

quickly
prices

Japanese Screen,
high, the panels
fully embroidered

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS, ELECTROTYPERS,
AND ILLUSTRATORS,
145 High St., Boston.

the

out

we

the

i

I G. J. PETERS & SON, ;;

and

and

selling.

Any Sixes to Orderm

Favorable

little

SCREENS for

express.

The

lots

cut

Made from

Half-Tones at 15c. per square inch.
Minimum of §1.50.
Line Plates at 10c. per square inch.
Minimum of §1.00.

reduce the stock
a

close

I

Presidential Candidates
Latest Photographs.
or Double Column, either
Single
separately or in groups, in stock,
and supplied at unce by mail or

Ranges.

Portland, July 28, 1900.

-OF THE-

—

Island.

FOR-■—

___jly28d3t

I^HALF-TONE OR RELIEF-LINE
PORTRAITS

jly28

follows:

worth 18c
“
25c
“
05c

45c

..

------

i» v.-

l-2c,
12c,

benefit,

the

customers
as

Fancy Oak Uocker at $2,39, regular $3.50 value.
Stylish Spring Edge Couch, any color, $10.50, regular $14.00

A

cate

RACES*

off

prices.

Another leader for

Pink Pills
for
Pale People

"

invoice

Wo have made changes in our Carpet ancT Bug department and can
show you an elegant lino of Carpet size Bugs, in latest styles, at very

lowest

Dr. Williams’

750

|

-..

large

a

So

you well. The freheadaches, the fatigue after
light exercise j the lack of appetite,
want of energy, a slight but troublesome pain here or there, the loss of
flesh and strength} the ease with
which you take cold ; all this indicates that your health is not as it
should be. What is* the remedy ? »
All persons suffering as described
above should try

7

just received

STRAW MATTINGS

But-

Neither

question.
Ward

Wc have

fxSicky

Evening,

MONDAY “SALL

SPECIAL

Exactly

DEMOCRATIC CAUCUSES.

HEW ADTEBVIKEHiniTS.

frame,

panels

of

leather with denim

backs,

marked

down

at

$6.50,

from 8.00.

Mahogany Screen,
grille top, denim panels,
1

$6.98, marked down
from $io,oo.
1
Fire Screen,
with
at

mahogany frame, highly
polished, panels filled
§§§with art ticking, (3 fold)
at

$5-75,

marked

from

10.00.

These

prices
Today only.

are

for

a

*4*

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

—

MISCELLANEOUS,
‘"

SOUTH PORTLAND.

to~men

sent free

to Men.

Candidate For

A Free Trial Package Sent l»y
All

Mall

to

Legisla-

ture Selected.

Who Write.

most remarkable
remedy are being mailed to all who will
Medical
Institute. They
Btate
the
write
cured so many men who had battled for
years against the mental and physical
Buffering of lost manhood that the Institute has decided to distribute free trial
packages to all who writs. It is a home
treatment and all meu who suffer with
form of sexual weakness resulting
ram youthful folly,
premature loss of
strength and memory, weak back, varicocele, or emaciation of parts can now
cure themselves at home.
The remedy has a peculiarly grateful
effeoc of warmth and seems to act direct
to the desired location giving strength
and development just where it is needed.
It oures all the ills and troubles that
come from years of misuse of the natural funotious and has been an absolute success in all oases. A request
to the State
Medloal Institute., 462 Elketron BuildFt.
that you
Wayne,
Ind.,
stating
ing,
desire one of their free trial paokaims
will be complied with promptly
The
Institute is desirous of reaching that
great class of men who are unable to
leave home to be treated and the free
sample will enable them to see how it is
to be cured of sexual weakness when
the propor remedies are employed. The
restrictions. Any
Institute makes no
be sent a free
man who writes will
In a plain packsealed
sample, carefully
age so that its recipient need have no
or
fear of embarrassment
^publicity,
Headers are requested to write without
Free trial

packages of a

David E. Moulton Nominated

Re-

By

m ELESANT TOILET LUXURY.
*

Used by people of refinement
for over a quarter of a century.

publicans.

Contest An

Edwin R. Gammon, a well known and
respected citizen of Gorham, son of the
late Eden Gammon, Main street, died
quite suddenly Thursday afternoon, after
illness of a few weeks, Mr. Gammon
was a man,
it was supposed, of large
wealth, and has spent several winters
in the South. The funeral will be held
this afternoon at 2 o’clock from his late

Among

those
this week

Exceedingly

Close One.

Runaway

A Bad

Accident

registered

at

ture David E. Moulton.
Enos T. Renner, chairman of the South
Portland city committee called the caucus
Charles E. Jorto older : and on motion
dan of Cape Elizabeth was made chair-

Moulton and his magnetism as a winner,
and thought that if the western section
of the district was to name the candidate
Mr. Moulton would prove most capable.
the
seconded
Hon. E. C. Reynolds
nomination of Mr. Moulton, after which
iNewton Treretnen
set

nominaceu

forth

^apb.

his sterling,

now

Mr. Moulton, who was present, accepted the nomination, and in the course of
his remarks paid a pretty tribute to his
old school teacher, Mr.Henley, who acted
as secretary of the caucus, and pledged
himself to fidelity to duty should he be
elected.

The caucus then adjourned.

Mrs. Deborah Soule started with her
double seated team last Sunday to attend
church in Portland, having with her, her
daughters, Mabel, Alice, Lucy and Miss
Mollie Looket of Warren. When near the
Knightville power house one of the carriage wheels caught in the electric track,
causing a total wreck of the wheel and
precipitating the entire party into the
one
was hurt and
street. Happily no
Mr. Eddie Mountfort, who was near the
scene, kindly took his team and brought
the wrecked party home again.
The board of registration of voters have
had a three days’ session for the purpose
of revising the voting lists and having
new t lists struck off by the printer. The
struck from the lists 27 name s of
board
either died or moved
voters who had
away, and made ward changes of five
others.

They also turned over to the board of
goodly list of names omitted

assessors a

avf*

V

Back Ache
After

working all day sewing,
baking, scrubbing, sweeping, washing
or
standing behind a counter— a

*■

—

back is sure to be tired.
It’s too bad a woman has to work ;
still that’s the way the world goes.
But it’s a consolation to know that
the pain which comes in the day will
go away in the night if the back be
woman’s

thoroughly rubbed with Omega Oil. 718

Merrymeeting Park.

Combination Shore and Turkey Dinner,
75c
Regular Shore Dinner,
60c
"We serve Ice Cream and Assorted Cake with
our Shore Dinners.

European

Plan Menu:

from the canvass of the latter board.
Miss Mollie Looke of South Warren who
has been stopping for the past month at
her aunt’s, Mrs. M. A. Hanna’s, West
to
her home by
Broadway, returned
steamer Merriooneag Thursday last.
Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford
Young and
daughter, Dorothy of Boston, are at
Mr. Hanna’s, West Broadway,
making
an extanded visit/
Old Home week they
will visit Mrs. Hanna’s sister,
Mrs.
Looke. at South Warren.
DEMOCRATIC CAUCUSES.
The Democrats of South Portland held
their caucus last evening at the Knightville Hose house to elect delegates to the
district and county
conventions. Mr.
Hiram Dyer, chairman of the Democratic city committee, called the meeting to
order and
read the call
George'H.

Mr. and Mrs. Hudson and Miss Sawyer
stopping at Mrs. Merritt’s boarding
house, Main street.
The Congregational and West Gorham
went on their annual
Sunday schools
are

FEEEEIt, Proprietor.
jy2ldeodtr

THE DEWEYS AWAITING THE
STORK.

Washington, July 27.—Admiral and
have returned to Beauvoir,
Mrs. Dewey
their country home near the capital, and
gossip is busy with reasons for the
abandonment of Narragansett. where it
was supposed they were to spend the season.

Before the Deweys went to Narraganwas reported to be in
sett Mrs, Dewey
bad health, which prevented her from par*
ticipating in various sooial incidents. It
was reported that she had improved while

Steamer Pejepscot will
at 10.00 a. m. for

Sunday

SAIL.

leave Portland every

Orr's Island and Naw Meadows River
Return—Leave Gurnet Bridge. New Meadows. at 2.30 p. in., Orr’s island 3.30 p. m., arrive Portland about 5.151>. m.
A first class
sliOre dinner can be obtained.
Round Ti!Ip,
60 cehts. Dinner, 50 cents.

Steamer

Percy

V

leaves at 10.00 a. m. every Sunday for Mere
touching at the sev eral landings along
his route. Return to Portland about 6,15 p, m.
)luner at Mere Point.
Round Trip, 23 cents.
Jlnner, 60 cents,
J. II. MCDONALD, Manager.
jyfidtf

I’oint,

Shop.
pUBlOSITY
of

223A Middle
antiques and curios

books,
and exchanged.
specialty.

St.

All kinds
bought,, sold
Flu* brass candlesticks a
£1-1

list.

Wafers from

in Hammock.

Package” are not
affected by the odor of the
mackerel barrel, the sweepPatent

Two Funerals in the

City

Yes-

ing of the store,

terday.

wprA*

SAnnf.nrB

.InhD W

r.nn.

was

“KO-NUT”
A

PURE

COCOA*UT

“Substitute” for, but

plete “Superseder”
for cooking.

of lard or

FAT.
a com-

butter

The Unfit, purest and most, healthful article for cooking is the product of
the cocoanut now being sola under the
trade mark name of “KO-NUT.” Thjs
material Is a perfect superseder of butter
lard fojr every
stances are ever
or

use

to which

those

sub-

put, and being a fruit
product of absolute purity is preferable In
every point of comparison.
It Is more economical than lard. One
half or two-thirds as much KO-nitt ]g
required to do the same toork as lard.
In 3 and 5 lb. cans, at all Grocers. If
your grocer doss »6t keep it, send us your
name and address, with your grocer’s imme,
and we will send ytfu a
82-page Cook book
containing receipts and description of
Ko-Nut.
JlcLKLLAN & BRIGHAM CO.,
N. E. Agents,
49, 50, fil and 52 Chatham Street, Boston.

as
Mr, Peter Files and wife, accompanied
by Walter llale and wdfe, on Wednesday
of the past week went to Rocky Hill to
pick berries on the Thurlow lot. During
the thunder storm they became lost and
somewhat bewildered,and also were thor-

'S

Bath, July 27.—Miss Esther N. Barney,
of

Fredericksburg,

Virginia, who will
torpedo boat Barney which

christen the
will be launched

from
the
Bath Iron
Works at 1.30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
arrived In Bath this evening and
was
driven to Hotel Phoenix where she will
After the launching topass the night
morrow a lunch complimentary to Miss
will
be
served in the office of
Barney
General Superintendent John S. Hyde of
the company.

NO NEWS OF STIMPSON.

Boston, July 27.—John G. Hall & Co.,
of this city, who were part owners of the

three masted schooner Etta A. fetlmpson
which was reported wrecked In the gulf
of Mexico July 12 have received no
further
information concerning
tho
disaster. The vossel was bound from
Portsmouth for a southern
por,t to load a
Part of her
cargo of hard pino lumber.
woie lauded at Cherbourg, France
grew
Tuesday but no mention had been made of

Captain

Hogan. Tbe sehoonej:
valued at $7000 and was uninsured.
was built at Thomaston in 1874
sailed from that port.

They are
fresh when they reach
table

your
come

a

a

Patent

wonderful in-

vention, but this is a
wonders. Ask for it

day of

look

trade-mark

the end.

on

the

at

grocers, and

such a match will be ooneumated at an early date.
Miss Susie Libby,daughter of Wm. Libby, Valentine street, catight her hand in
the rope of a swinging hammock a few
as

is

they

oven.

“In-er-seal

Package”

pected that

days ago, and

when

as

from the

The

into civilization.
An unknown in the science of sparring
is endeavoring to secure a match in this
oity with Luther Manuel, the well-known
lighter of Portland and while definite
arrangements have been made it is ex-

for the

Used exclusively by

National Biscuit

Company.

result had her wrist

broken.
The funeral

services over the remains
of the
Jate
Mr, Xavier Nadeau were
held
yesterday morning at 8 o’clock at
The burial was
St. Hyacinthe’s church.
at St. Hyaointh s cemetery.
■
The funeral of the late Mrs. Emeline C.
Wescott was held yesterday morning at
11 o’clock
from
the residence of her
daughter, Mrs. C. M. Waterhouse. The

FfVV

ffTTT f ▼ f ?

...

j Jjs

an

*j

ltev. S. N.

services were

county
F. W. Plaisted,
City hall, Thursday,
Crowell, Waterville,
chairman; E. H.
secretary. Resolutions in harmony with
the state organization were adopted.Nomiufitinna

the state

or

of the weather.

I

| Blossom
"2

The Kind You Have

it

grows with the dose of the seisor
into a complete and valued pica of

j

fruit

Always Bough!

|

I

I

SO

f

POES A #
POLICY

I5

of Life Insurance deve'jp voith ftr
passing of time intpr/de of the lest
^ and most reliable investment
A little money, rtqdez
5 knotpn.
5 paid, keeps it fully operative, i 1
-2 remains valid under circwndixc;
>

that J&ould annul almost ary <dtj
well repays tmft I
it nurturing,
is not wf&Bk i
;C less without. From the ootsei. i j
:S undertakes to give protecta* «<
t never falters in its
purposdl ©to ;
i5 ever fiapperis.
It
security.’** but

did not seem to be of such a serious character as those sustained by Mrs. LittleThe members of the Wopdfords Univerfield.
Mrs. Farr was able to walk withsalist church and Undies’ Circle held a
out assistance, but it was found necessuccessful lawn party yesterday afternoon
sary to carry her guest, a blanket being
and evening on the new church building
used for the purpose. After receiving temlot on Clifton street. The lawn was pretporary medical attention the ladles were
decorated
for the
with
occasion,
taken to Flying Point in charge of the tily
and bunting, and the evening the
flags
Mrs.
Littlefield
Is
still
family physician.
Chinese lanterns and electric lights added
in a helpless state.
g much to the
attractiveness of the
occaKENNEBEC DEMOCRATS.
sion.
Supper was served on the lawn at
Waterville, July 27.—The Democratic six o'clock. After the supper a very pleasconvention
was convened in the ant social evening was had by all,

ningham, Gardiner; Samuel W. Clement,
Rome;
George W. Bowman, Sidney;
sheriff, Albert Fuller, Winslow; county
attorney, F. W. Clair, Waterville; judge
of probate, Emery O Bean, Readfield;
register of probate, Charles E, Dunton,
China; treasurer, Hiram Pierce, Windsor;
commissioner, G. W. Earle, Litch-

dampness, odor,

dust and germs. Soda Biscuit packed in the “In-cr-seal

Wrist Broken

Girl Has

conducted by
Adams, pastor of the Westbrook Congredoll clothes. The friend smiled and asked gational church. The body was taken to
if Mrs. Dewey was fond of dolls, where- North Gorham at 2 o’clock for interment
Brief serin the cemetery at that plaoe.
upon, the story goes, the secret was out.
Admiral and Mrs. Dewey were married vices were held at the cemetery,conducted
by Kev. Mr. Sawyer of North Gorham.
in November last.
Avis and
Theodore Parker, who for
RUNAWAY AT FREEPORT.
the past two months have been on a visit
relatives in this city, have joined
Freeport, July 27.—While Mrs. Donald to
larr of Flying Point and Mrs. Little- their father, Mr. A. H Parker, Hamilfield of Lewiston, her guest, were driving ton, Ohio.
At the Universalist church Sunday at
in the village Thursday, a part of the
the
a. in.,
as they were going down the morning service at 10,30
harness broke
B,
Mill hill
The horse at once took fright pastor, Rev. Elliot
Barbour, will
and the ladies were off on a wild ride. preach from the subject, ‘‘Our Relations
Shall They
Be.?”
The uncontrollable animal took a course with China, What
This will be the last Sunday before vacaacross the railroad track and headed for
the freight station where he brought up tion. Bet there be a large attendance.
lesson study,
short, the carriage striking against the Sunday school at 11.45,
Y. P. C. U.
platform. Both women were thrown out “The Transfiguration.”
by the collision. Mrs. Littlefield rolling meeting at 7 p. m. Topic for the evening,
under the platform, and Mrs. Farr land- “Modern Chivalry.’
Besides
ing heavily several feet away.
being badly shaken up, Mrs. Farr had an
W00DF0RDS.
arm broken in two places,yet her injuries

nSPBCl All TO THE PRESS

Not a

SUNDAY

Pugi-

plcnio to UnderwTood Park Wednesday
and report a most enjoyable time.
Mr. Reynolds's subject Sunday oughly drenched in the rain. Alter wanRev.
morning will be “The young people of dering around in the woods for several
hours they succeeded in finding their way
the past and present.”

field. There were about 50 in attendance.
elected secretary.
SUSPICIONS OF FOUL PLAY.
A committee of three was appointed,
consisting of Messrs. Fred Jordan, SherCalais, July 27.—The police are investiman Willard and Fred Morrill, to prepare gating the cause of the death of
Augustus
a
list of candidates. The committee re- Redding, whose body was found near an
ported the following list:
overhead railroad bridge in this city, this
District Convention—H. W. Dyer, H. morning.
Cuts and bruises about
the
E. Dyer, A. J. Oliver. F. C. Morrill,
head and face excited suspicion of foul
James A. Pinkerton, James K. Turner.
County Convention—Fred W. Jordan, play, although there is a probability that
H. E. Dyer, H. W. Dyer, A, J. Oliver, the man may have met death by falling
F. C. Morrill, Thoinas P. Cuskley.
fro oi the bridge.
Redding was a Grand
It was voted unanimously to instruct
Army veteran. He leaves a family.
the delegates
to support the name of
MISS BARNEY ARRIVES.
Howard E. Dyer for sheriff.

Weeks, Jr.,

Green Turtle aud Terrapin Soups, Soft Shell
Crabs, Fried Lobster, Tartar Sauce, Broiled
Live Lobster, Lobster Newburgh,
Salmon,
Philadelphia Squab, Quail, Broiled Chicken,
Steaks, Chops, Salads, etc.

J. A.

Westbrook

Ambitious

Grand Master P. I.
District Deputy
Paine Installed
the officers of Dirigo
lodge, K. of P., Gorham, assisted by oth-

ready for a ballot
Everything
and the tellers appointed were Joseph H. in
Narragansett and the home coming
Fiokett, W. E. Allen and Marous Hanna, was a surprise.
The result was as follows:
Today Washington society is busy with
83 a story of an expected visit of the stork
David E. Moulton,
30 to the Dewey home.
ZZZZ
Albert D. Boyd,
Of
course the story came out in the
Mr, Trefethen then took the tloor and
visit to Mrs. Dewey and
moved that the nomination of Mr. Moul- usual way—a
the finding of her busily engaged examinton be made unanimous and all were in
ing fine bits of lace, little garments and
accord.

f~---——-— --

An

means

Biscuit, Butter Thins, Long
Branch Biscuit, Graham Biscuit, Oatmeal Biscuit, Ginger
Snaps, Saltines, Handmade
Pretzelettes, and Vanilla

W,

at ing 2,000 shingles.

#

In joint caucus last evening at Oasis
hall, in Knightville, the Republicans of
Cape Elizabeth and Siuth Portland nominated for representative to the legisla-

was

E. VAN NOORDEN COMPANY,
©44 Massachusetts Ave., BOSTON, Mass.
Send for catalogue.
jlyillW&Surm

Storm.

During

ers.

Boyd and
manly qualities,

VENTILATORS,

the absolute protection of Soda Biscuit, Milk

It

Woods

Party Lost in

John Hyde, Lim-

J. Bickford has added to his
steam saw mill a large planer and saws
Mr. Bickto do job wrork of all kinds.
ford has just closed a contract for saw-

Kuightville*

A. D.

MADE OF SHEET METAL.
Proof against leaks from weather and condensation.

BIISCGLIiANBOirS.

WESTBROOK.

Crystal

are
Spring
D. Cole, Limington; George
ington;
Jenkins, Malden, Mass.; J. F. Frisbee,
Lewiston; R. E, Brown, Portland; W.
M. Blake, Malden, Mass.; Miss Edith A.
Wilson, Lowell, Mass.; F. A, Rich, Lewiston ; Mary E. Lowell, Everett, Mass.

Mr.

----

AND

r

miscellaneous.

MISCEliLANEOCS.

■■■'

residence.

man, with George F. Henley secretary.
Nominations
being next in order,
George T. Spear, in well-chosen words,
presented tne name of David E. Moulton.
He touched briefly on the ability of Mr.

PERFECT

■*'«*-

an

?ny

delay.

1

■■

GORHAM.

A Most Remarkable Remedy That
Quickly Restores Lost

Vigor

■---*

The delegatee
were instructed to fill
any vacancies that may oocur.

I

Union mutual PolUt

do all this and much fnor,. Tv
protect first and always, bMm
it other values of importance. Ida
Z tell you about them.
Your fcpn
S wilt ha vc prompt attention* Ja j

;

t

j

YARMOUTH.

Thirty Years

A game of ball Is to be played this afat three o’clock on the old Yarmouth grounds between the
Yarmouth
nine of 1885 and the Yarmouths of 1900.

|

1

Union IHutual Cifc
Insurance Compan
PORTLAND,

ME.

ternoon

Ladies are specially invited and all visitors in'town will bo sure of an afternoon
of enjoyment.
The following are the entries for the
2.33 class at the matinee races of the Yarmouth Driving club to be held this after-

Welmah, (Iluntoon); Surprise,
( Richards); Annie Gaynes, (Jenness);
Billy Almont, (Leighton); Charlie, (Gerow.) The leading attraction is to be the
matched race between David
Babcock,
noon:

owned by Dr. C. W, Gerow, and A. L.
Dunnis, Chester for^50 a side. The starter for the rac?s is to be Mr. Hatch of the
Turr, Farm and Home of Waterville.
SURPRISED THE BURGLAR.
South

Norridgewock, July

27.—An at-

was made Wednesday night to
tempt
burglarize the house of H. H. Cross, the
collector of tolls at the Norridgewock toll
Mrs.
Cross was awakened at
bridge.
about 12 o’clock by a feeling of uneasiness and getting up,discovered a man on
the walk near the house, evidently listening to see if all was quiet inside. She
quietly awakened her husband, who got
up and concealed himself behind a piece
of furniture, near the window, and awaited results, the only weapon he could find
on the spur of the moment
being a large
bottle, whioh had contained vaseline. In
a few moments
the man,evidently thinking everybody asleep in the house, came
np to the window, and, taking oil his
hat, flattened his face against the screen

in

his

endeavor to see the location of
This was Mr. Cross’s time and
he drew back his bottle
and gave
the fallow the full benefit of a
swinging
blow on the nose whioh felled him to the
ground and made him howl with

things.

billy

was

pain.
He was on his feet again in a minute,
and taking leg bail up over
however,

Sbe

Bridge

and

Mr. Cross dressed and followed
but the man got
away.

DID YOU EVER
THC CtNTtU* COMniir. N(W

CITf.

--—-

to compare the pt«*s
double benefit liberal
policies of todsy. wi'i »
t*ae
old-timo
limited
technical
forma Wow #

stop
Annual

meeting.

annual meeting of the stockholders of
rpHE
x
the Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad Company, for the choice of Directors and for the
transaction

of

such

other

business

as

may

legally be presented, will be held at the oilice
ot the Company in Portland, on the first
Tm.sdav, the 7th day of August, 1900, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon.
W. W DUFFETT,
Clerk of the Company.
Jly2ito7aug

NOTICE

CITY

OF

Health

Assurance

PREFERRED

DENTISTRY.
We have la tel v added to our
equipment a
Formalin sterllizpr, also a duplicate
set of
Operatlug instruments, in the future all lr.
atiunseats will be thoroughly sterilized
and
3eptiCal,y c,ean a*;er «*»cb and every
o-icraton

PORTLAND

regular meeting of the Police Examining Board will be held at City Building.
Boom 8. at 7,30 o’cIock p. m., on Tm-sdav
July 31, 1900.
Per order
STEPHEN (!. PERRY, Secretary.
♦,
Portland,
July 24. 1900.
jly2Edtd

THE

SKSE',i"‘ •*«■—
Dr. Thompson,
Y- M. C. A.

Dentist,

H. It.

preparation for Bowdoln and other
leading col
leges, including Wellesley. Smith and
Mt ifo
yoke. Best facilities for Seleutinc Pnd Bust
ness Education.
notably
moderate;
For any desired Information,
address the pi-in*

Expenses

AMMONIA RUINS VARNISH
LIVERY

TEAMS

McFADDEN,
apr30di3w*

Of Good
Printing is
the artistic
insight into the
“
art preservative of all
arts.”
With us printing is not

mechanical—we

treat it as an

should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for you to
place a trial order with us ?

F. DUNLAP;
Affcnt,

STBEH

Portland, Me.

OLD

w*®

HOME WEEK

AMERICAN DECORATING I
^
ior, A Rt(h«u|« SI,, Portias^.
5W®
Decorating In all its tfrancftai and In
KtobonU Peiigiw.

PRICES TO SUIT

CUSTOM^-

BANNERS, Fla«3, Plctur*5’

THE

ALSO.

101 Clark
*1HIK fji,
Ht

No irly all the othe/ eoww***,
horn forced by tbe PRirfRgKJ
petition to fo’ l<MViti*c lea if er—Tha FRKr™.
hut It standi the lmurlnc ptrWte
P 'trnntzc the company—'/Via PRFJMW"
*
(hot tootle the other
contpanim P*
t>ul/Uc 'Icoble bet isjiU ttlMt Mini caailP

Vaw
f "

<lec2i

THURSTON PRINT
87 1-2 EXCHANGE
8TREET

A. \V.

mil

SG EXCHANGE

vm,r

space

noir

Stale

art

On carriages.
To overcome this board
teams at my stable as
my
carrlairo
separated from horse room by air

Better

C.

MILl.E^TcfeXL"

YARMOUTH ACADEMY.

1 < 1«

jlylltodlm

_F* ^ HITNEY, Secretary.

NORTH

entered the field.

Building;.

GORHAM.
The Republicans of the town of Gorham are
notified to meet at the Town House
on
hereby
Saturday, July 28, at 2.30 o'clock p. m
to
nominate a candidate for representative to”
the
and
tvar»s ict any other business
legislature
that may properly come before the
meeting
Ter Order.

hili.

him,

TgnK

’phone ao

Portland, maine

Pulldown*, Stream*1’
All of

standard Woolen Atnn manBunW

Us
Placing Your

Call

and

Soe

8efore

OrdJJj.^

j

BUTCHERED PRICES ON

THIRTY DAYS OF
Mrs.

Stevens, President

W. C. T.

CLOTHING.

U., Returns.

Attended the Riennial Convention at

of

in

Days
Reliable, Well Made CLOTHING that will astonish the most skeptical, convince the most incredulous and
Bargain Giving
THIRTY
about
50
cent
from
purchaser
per
regular prices. Our Store to be Torn Down. Only 30 days to sell-out the stock.

Ediufeargh.

PRICE
Leaves in

a

Few

-KTO

REAS THE BARGAINS.

Days

OIBJESOT.

THE

COME TO THE SALE

The Following Letter Explains Itself.
Work Laid Out

Coming

for

the

Year*

■Mrs. h. M. N. Stevens, the president
of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, arrived at her home in Stroudwater, Thursday evening, from a trip of
several^weeks abroad. She had sailed
from Mew York on the last day of May

IXj

Aden's

>

Men's Trousers?

33

Men's Overcoats?

Suits,

Men's Odd

the steamer Touraine.
Mrs. Stevens returns weU and is just
a? enthusiastic a3 ever regarding her
work in the cause of prohibition. During her stay abroad and since retnrning
to this country, she has found hardly a
on

>
!2f

All

the

went,

to

burgh.

Kepresentatives of about

Top Goats*

at

prices

not

averaging

nations were nresent at this convention,
•bout 130 coming from the United States,
n 'txrly every state in the union sending a
delegate. The convention opened on a

50 cents

only thing

and

on

the

price

that will do the business.

50c and up.

No.

to

end

an

246 Middle St.

,

we

desire

and

that

we

a

regular thirty days’ notice.
shall immediately dismantle the building.
Yours most truly and resp’ly,
Alpheus G. Rogers, Tr.
We must turn this property

nutshell.

Kolhlkg like these prices

cm seen

He sick ckieci Is

tefere.

RELIABLE
|

G W
W

_

W

B

GOODS

id occur

AT

VEILINGS & STOGKS

1

50c and up.

^w«^^rH^JOLANDCLOV^o|!

|p%
(Jr
WXj^g

j

again, it's- ike

I ®ppl

Cut
to

ensure

got

down

your
a. m.,

TRASH

a

quick

shadow

mere

sale.

of

actual
1st

September

we

cost

ifliP*

fLWM

have

to get out.

over f© our

ike

to

their

landlords

Suit, Overcoat,
days.

or

lasts 30

Sept. 1st.

Trousers, and

we

will make

a

oppnrtuuity of Ikis day and generation far

PRICES.

Hull Co~ C°cros?DstsAND
mMkznJIm %AmJLJL

—------

“THE CALAIS FLAN.”

A

High

Scheme

litcenio

Rival the

VlWdd

VlB
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SUMMER WEAR. I
25c and up.

likely

jj^
J ®|fg

Children's Reefer®.

you the

give

Overcoats,

Chilaren's Suits,

September

a

WE SPECIALIZE ON

GLOVES

to

that

you

Pick out
garment in our store to be held back, every dollar must go at some price.
Sale
as early in the day as you can.
come
to
advise
at 9
We
opens
Today
would
you
satisfactory price.
>Tot

Once there
Friday and closed on the following : for© this reception took, place we occa- l take the party to the park.
Wednesday night. We had large num- pied, a cottage in the Catskills which 1 the two hours will be well spent In seebers at ull of our meetings. That held on was built by Miss Willard. The recap- ing the sights, a ride home over the same
j
Sunday was at the largest auditorium in j tion which was held at Ocean Grove was route, and arrive here about eight o’clock
here at 9 a. m.
leaves
The
which
has
a
were
for
sevPilgrim
Edinburgh
capacity
Telegrams
I very largely attended.
band of twenty-four
en or eight thousand people.
This audi- j recelvoi from every state and territory Howe’s Military
torium was completely filled. The Lord in the nation, and speakers were heard pieces will furnish music on the steamer
Provost who corresponds to our mayor from eight or ten different states.
This and at the park. Take your lunch box or
The best
gave us a reception, about four thousand gathering over, Miss Gordon and I came get a good dinner at the park,
people meeting us. Lady Henry Somer- directly home, in three week? we go shore dinner lor the money is said to be
Refresnments will be for
set was the president of the meeting but west to our headquarters in Evanston, served here.
I pre- near Chicago, to attend to office work. sale on board the boat.”
as I was the next officer in rank,
sided much of the time and participated, Then we shall attend the Minnesota and
or another,
in most of the South Dakota state
We
one way
conventions.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
meetings. Miss Gordon was also very will return the middle of September and
prominent, being one of the secretaries will go on from one “New England state
UNDERWOOD SPRING.
I have no doubt at all that great progress to another, attending
all of the state
was made as a result of these meetings. conventions except the Massachusetts for
It was a most satisfactory programme
It was shown that more interest than which we did work in the early spring. that the Fadettes played yesterday, anti
ever is being manifested in the cause
New York the audiences were greatly pleased with
After this we will go to the
and that more influential people
are and Ohio conventions and the national the march and waltz, as well as with the
joining the movement.
Lady Carlyle, convention, which is to come off at selections from “The Bohemian Girl"
Lady Hope, Countess Langeneau, who Washington in the first week In Decem- and the rag time melodies. The duet for
is a German, and Lady Battesea have re- ber. At this convention there will be flute and saxophone by Misses Ball and
cently become very prominent in the representatives from all countries and Dunn afforded genuine pleasure,
being
work. This oonvvntion was by far the from all of the states and
territories in rendered with a degree of expression and
The work .beyond this good musical taste that won for it the
largest and most representative which this country.
we have ever held.
For the next conven- national convention, we have
not yet highest commendation from the musical
tion we have received invitations to go to planned. It Is our intention, however, people {present. Miss
excellent
Ball’s
our
Brooklyn, Jape Colony and India, if we to do a great deal of work in the South.
flute playing Is so familiar to till
receive an invitation somewhere on the
“It may be stated as a matter of inter- people that no added praise is necessary.
continent, perhaps Berlin, we would est that among the delegates to the Edin- Miss Bunn handledjthe saxophone with
probably accept such a place, as the work burgh convention from the United States an ease that proves long practice. The
music for this afternoon and evening will
is most needed
there.
Otherwise we were three
colored women, one from
be the same as yesterday. The Sunday
shall probably go to Brooklyn. This North
Carolina, one from Louisiana concert at 6 p, m. should be kept in
will
be
decided
D.
C.
within
tbe
frtun
and
one
They
question
mind, for the full orchestra will Jthen be
Washington,
course of a year.
educated women heard in a programme of high grade
were bright and well
The big cars are now able to
music.
“We were especially very much pleased and are leaders among the colored women
handle the crowds at all times without
with the hearty co-operation shown by in W. C. T. U. work. They were warm- delay, and everybody can get a seat.
the clergy at the
inconvention. Canon ly received in Edinburgh and were
THE GEM.
Hicks, Canon Wilberforco and other of vited to speak outside. They sat on the
“The
Idler” drew another large and
the
of
the
clergy
English church same platform with us.
ashionable audience to the Gem theatre
the
"Our work in progressing, we are gainpreached temperanoe sermons
last night. This pretty play with Its abwhich
but
words
the
convention
and
Sunday during
nothing
ing numerically
sorbing story of heart Interest Is pleaswas held.
They also attended our con- of cheer and hope in our progress were exing thousands of theatre goers.
vention and sat on the platform
We did pressed at Edinburgh. After
studying
Teresa Maxwell
wears some stunning
not expect this.
The rector of Eastnor, the question of prohibition, not alone in
as well
as Myrtle May, Carrie
in gowns,
Kvv. Mr. Saunders, attended the conven- every state in this nation, but also
Clark Ward and Eugenia Hayden. Theation and frequently spoke, fthlle there I other lands, I can truthiully say
that
will not be surprised at the brilmet liev. Mr. Sheldon, the famous min- prohibition at its worst is better than tre-goers
liant
work of the gentlemen of the
Our cause is advancing, and
ister. He appeared to be a very unas- license.
they are informed that
company when
suming man and very simple and kind it is just as sure as anything can be that
all excepting two hold metropolitan poin his manners.
this
some day we are going to win in
held or ever held
sitions exceeding any
“Miss Gordon and I spent a few days light."
by any members of a like organization
with Lady Henry in London after this
in America— William Gillete’s howling
EXCURSION TO BATH,
convention had been concluded,
perfectfarcical comedy, “Too Much Johnson,”
Tomorrow the
ing plans for carrying on our work for and Morrymeeting Park.
will be the attraction next week, with
the next two years. Then we sailed for
big, handsome steamer Pilgrim with a Charles Craig as Mr. Johnson.
New York on the steamer St. Paul, ar- full military band on board will
leave
riving July 14 But we were to attend a Custom house wharf at 9 a. in., for the
ALWAYS SAFE.
great demonstration at Ocean Grove to linest excursion ever given out of PortAt Old Orchard Beach one finds a widwelcome home Clara Parish, a
Only think of it, a er variety of attractions than can be
young land for the price.
Illinois woman, whom we hud sent out
thirty miles of the linest scenery in tills found elsewhere on the New
England
four years ago as a W. C. T. U. missioncountry, beautiful Casco bay, then up the coast. There are diversions of every kind
ary to China, Japan and Burmah. In the magnificent Kennebec to Bath, where a
to please young a nd old, but from appear
time after arrival at New York and bespecial train of cars will be in waiting to ances the greater part of the summer population enjoys hugely the camp meeting
services and the sociability for which the

FOR

We

is

to

notify
tenancy come

your

Youth's

Boys’ Overcosts,

,

is

1st next,

They must be sold by Sept. 1st,

j.ubu-

fifty

that

Tlii§ Teller tells the story in

of the world were present. Our objective
point, however, was the fifth biennial
convention of the World’s Women's Christian Temperance Union which was held
chestor where a grjat garden party was
given one afternoon in honor of us. On
that same evening a great reception and
demonstration was tendered to us. After
this wits over we continued to Ed in-

This

r

Suits,

j

Hull, Esq., (Manager)

dear Si

My

Youth'®

Boys' Suits,

1900.

B

been called by the Bishop of Canterbury.
This was a great series of meetings and
every phase of the work was presented
by specialists. It continued from the
tenth to the eighteenth day of dune and
representatives from nearly every section

r irst we

going

dollar.

PKKSS yesterday. “We spent a few days
in Franoe but did not go to Paris. We
was called u*
ndon to attend the Interdf./itr.Zl"*- On vance Congress which had

at. r.uiuourgn.

Chas. W.

USE.

Youth's Trousers,

POKTLAND, MAINE, July 17,

now

wfflffiSwl

Savings Bank,

WILLIAM G. DAVIS. President.
ALPHKTJS G. ROGERS, Treasurer.
FREDERIC C. C'USHIjNG, Asst. Treas.

Vests,

C3rO.

We Must-Vacate Our Store Sept. 1st.

NO. 198 MIDDLE STREET.

Men's Oress Suits?
Men's

to herself. But she says that
she has long become accustomed to this
and that she is now ready and anxious
to again resume her duties in America.
Miss
“After sailing from Mew York
Gordon and myself, landed in Havre,
France,u said Mrs. Stevens in an interesting conversion with a reporter of the
moment

Maine

MUST
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Knowlton,

A new phase In the enforcement of the
prohibitory law has been Inaugurated in
a
Calais by the city government, states
Under
dispatch to the Bangor News.
assessors of the city
their direction the
the liquor dealers, saloon
have “doomed
men and hotel proprietors. Their business
has b ?en valued from $2000 to $10,000 upon
which a tax has been placed at the rate
of $24 50 per thousand. This new method
of doing business came like a thunder
clap upon the heads of the men engaged
No one seijns to
in the liquor trade.
know just when the city officials directed
the assessors to make the tax but it is believed that the scheme was decided upon
It was Tuessome time during Monday.
day morning that the matter was first
assessors took a list of all
known.
the dealers known to them in town and
and committei the same for collection to
the tax collector, Thomas
McCullough,
and he at once notified the dealers that
While it was not
this tax must be paid.
specifically stated that the men who are
have to quit if they
in the business
did not pay, that is the general supposiThere are about twenty dealers in
tion
liquor in this city and the tax as levied

^The

woi^d

upon them by the assessors figures up to
nearly $2800 on a valulation of over $100,There are six dealers whom the as000.
at $10,000
have down on the list
has
and there are ten whose valuation
sessors

SrU'nn

and fnniMit

lOlWl

An invitation is ^extended to all
Knowltons by name or descent, whether
members of the association or not, to attend this reunion. Notices of acceptance
should be sent to Chairman George W.

1n

ner

1

Custom House

street,

MAINE

Manhattan

BUSINESS.

Steamship
It

Company

Sizes

Up.

cor-

Broad, Boston, Mass.

(New York Journal of Commerce.)
F UN EliAL SERVICES.
The funeral
Since the announcement recently made
<pf Shirley Elwell Sears,
was held at the home of
his parents
at, tin these columns regarding the organiza206 York street, at two o’clock Thursday tion and plans of the Manhattan Steamafternoon.
The services were conducted ship Company, which is to start a new
by Rev. Lewis Malvern, who spoke ap- and extensive service this fall between
propriate and touching words regarding New York and leading New England
the good qualities and virtues of the de- ports, it has been alleged in various
ceased
quarters that the new company would
Thfe many friends of the departed sent endeavor to secure business by cutting
beautiful set pieces and cut flowers which
placed upon the casket.
The pall bearers were Frank N. Tucker,
George R. Tanner, Albert J. Perry and
Edward D, Coolbroth. Interment was in
Forest City cemetery.
The funeral of
the
late Wesley A.

w re

Leighton

held yesterday morning at
his late residence on Mechanic
street.
There was a large attendance of friends,
including a delegation of officers and
members of Ivanhoe lodge, K. of P., of
which the deceased was a member. Rev.
Lewis Malvern officiated.
The Pythian funeral service was conducted by C. C.,
Wm. H. Lord, acting
V. C., W. C. Jeffords, Acting M. of W,,
I. A, Clough and Prelate Arthur Manwas

especially to and from points
water competition was encounIt has also been alleged that the
new enterprise is an amalgamation of
certain lines, and the criticism has been
made that the New England trade is not
artes,

where
tered.

sufficient to warrant the establishment
of such a seiwice between this port and
the principal ports of that section, chiefly
Maine.
Wifen questioned yesterday by a representative of this journal as to these reports and statements, a prominent official
of the Manhattan Steamship
Company

Some say that on acof the assessors having made this
tax that the dealers will not be fined as
usual by the high court.
much
Some of the dealers were very
surprised to{have their valuation placed at
that
so high a figure when it is a fact
they do not have $50 worth of goods in
their places of business at any one
time.
There are many who say that the tax is
illegal and cannot be collected because
the assessors have no legal right to tax an
illegitimate business. The whole matter
is one that has caused a great deal of talk
and it is

regarded

as one

of the most

in-

Passengers

_carried.
1898,

9(3,299
109,162
194,574
229,940.
220,213
228,838
239,092

1894,
1895,
1896,
1897,
the 1898,
He 1899,

Tons of

freight,
£0,305
127.967

257,609
295,401
341,725

Gross
earnings.

$184,5£0 68
245,902.53
582,832 12

699,661.50
754,780.66

Among the floral tributes was a
increase
following
inscribed
from Ivanhce trade was not sufficient to warrant the in numbers of tons of
appropriately
freight carried bya
of
new
he
railroads
in
statisthe
State
of
lodge.
service,
starting
gave
Maine, 1893-1899.
The remains were taken
on the noon
train to Kezar Falls for burial.

tics and data to show that the outlook

is
1893.

service, as published recently in this
journal, have attracted widespread attention throughout the New England section and among transportation interests
and merchants in this city and other
parts of the country, and the outcome of
the enterprise is being awaited with no

HARBOR NOTES,

Capt. Bobbin of the schooner Island
Queen which arrived from Boston yesterday,
reports that on Thursday he was
passed by the elegant new Russian cruiser
which was
reoently built at Philadellatter it is reported, being to get money phia. The cruiser fairly flies through the
little Interest.
of
the sea, Capt. Dobbins said, and the splash
to pay for the running expenses
count

mestic ports, 455,00'J feet in
sailing vessles to foreign ports and
87,000,000 feet in
steamers to foreign ports. The farms in
Maine are worth in the
aggregate $195
557,015, and produce a yearly income of
$22,000,000. The hay crop last year was
1,250,000 tons and the state grew 12,000,
000 bushels of potatoes. The 120 corn
canning factories shipped more than
20,000,000 cans. The land of Aroostook,
situated In northeastern Maine, Is the
richest and most progressive agricultural
district in the state. Its present
staple
crops are potatoes, wheat, oats,
peas,
beans, buckwheat, barley and hay. It Is
rightly called the ‘Garden of New England.5 Portland Is the largest
lobster
market in the world. Between
5,000,000
and 6,003,003 are
shipped from there yearly, and 30,000 people are interested in the
lobster industry of the state. Eastport
supplies the bulk of the sardine trade of
the United States. It paid last season
$100,000 for freight on shipments West,
j This industry will also pay a heavy trib[ ute to New York, for it involves a large
outlay for material before sardines can
b9 put on the market.
The business of the Bangor
& Aroostook railroad tor the past seven years
shows the wonderful Increase of business
in northern Maine as follows:

323 190
779 206.76
denied most emphatically that it was
408',858
920,253.56
company's intention to cut rates.
is the center of a population
also stated positively that the company of Bangor
200,000 people. Every day in the year
was not an amalgamation of any lines,
that number of persons look to this city
but was an entirely new enterprise. As as the center of trade in the great central
and eastern section of Maine
pillow to the statement that the New England
The
table shows the

chester.

all of these
addition to the liquor tax
parties will be obliged to pay the usual
tax on their personal and real estate.
The idea of making this tax is to do
many of the
away, so It is said, with
places in town and also to raise money
for city expenses, the specific object of the

police department.

© i

-----

f.mm her waves was so violent that his
little boat was nearly tipped over and he
and his orew
wore for several minutes

As it was the
pretty badly frightened.
load of the Island Queen was completely shifted.
Mr. Tolford, who was at Blake’s, on
Wldgery wharf, yesterday, said that the

deck

thunder
very
were

storm

at

Scarboro

beach was

The
Wednesday.
big trees
swayed to and fro and a few buildsevere

shaken. But no serious damage resulted.
The steamer State of Maine arrived
from Boston late in the afternoon. She

ings

wore

was well filied with passengers and also
teresting happenings which Calais has
had for many a day.
Further develop- brought a large cargo.
The steamer Bredileld sailed for London
ments are likely to take place and on account of the matter being a novelty in the in the forenoon, taking 210 cattle and a
beach is famous. The Christian Alliance
full cargo.
question it cannot fail to atCamp Meeting is to be held at Old Orch- prohibitory
tract attention all over the state.
BUILDING TO BE TORN DOWN.
ird Beach August 1st to 14th, inclusive,
md the arrangement of the program me
; The store corner of Middle and Cross
KNOWLTON
KEUNION
ASSOCIAs such as to allow attendants to particistreets is, we understand,
to be torn
TION OF AMEKICA.
in
the
recreations
at
the
The firm of C, W
pate
down September 1.
myriod
The fourth annual meeting and reunion Hull company, clothiers, now occupying
grounds, while for the meetings welltnown and prominent speakers have been of the Knowlton association and family
the ground floor, will be obliged to vacate
•ecurod.
Reduced rate
tickets to Old of America is to be held Friday, August the premises September 1, and offer their
Orchard
for this event will be put on
at Ipswich,
with entire stock at slaughtered prices to close
1100,
2,
Mass.,
sale at many Boston & Maine stations.
Hon. Isaac Knowlton
of
Hamilton, it out prior to that time.

The official of the company above referred to said yesterday in
the course of his remarks: “We do not
intend to out rates. We are a practical
company and practical men do not cut
rates. The Manhattan Steamship Comany will conduct a legitimate business
and will observe prevailing water rates.
If competitors start in to cut the Manhattan will follow suit, but it most decidedly will not take the initiative. As
for our having consolidated various lines,
there is no truth in the report.
The enterprise is new from the beginning. We
will own our six boats and will start all
of the different services between this and
New England points as early In the fall
as
possible. We will have rates for
different classes of freight and will work
with the official classification, and will
be able to give through bills of lading.’:
ALBEADY EXISTS.

As to the opportunity for business for
a new steamship service such as the Manhattan the official quoted said:
“Part of the business which we expect
to get already exists, the rest we will endeavor to create. By the latter statement
I mean that there is vast amoupt of produce. etc., which now does not reach any
market but would find a ready sale in
New York and other trale centres, and
which only awaits adequate transportation facilities. The lumber Industry of
the State of Maine, for Instance, is very
extensive.
Bangor shipped last year
liiiLOOtLfiOP feet ip sailing vessels to do-

Bangor

1899.

P. Ct.
Inc.

& Aroos-

took,

80,305
408,858 499
Maine, 8,005,107 10,644,376 32
Canadian Pacific,
45
207,503
389,421
Franklin & Megan tic, 3,666
19,898 443
George’s Valley (1894) 7,836
37,455 378
Grand Trunk,
1,036,677 1,506,802 45
Maine Central,
44
2,238,851 3,217,809
Boston &

Portland & liumford Falls,
75,911
807,735 381
“The number of tons of freight carried
in Maine the year ending June 30, 1899,
was 6,539,800, against 5,616,376 in
the
year ending June 30,
1898, a gain of
892,824 tons. The above table Is an interesting indication of tho possibilities of
that region. In addition to the increased,
business of the railroads, the following
table will show the immense growth of
freight and passenger travel between Boston and the Fast since 1887 by steamer
lines;
No.

Net

sailings, tonnage,
1887,
1899,

19
90

Note—In 1887

there

18,853
42,981
were

No.
staterooms.
839

3,776
15 all-wo 3d

vessels; in 1899, 21 steel vessels and nine
wood vessels.

“These tables show
the
enormous growth of business during the
past few years, and statistics show that it
is growing larger every year.
The possibilites for passenger travel during the
summer months are practically unlimited
The best evidence is the fact that $13,000,C00 was spent in the (State of Maine last
year by the tourists. There are several
industries in Maine [that deserve special
mention. The cotton industry has $13,(545,025 of capital invested; cost of material used, $1,834,729; value of product?*
$9,336,402; wages paicb, $3,422,7a 1. The
woolen Industry has-^apital invested,
$3,077,300; cost of materials iised, $8,343,■
>51; value of product, $5,197,558; wage(

paid, $1,105,021.”

MISCELLANEOUS.

“A Cute

for

THE HOME.

RHEUMATISM.”

yours/’
ri.

K. PAR'ONS, No. Cambridge. Mass.
Why! Mr. Carney, of the lamp department of
Cha lestown. Mass., got a bottle for Mrs. Cabnhau, a friend of his. She tried it, and recommended it to Mrs. Shea, of Malden.
Well, she
gave it a trial and then advised Mrs. Forrest oi
savin Sr., Koxbury, who also tried it with the
same good results, and then told her neighbor,
Mrs. Sears, of its merits.
Next. Mrs. Peupard,
of Dorchester, used it with the same effect.
Then, it cured Mrs. C. T. Piumer, ofTopsitam,
Me., who wri es Mrs. (Dover of Roslindale,
Mass., about it. Back it goes to Mrs. Johnson
of Chebeague, Me.
Well, same old story, she

about one-half cup of common
salt the soap separates, rising to the top.
Let it remain until cold, when the soap
is easily removed. It is still further improved and purified by remelting with a
little water, an attractive white soap resulting, Perfuming may b8 accomplished at the melting-stage by the addition of a few drops of essential oil. Oil
or mirbane (artificial almond
oil) is the
cheapest; but the perfumes of real almond oil citronella, cloves, or
lavender

By adding

acivis s its me to uer friend in So. Portland who
is also cured by it. Next, Mrs. Silas Deshon of
Fastport. Me., then a call lor it at if. H. Ilay &
Sons’drug store in Portland.
They carry it in
Tueir
stock to suit the demands of their trade.
reputation aloro speaks for the merits of

agreeable.
If color is desired,

are more

a very little potassium bichromate dissolved in the lye will
give a green color. Brown may be obtained by dissolving a little burnt sugar,
and adding it to the fat before mixing.
Blank soaps are used as the basis of
many toilet
preparations, and may be
purchased from soap manufacturers at a
sm til cost.
This can be remolted and
scented, A good castile soap is made
with four pounds ot sweet almond oil,
mixed with two pounds of caustic-soda
lye, and stirred until of the consistence
of thick paste. It should then be ^poured
into moulds, covered with towels, and
kept in a warm room for twenty-four
hours—Boston Cooking School Magazine.

A. W. Moore’s Rheumatic Gore
W.

Perkins

Co.,

AGENTS,
Portland, Me.

Wholesale Druggists,

W&S3m

apr2<j

CAREFULLY GUARDED.
Aleu W’lio Work in

Poison Shops
posed to Many Dangers.

Ex-

SALADS.

Nothing is more simple than making
a salad, and yet nothing requires greater
care.
Whatever green is used, it is imperative that it be fresh, cold and crisp;
now to annihilate the whole population the vinegar and oil must also be of the
corn
It is guarded care- bast. The £jest“ way to "dress
of the greater city.
fully from all intruders, and no one pass- salad, dandelion leaves, escarole, romaine
Frenoh
es beyond its portals without a special or cos lettuce is with the plain
permit, and even employes have to be dressing of two tablespoonfuls of oil, ona
peppar. Only
skilled in their work and the nature of of vinegar and salt and
the risk they take before admittance is the youngest and most tender leaves of
for use.
If anything
dandelion
are
fit
granted them, says the Post of that city. that is to be eaten in a salad requires
manufactured pure
In this factory is
washing, rinse it in twTo wTaters and
anhydrous acid, a drug that is never stand in a wire basket on the ice or in a
cjld place to drain. Do nnot
allow the
placed on the market in its pure state,
A factory for the manufacture of some
of the deadliest poisons known is located
not fiir from the heart of Now York ci y,
and sufficient poison is being made there

and even in the chemist’s laboratory it is
handled with ail the care of a poisonous

Pudding—One-half cupful

of
uutter, a cupful of sugar, two cupfuls of
Hour, half a cupful of milk, four eggs,
one -fourth cupful of milk, scant teaspoonHOME-MADE TOILET SOAPS.
ful of baking powder, one cupful of cherGenuine toilet soaps are, or at
least ries, which have been stoned and sweetened after
of the juice has been
ought to be, prepared from a superior drained off. part
Bake like cake. Serve with
quality of fat or oil. They are usually any sweet sauce, preferably a hard sauce.
Currant Catsup —Ten pounds of curmade on a large scale by the
“cooked
mashed, and strained through a
process,which may be imitated on a rants,
cloth. Add one quart of vinegar,
Hve
snail scale, as follows: Boil together, in
pounds of granulated sugar, three tablea large vessel,
one pound caustic soda
spoonfuls of cinnamon, two of allspice,
(commonly called “potash“) with twenty and one each of cloves and salt, and onehalf teaspoonfuls of red
Boil
pepper.
times its weight of water and live times
slowly one hour, and put it up in small
its weight of clean fat (beef or lamb fat bottles,
being an excellent form for the purpose,)
SUNDAY SERV.CaS.
mass is
for some hours, until a thick
formed which will draw out into threads.

“I had it and got fooled to perfection with various remedies, and found that I could neither
rub nor pliysie it out. At last 1 nieil A. W.
MOi'Rlt’S KEMEDY. and that fooled my rheumalienj and no ims,
Try it and it will fool

John

H Cherry

sodden. Have the salad-bowl
Ice-cold. Mix the salt an 1 pepper in the
vftnLilA
Tf Lhft fumaa nf this nnirl shnnlrf
bowl of the
salad spoon with the oil;
toss over the leaves, and mix and toss
escape the chemist would never live to
lightly with the fork or fingers. A
tell the tale. The man who discovered it French
proverb, which describes a lady
“She
was killed by inhaling its fumes, and as still young and beautiful, says:
still
tosses
salad with her fingers.” Add
many another has met a similar death.
A
and serve.
the vinegar, toss again
From three to five per cent of this acid
French custom is to rub a crust of bread
diluted with 97 parts of
water forms with garlic on both siaes and let it lie in
Even this poison is so the salad-bowl, where it is tossed about
.prussic acid.
and gives a flavor to the salad
deadly that inhaling its fumes would
A lettuce salad is improved, or at least
mean instant death, and it is never handvaried, by being sprinkled with two tealed except in the factory of a few large spoonfuls of minced chives; minced tarragon and chervil,if those herbs grow in
responnsible laboratories,
A
added.
one's garden, may also be
Probably next in importance to this salad of bleached dandelion is sometimes
acid is the cyanide of potassium which is made with a little thin bacon cut in dice
manufactured in the same factory, only and fried crisp, in place of
oil. Hard
in another part of the building, where a
boiled eggs or boiled and pxckled beets,
fireproof and air-tight wall shuts it off cut in slices or dice, impart pleasing
from the first, The fumes of this are not variety. A lettuce or escarole salad is
poisonous and one can work in the room especially pretty with slices of firm raw
where it is manufactured without fear, tomatoes laid about it.—Country Gentleexcept that he must not touch it. The man
slightest quantity of the poison in its
SUMMER COOKERY.
pure state would kill if swallowed. The
fumes of cyanide of potassium have a
Lemon Snow Pud ling.—Soak a box of
rather pleasant odor, and it is said at the
in a cup of cold water for an
factory that it has a witching effect on gelatine
workmen. For all the world the iinished hour; add two cups of sugar and
pour
poison looks like crystallized sugar, and over all a quart of boiling water. Stir
as you gaze on it and smell the fascinatfor a minute and flavor with the juice of
ing odor, there is strong temptation to
Strain, and pour the
taste it.
This fascination is probably two large lemons.
of
much like that which draws man over mixture into a bowl set in a pan
steep precipice. At any rate, the attrac cracked ice. When cold and beginning
tion to taste of the poison is so well recogin the stiffnized that a workman is never allowed to thicken, beat stiff, whip
in the room alone. In the mixing room, ened whites of five eggs, and heat for 15
where the men toil before a huge caldron minutes.
Pour into a mould wet with
of molten cyanide, the scene is like that
cold water and set in ice to form. Make
of some old witch's cave, especially if
one
knows the nature of the terrible a custard of the yolks of the eggs, let it
poison that the men are brewing
get very cold, and, when the pudding is
Nitric acid is another poison equally turned out,
pour this custard about the
fearful in its results when once liberated.
This poison eats away and through al- base.
Lemon Meringue Pie.—Cream together
most anything, and it can be kept in
glass carboys alone. Break one of these, two tablespconfuls of butter and a cup
and the factory is
doomed. The acid and a half of
sugar. Into a pint of boilinto
spreads around and begins to eat
everything it touches, and incidentally ing water mix two tablespoonsful of
sets everything inflammable on fire
No cornstarch dissolved in cold water, stir
man can collect the acid, and it is almost
for a minute, then pour it upon the butImpossible to pour anything over it to ter and
sugar. Mix well, set a3ide until
counteract its effect
As it burns and
thm add the beaten yolks Df two
spreads around, its fumes become deadly cold, and the
juice and grated peel of
in their effect,
and firemen attempting eggs
Line a deep pie plate with
to put out the flames would suffer there- two lemons
from. The fumes do not kill at bnce, but puff paste, fill with the mixture and
If breathed steadily for a time, they en- bake. Make a meringue of the two whites
beaten stiff with two
tablespoonfuls of
feeble and poison
the system, so
that
sugar. When the pie is done, spread it
within 24 hours death comes.
return to the
A carboy of nitric acid was accident- with this meringue, and
oven
enough to brown it delicately.
ally broken several years ago in this fac- Servelong
cold,
tory and the acid began to have its way
Cottage Pudding.—Cream two tablewithout opposition. It soon started th3
Interior of the factory on fire, and it was spoonfuls or butter,add one-half of a cupful of sugar and cream again. Add one
eating Its way into the adjoining rooms
where prussic aoid was stored, Several egg well beaten, then, alternately, one
of the workmen volunteered to put the cun of milk and two ounfnls ot Hour.
one-half tsaspocnful of salt and one and
tlames out and to check the acid In
its
one-half
of baking powder.
deadly work. They worked for several Beat hardteaspoonfuls
for three minutes, pour inti a
hours before they succeded, and then they
rather
shallow
cake
which has been
pan
seemed all right,and returned home. But
the next day they were all dead, the well greased and bake for about half an
fumes of the acid having been inhaled hour in a hot oven. Serve with a lemon
sauce made as follows: Boil together for
and enough of the poison absorbed
to
five minutes one-half of a cupful of sugar
make death absolute.
The fumes of corrosive sublimate are as and one cupful of water, add one tableof cornstarch dissolved in three
deadly as almost any poison, and in fac- spoonful
tories where it is made the greatest care tablespoonfuis of cold water, stir until
thickened
and cook
for live minutes
must be taken to prevent their
escaping.
Where it is necessary for the men to go longer. Take from the fire, add the juice
into the room where the fumes are likely of one lemon and two tablespoonfuls of
to escape, ^they are masked with glass butter, and stir until thoroughly blended.
headdress, which enables them to see but
Raspberry Sauce.—A very good pudnot breathe the atmosphere.
Pure air is
sauce is made by
simply whipping
pumped to them through a tube, and ding
until very light half a pint each
they are much like the diver who explores together
of
cream and raspberry juice.
The cream
the sea bottom. There are many other
should be thick and rich. Another receipt
poisons made for commercial use that are
calls for two eggs well bsaten and mixed
only a little less powerful than these,
but nearly all of them are diluted when with a teaspoonful of wheat flour; add
half a pint of raspberry juice;
sweeten
sold on the market.
The danger of using
set on the Are, and
them is thus minimized, so that one can with sugar to taste;
handle them with ease, if ordinary care as soon as it begins to thicken it Is ready
for use. Strawberry juice may be used
is bestowed upon their proper
handling.
in the same way
Gelatine.—Soak half a box of gelatine
SUICIDE IN SANITARIUM.
in half a pint of cold water.
Add a pint
of
boiling water. When thoroughly disNew York, July 27 —News has been re
turn It into one and a half
solved,
cupceivetl of the suicide of Mrs, George B
fuls of sugar, and add the juice of three,
Titsworth, wife of the manager of the lemons; strain
When the gelatine begins to harden, turn into a mold, to the
Potter Press works at Plainfield, N. J
of an inch, add a layer of whole,
at Kingston, N. Y
She was depth
yesterday.
large, sweet cherries, then add more gelaan inmate of a private sanitarium and tine
and more cherrie > until the mold Is
used a pistol to end her life.
full. Put In the ice chest till served. Be
careful that the gelatine is sufliclentiy
stiff to hold up the cherries before addIt D zzl js The World.
Serve
this gelatine
ing them
with
No Discovery in
medicine has ever sponge cake.
create I one quarter
of the excitement
Shortcake —Make a crust as for bakingthat has been caused by Dr. King's New powder biscuit. When
baked, split and
Discovery for Consumption. Its severest butter each half. Cover one-half with
tests have been on
victims
of
cherries
which
have
been
stoned as well
hopeless
Consumption, Pneumonia, Hemorrhage, as sweetened
Cover with the other half
and
Pleurisy
Bronchitis, thousands of of the cake, and pile the sweetened cherwhom it has restored to perfect health. ries on the
top. This should be sent to
For Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Croup, Hay the table at ones. A richer
cake may of
Fever, Hoarseness and Whooping Cough course be made, using any good rule for
it is the quickest, surest
cure in the shortcake.
It Is hardly advisable to use
world. It is sold by
II. P. S. Goold, whipped cream with
out they
577 Congress street, who guarantees satis- are sometimes covered cherries,
with a meringue
faction or refunds money. Large bottles made by
a
of powbeating
teaspoonful
60c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
dered sugar with the whit 3 of each egg.

j
J
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|

become

Morning Prayer and sermon 10.30 a. m.
tf
Evening-song (choral) at .1.0op. m.
Sail Loft meetings are held at No. 0 Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing

at 10.30

a. in.

All

are

welcome.

tf

for salbj.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLA NEOtTS.

a. m.

under tikis lke»i 1
Forty wot ds inserted
advance
week for 35 cents, cask in
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Forty words inserted
wct-it for as cents, cash In
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Olio
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•niton, rector. Sunday morning service at lish,
Brook 8t., Waterville, Me.
24-1
Washington, D. C.
28-2
5 Congress Park.
10.30 a.m. Sunday school at 12 in.
$‘iX>; lot of land, Broadway, $100; lotat Cask!
23 l
Weekly BLAIR,9
Corner, looxioo rt.. $iw.
I also liavs somssl
service Wednesday at 4 p. m. Sittings tree to WANTED—Position
by private man as
*’
all.
tf
coachman *nd care of horses; good refRENT—Detached house. 9 rooms and Tlf A NT ED—B/ an established, well rated the most desirable building lots at south Pertthe prices ranging from Jhx) to $200. tllli
’»
land,
erences
and
cemented
bath,
in
scheme
or specialty men to
Address
St. Luke’s Cathedral—State street. Clergood acquaintances.
firm,
sell an
good order, tivo
cellar,
best part of village where prop*rtjr t* I rawminutes walk from Monument square.
JOHN
exceeding y attractive and salable line. Specj,20-4
gy—The Right Rev.Robert Codman, Jr. Bishop, 19V2 MERRILL ST.
lug m value each year.
person wiiblnjW
F. GREENE. 461 Congress street.
ial terms aul unique inducement
lhe Rev. C. Morton Sills. I). L>., Dean, and Rec
23-1
High n n a uuuaing tor can payAny
one sonar ptriw
tor.
priced men investigate. Detroit, Mich., Box If desired.
Services—Communion at 7.00 and 10.30
This
is a rare opportunity forotu
F to let, one of the Dost on Great
w Ishlng to secure a
lot Hist will increase Is
Diamon i ls'and can t>e iiaa attor August
MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED—Services of intelligent reliable value each year. The undersigned will, if d*
1st. for thft balance of season, rent reasonable.
the names of parties who hsve withsired,
11
give
permanent man. Office ami outside work. in the
Apply at The James Bailey Go’s. 264 Middle St.
last dozen years made from one to tw
Enclose stamp and references. A. T. MORRIS
23-1
hundred dollars In one year on to:n tint cost but
I*. O. Gen. Dellv ry.
D’Arvil’e, Mag27-l
little above .>ne hundred doi'ar*.
TM P*hlt*
netic Clairvoyant and Palmist, is locatea
ri O LET—Large (urnished front room with
at 239 Oxford s rjpt. one door iroin Preble.
one of good a Idrrss must remember til t in buying tots at eoatll
1
alcove, steam hoa gas, privilege of bath- VirANTED—Salesman,
'"
and reliable, moderate wages w.tb chance Portland It is not like going out of town where
Sittings daily on health, business or private room.
some .speculator
Inquire torenoons at 19 ELLSWOUTII for advancement.
has bought up a farm and
family matters, law suits, divorce, love or mar-^7-1
#
divided the same into building lots at a point
riage. All advice reliable and c^ntldentia'.
removed
from
stores,
AT
l|rANTEl)
ONCE—A
post office, church, oei*iman
wh »
young
27-1
*»
hKNT—Offl ’e No. 9 Exchange street,
undersla ds «oub!e entry book-keeping; bore, sidewalk, sewers and many other pnUthat
ar<*
ground
remodelled
be
leges
floor,
a
few
must
I
years
accurate
I
an
aide
enjoyed
to give llr>t
by a resident at Sonia
c ass
ago,
YVTE WILL BTJY household goods or store large front windows and good rear
Portland.
For plans, etc., call on F. H. likw
v v
light, well references. Address “U. 16,” Press Office.
fixtures of any description, or will remarltdf
for insurance or brokerage business;
FOIt
31M»
street.
I),
Exchange
adapted
ceive the same at our auction
fox
rooms
siz-about 19 by 44.
BENJ. SHAW & GO. I _1:7-1
sale on commission.
POH SALK—House w th 11 room* »u<l abod
GOSS
& WILSON •
WANTED—Reliable man
Tor
611-2 Exchange street.
permanent
F
14
2
j »* position ns night watchman.
two acres of land filled with fiult tree*
Auctioneers, 164 Middle street, corner Silver
Apply wit
Also house lots adjoining,in East Itoerlugsti
street
febs-tf
M O LET—A flrst-class second floor rent of age, present occupation and names of recent
bargain
to MANUFACTURER, P.
by OEO. W. Al>AMH. 100 KxciianB
■
employers
O. Pox St.
eight room?, at 163 Cumberland St.. with i 84>i, Portland.
MORTGAGES NEGOTIATED—Purchasers
Kxttaiior of the estate of the late ItcnJaniM
23 l
-1'A of real estate who desire a loan to com- bath and modern conveniences and sun all day; I
Adams.
also a
plete their put chase or owners having n.ort- Litv furnished cottaue of six rooms, at Forest i W ANTED—Recruits for the U. S. Marine |?OK SALK On
Great
Chebe.i.rue Is!
Lauding, Peaks Island, with full view of I ’* Corps, able-bodied, sober men, between «
ages past due or maturing, can obtain liberal
house, 12 acres land, fifteen fruit trees, f«*
loans at. a low rate of interest by applying at Waite Head. Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore 21 and 35 years old, f.ne chance lor service on minutes walk from Littlefields
lauding. will W
the real estate
office
of
shore in China, Philippines, Gu im Alaska and sold < heap.
FREDERICK S. St., Portland, Me._
jlyll-tt
Enquire 288 COMMKKCIAf. SI,
j
First
Puerto
National
Bank
Rico
c
Hiid
VAILL,
n board ship in everv pirt of
Building.
no ;tl jiyM
Portland, Maine.
rito LET—First class rent of eight room* at
the world.
Jly25dlmo
Apply 203 Mid.tie St., Poitlaud and LtOR SALK A fine ash business InIItwwM228 High St.
Price $25.
Inquire of GKO. 70 Harlow St.,
Mane.
Bangor,
G. HOPKINS, 88 1-2 Exchange St.
F
jiyiodtauglil
ali
fresh
jeldtf
ufacturimrWown,
good* aud tM
OF
is taken in high or gramfTtUTORING—Pup
k nd mat don't go out of style, no competltioo.
■
mar school
Address KATE M.
studies.
able
WANTED—An
bodied
man
who
RENT—House
underNo.
63
street.
This
or two M»
aline
Nine
is
one
I?OK
Gray
fT
*stands farming Hi >roughly. between the men. Price opportunity for
ESTEY, 83 Woodford St.. Woodford's. jlyrO-3
rooms beside Halls, bath and siore rooms
;
twenty five hundred dollars. “>
hot ana cold water, set
ages of 21 and 35, and who corr.es well recom!
M.
furnace
with
tubs,
heat;
STAPLES, Bride ton. Me.__3H_
YIONEY TO LOAN—On first and second
good yard room. All In first class order. En- mended. Apply to NORMAN TRUE:, Register
•1'A
mortgages on real estate, life insurance
of Deeds, City llall.
at 44 DEER1NG ST.,
8-;flw*
morning, noon or
policies, household goods or any gcod col- quire
bight
22 tf
lateral security.
Notes discounted at short
notice. W. P. CARR, Room 4, Oxford BuildFEMALE HEI.P lVANTEI).
in?*
jlyl2d4w
WANTED.
REPAIRING, and all kinds of fine
Forty words Inserted under thie head
Longfellow, observatory, Portland
jewelry work is my specialty, and my 20
oue weel; for 35
cents, cash In advanca. Light and n nty other subjects, largest stock la
years’ experience with W. K. Todd is a guaranwant
to
WE
buy your old rubber?, rags, bottee of best work at reasonable prices.
If your
the city.
Me KENNEY, the Jeweler* Monu”
.*‘6*, metals, newspapers and junk" of all
watch or ciock needs cleaning or repairing,
ment Square.
JlyWdtf
We pay spot casn ami sea l a
ANTED—A girl to do plain cooking.
W
\n.
bring them to me ana I will put them to first- descriptions.
fT
team for l IP. or 100 > lb*, on receipt of
ply at office ot K B. & B
41>4 Congress
class conditiou. GEORCK \V. BARBOUR. 388
post a1.
Telephone ord-rs (io46-5) promptly attended
28-1
Congress Sr., opposite City IlalL
2C-tf
MURPHY, successor to Jas. White,
,,AJ. Pier.
Portland
VAT ANTED At Falmouth Hotel,
27-1
waitressesNF.GOTI
ATED-Purcliasers
MORTGAGES
»»
also two bovs for ining room.
lT*
of real estate who desire a loan to com- W ANTED—A
AudIv
to
1
few hoarders for the summer,
MR. POWERS. He-id Walter.
TT
plete their purchase, or owners having mortIn a private family, on line of electrics
gages past due or maturlng, can obtain liberal near Siroujwater, tine locati
WANT
ED-A
youug lady as book-kee,.cr
n. fresh milkloans at a low rale of interest bv applying at
and stenographer.
eggs and vegetable*.
Address by mall. MRS.’! V
Add e«s at once with
the real estate office of FRED’K b. VAILL,
E. J, DAVIS, 1314 Congress street
references. .1. 126, Press office.
Woodfords
27-1
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
je21-lm
Maine.
27-1
once.
Two pantry girls and
A
NT
IIT
ED—Mr
and
without
two
8. DeLong.
TV’OTiCE—C.
contractor
wife,
children
scrub wom n.
and
Apply
H
* to D
LI
V wanted on a farm; both workers; no SMITH. Riverton Bark cafe.
builder; Jobbing promptly attended to;
jj'vi
! estimates given;
Permanent iiIhco to desirhouses for sa e mid to let; liquor or totoie
able
parties.
Address J. HENRY RlNEs
"WANTED—At onoo, lady Tor a post ion of
mortgages negotiated, also csre of oroperiy,
Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Wood Foil*#
»*
trust.
Permanent, and good salary to
Call or Portland, Me.
2 >l
Carpenter’s sh ip 204 Federal bt.
You can be heated »
Cured.
rlKlit party. Andress l>y letter, A. B. c., press Permanently
write 86 EXCHANGE ST. Office hours 9-11 a.
IV AN r ED-About Sept, l, by a 7m all
homo under name guarantee. If you have
family
m. and from 1-5 p. in.
’»
Te.ephone 434-2. [
24 Ot
without, children, a house of eight or nino
mercury. Iodide potash, and still have senea
mar21dtf
and pains, Mucus Batches In RJouth, W™
rooms, fund bed or unfurnished, west of Hmii
refined Protestant woman.
St* or in the Deerlng district.
Address H. T
Throat, Pimples, Copper Colored Spots, Ulonn
not over forty-five, intelligent
1 mea’s ?rt.oo, room with batli room connect- Press Office.
mnet
or Eyebrows
25-1
* *
healthy, of gentle disposition. D wan ed to on any part of tho body, Hair
ed $1.50. above roam including board,
tH.se care ot year old
baby; p.easant liomo to falling out, write
$4.00 per weeK. HaSKKLL, 160 Newbury St.
4
E DO NOT WAN'/ boys or loafers to
Wf
right
person.
time
Apply
at
l 0 llKjit ht
day
24-1
write us; men of ability orty. $209 to
CONTAINING NEITHER ALCOHOL
23-1
$600 per month, salesmen and general agents
32a Masonic Temple. Chicago. 111., for, Pffgl
______
& Wilson,
mon
or co umission
NOR NARCOTICS.
auctioneers, reof cures.
special imiu enieuts’ WANtED-iancy ironers.
Capital *600,000. Wo solicit the worn
moved to 164 to 100 Middle St., corner of
etarchers
RACINE FIRE ENGINE & MOTOR
and obstinate cases.
We Jhave cured the
no.,
Silver St.
° L' »BK STEAM
dtf
Kami
Wis.
e,
V®
£Pp,y
eases
hook
In 13 to 36 day*
j
LAU
,atstreet.
L.AU N t.itY, 26 to .IQ
je30S12t
loo-page
Temple

F^fvp

1

—

FOR

-----31
LET-Two-sto^T^

ei,.''uJre

17OR

FOR

17OR

~

FOR

>

toitniMav,b?V

FOR

FOR

J70H

1

RESPIRO

$44444444

LK—ChtckerliifT

17OR

TWO

4444$

FOR

'Palmers Lotion

170It

PIMPLES,
SPOTS,
ECZEMA, B
CAPIKER,
g
EYELIDS,
BRUISES,
BURNS, I TO

SUMMER

FOR SALE,

Soap

^aUMses^MDmggistson^\^J

Cure Your Piles.

TO

MAPLE

FREE.

SLOOP YACHT FOR

HOUSES

SALE?

THOMPSON,

_

MAINSPRINGS? 75cT

CLIFF COTTACE
Open,

LOST—Sunday

GRAND

FOUND—Gold

LOST—Thursday

LIFE. PRESERVER) FOR SALE,

MCHECKLEY
Prout’s

Neck, Me.

WANTED—Position

Heal

—

£all

TO

COTTAG

-.-_

CLAIRVOYANT—Lillian

»£•21-1

FOR

MEETS

THE APPROVAL

!

GENERATIONS

Souvenir Spoons.

_

n'ATCH

_

<

Vt

WANTED—At

___

TEMPERANCE

WANTED—A

^MEDICINE,^

COOK

REMEDY CO.

NOTICE—Goss

/'i*

vfiVf,''in

ly 14-tf

frec^

!

[

Fowl.
Turkey*
Hams...
Shoulders.
..

12» 14
13315
Vs 3 12
8%

11

Produce.

Quotations

Staple

of

Beaus, Pea. 2 40:32 50
Beans. California Pea.2 66®2 7o
Beans Yellow Eves.2 6032 60
Beans, Bed Kidney.2 50®2 65
®2 25
Onions.Egyptian.
Native Onions,Ou....1003115

Products in the

Leading Markets.
dew

York

Money

Mock,

Potatoes

and

~®40

dus.

New Potatoes,tbhl. 2 76 a) 30O
Sweet Potatoes,Connecticut.
,®3 25
Sweets, Vlnland.
®—
Eggs, Eastern tresn.
18:« 19
Eggs, western fresn.
®
17
Eggs, neld.
3
Butter, lauev creamer ..
22® 23
Butter. Vermont.'.. 20®
21
Cneese. N, York and Ver’mt, ...10 311

Grain

Market ilevtew

Cranberries...
Fruit,

Eemcms.Messtna..

New York, July 87.—-The room traders
for n
In putting prices up
succeeded
time today, out they drifted downwards
again towards the close of the day and
left only small net gains except in BrookThe
stock
Transit.
lyn Rapid
rise of over 8 points
an extreme
made
under this
stimulating inliuence and
helped the whole market. It relapsed a
point in the late reaction when the traders were taking their profits on the day’s
rise,
Sugar, whlcil came next In point
of activity, did not fare so well. It got

Era 11 Him.

Grata

Ouoraua

W11KAT.
•

Jmy.
CORN

Aug..
R8
Sept. 37%

FORK

remained at the close of the day.
tions
The strength of Balt imore & Ohio was
apparently due to covering by 6horts.
Burliest m was marked up on assertions
that the
statement of June
earnings
would show, better net results than nas

Sept

Sept.

Opening.
July.
Au«

•July.
Sept...

July.

Middle street.

STOCKS.
Par Value
Description.
Canal National Bank....100
Casco Ni ailouat Bank
.loo
vurnnorland National Bank.100
Chapman National Bank.100
Fit at National Bank.loo
Merchants’National Bank—75
National Traders’Bank.100
Portland National Bank.... 100
Pori land Trust Co.100
Portland Gas Company. 60
Portland Water Co.100
Portland Sr. Kntlroad Co. 100
Maine Central It’y. 100
PorUaud'* Ogdeusimrg K. It. loo

do
Maine

102
137
110
me
102

1C1
109

Bouton Stock List,

—

«

iiw

A

V

WA

Win IV »

V

—

_

..

pfd,

62
169

Central...

New York

(Jactations of StooK* and Bond S
tBy Telegraph.)
The following «re the closing quotations of

Bona-

New 4s. coup.316%
Denver ct it. (4..1st..102

r»ne ireu. is................

on

Mo. l-.an.S Tex. 2<i>.. 69
Kansas

«

...

ao reg. gas.

65

Union l'aeiflc lstse.
Quotations ot stocics—

July 27.
26%
Atchison.
Atcmson dig. 69%
Central meinc.
Ches. <s Ohio.. 27%
Chicago. Bur. « Uuuict.126%
Dei. « Mua. oauai co.110
Del. Lack. & West.177
Denver as it. tl.. 17%
une. new.
Brie is iota.

10%

32%

Illinois centra!.319%
Lake Erie &, West. 26
Lake Snore.210
louis & rsasn. 7J%
9i%
Mannattan Elevutea.-.
Mexican central.12%
Mlcmean central.
56%
Minn. & St. Louis.
Minn. « St. .LOUIS nta. 93
Missouri BacUic. 00%
New .lersev central.129%
New Torn Central.129
Northernimeino com. 60%
Nortnernlcaciilc old. 7J%
Norm western.168%
DHt. & west..,
16%
Keaamor.
itock tsiaua.106%

Float

...

Corn ami Foe;l.
iS50
i«63

1*51
@

(ft

lulraui.

111 V»

st. i’am Dta....•.i70Va
St. Taui at ..110
st. l'aiu & omana diu.
IcxasJ i'acuic... 14%
Union Tacthc Dta...... 76%
6s/*
..
Wabash did. 18%
Boston at Maine..
New York ana New ttne. inf..
1 )ld
Colonv.205

Ldams Express.123
American Express.163

). 8. ex m e is. 4,6
i ’come was.
'acute Mail. 30%
183
Pullman Taiace.
>

July 26.
132%

133%
U5%
115%
102
t>ovs

69

t'aeuic consols.....

.109
Oregon Nav.lst.
Texas mcinc. u. c. lsts.... J12 j

Superfine and low grades.2 85 a 8 15
Spring Wlieat Bakers.3 30<p3 75
a 5 00
Spring Wlieat patents.
Id fell, and St. Louisst. roiler.4 10*4 35
Mich, and St, Louis clear.3 95*4 20
Winter Wheat patents.4 40i;4 60

..

...

..

..

...

Julv 27.
New 4s, res,....182%
coup...
New *».
..133%
New 4s.reu.13 6%

PORTLAND. July 27.
The following quotanoimepreiom tue wholeprices for the market;

Clnckens....

107

Mexican Central 4s.,... 80
American Sugar ..128
American Sugar pfd.

sale

* 6 60
*8Va
*7
ST'sfKOys
7% *8
9Va®93/i
15® 10

**

114
108
103
113
102
102

Union Pacific.
57%
Union Pacific pfd. 76%

Market.

Boneless, naif bbls..
Lard—tes ana nail bid. pure....
Lard—tes and halt bbl.com....
laird—Pans pure."...
Lard—pails, comDouua.
Lard—Pure, leaf.

"

*

108

4b cons. mtg... .105
erts.l ooOiexten’sn. 101
& Oed’c ges.X»O0. 1st mtgioo
Water Co'* 4s. 1927.107

•

Port-

26
75

120
103

102
112
101
101
102
102
100
110
160
90
107
16o
160
61

Sales or stock at the Boston Stock Exchange;
bid.
Atchison.
26%
Boston* Malue.
American Bell..
Central Massachusetts.

er.

.10 75*11
Beet—light.10 00® 10

Portland 6s. 1007......118
Portland 49. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
Portland 49. 1913. Funding.106
Bangor 6s. 1905.1 Water.112
Bath 4%s. 1907, Municipal.101
Bath 4s. 1921. Kelnnding .......... 101
Belfast 4s. Municipal 1918.110
Calais 49 1901—1911 Kefunaing....too
Lewiston6s,* 1901. Municipal .101
Lewiston4«. 1913, Municipal ..105
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central K U7s.l9l2.cons.mt£l36
*
108
4%S
•
"

higar.'common.126%

Western union.79%
Southern liv pfd..
iroouhn Maonl Transit. 69%
3*
b saerai Steel common.
65%

ao pta...
American roDacco....~. 9G%
....128
ao pta.
Metropolitan Street K R.167
I'enn. coal St iron... 71
U. 8. iuiobfcr. 24%

Continental ToDacco.26

109
112
55

July

26.

25%
69%

27%
126%
llu%

70% xd
90 Va
12%
66V*
93

49%
128V*
128%
60%
71%
loo
16%
106Vs
li 0%
171
110

14%
75Vs
6%
17VS
189
205
123
153
45

08%
30%
382

126%
79%
67%
33%
66%
96Va
128

115%
70

24%
25V3

H00 -The following were
flour and Corn:
FLOUR.
par.""“ 42596 25
Spring
Winter patents 4 00 <74 75.
BOSTON,.)uly 27

li;c,»S;o Dive

4 25.

Vac.
Sloou

By Telegraph.’
CHICAGO. July 27. I960.—Cattle—receipts
i .600; best steady to strong; others slow,weak;

ISTEWS

PORT OF PORTLAND.
FRIDAY.. July 27.

32%-

today’s quotations of

<

MARINE

10%
119
26
210

iVSaine

Steamship Co.

v*

176
17

Boston Market.

1 hear out straight,. 3 6b
< lorn-steamer yellow 47

Portland &

Vurmoutli Klcctric

lly. Co

SUNDAYS.
For Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half
hourly from 8.16 a. m. to 9.46 p. m., with additional 16 minutes service to Underwood Spring
from 1.00 p. m.
Last car from Underwood
Spring at 9.10 p. m.
JnelStf
t •♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ »♦♦♦♦♦♦» ♦♦♦

I

I

To PacfiG Coast Without Change.

♦

X
X
X
X

LOW
One way excursions in Can1IATIS
adian l'acllic hallway, modern, comfortable, upholstered tourist
cars.
Commencing June litn Imperial Limited, Montreal to Vancouver
100 hours. For full information call on
or address H. J COLVIN,107 Wailtlug ton st., Boston.
jeeodlm

X

X

J
0
♦

♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦

Vesthrook, WiDdham & Naples By
SUMMER SERVICE.
Close connection with all Westbrook cars
leaving bead of Preble St., at 10 and 40
minutes past each hour from 8.10 a. m. to 6.10

p.

m.

Before and after these hours dose connection with Westbrook cars leaving 10 minutes
past each hour.

Arrival.
Steamer Manhattan. Bennett. New York—
passengers and mdse to J F Liscomb.
Steamer State of Maine, Colby, Boston for
Eastport ami St John, NB.
Sell Joseph Eaton. Jr, Greenlaw. New York.
Sch Ida. .Jordan, Boston.
Soli W 0 Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta.
Sch Highland Queen, Dobbin, Boston.
Cleared.
Sch Frank A Palmer, Rawding, Newport Nows
—J S Winslow & Go.
Sch VV C Penaleton, Webber, Damariscotta—
J 11 Blake.
Sch Maud S. Seavoy, Prospect Harbor—J H

Blake.
SAILED—Steamer Breckfleld (Br), London.
FROM OUR CORRKSPONDENTS.

HARBOR. July 27—Sailed, sells
Bernie& Bessie, Prospect Harbor; T W Allen,
Calais far New London; Lady Antrim, Rockland
for Boston; Lucknow, Calais tor do; Alary Ellen.
St George for do; Mildred A l’ope, Boston for
Sullivan.
MT DESERT. July 26—Ar. sch Glendy Bnrlce,
Stanwood, Southwest Harbor.
Sid, sell Kodyney Parker, Higgins, New York.
ROCK PORT, July 27—Ar, sell Antelope,
BOOTH BAY

Wooster,

Boston.

Sid. sens Miantonomali, Small, Boston; Ethel
Merrlnm, Newman, do: Emily Swift, Perry, do;
Harold Beecher, Low, Nassau, NP.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHER.

Passed Highland Light 27th, 9.80 a m, sch
Jennie B'reneh Potter, Philadelphia for Portland.
Ar at London July 27, steamer Tynedale (Br),
Robson, For. land.
Sid fm Liverpool July 27, steamer Tauric
(Br), Clarke, New York.
Meumran<l»

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Go.

Montreal

to

LINE:
From

Quebec.
July 28, 8 p. m.
direct,
Aug. 11, 2 p. m.
Aug. 25, 2 p. m.
passengers. A

l. 1900, steamers will leave
Portland Pier, Portland, week days, as follows:
For Long island, 5.50, 9.00, 10.40 a. m., 1.45,

For Clill'Island, 5.50, 10.40

Trains Arrive Portland.
From

Lewiston, *6.40,

11.30 a. m., 3.15, 5.45
a.'io p. ni.
From Island Pond, *6.40, 11.3Q a. m., 5.45
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal, Quebec,
*0.40
a. m., 5.45 p. m.
aua

|

$71.25 to $80.75.
Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry,
London,
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow, $23.60 to
$25.50
Steerage ou'fH furnished free.
Apply to T. P. McGowan, 420 Congress !
street, J. B. KEATING, room 4, First Nation-!
ti Bank Building, Charles ashton, 947A
Congress street and Congress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Montreal.

TRI;WE£liL¥ SAILINGS.
Boston, July 20—A representative of the underwriters examined the sch Modoc, which put
into this port Weduesday damaged by oollislon
Boston
with the soil Addle ETilIer during a dense fog,
off Chatham, and recommended that sne procure
a new foresail and make temporary repairs to
and
enable her to proceed to her destination. The
Addle Fuller, which also put in here, is receivFrom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. ra. From
at
East
Boston.
ing permanent repairs
Pine streot Wlmrf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. ra.
InCapt L J Cobb of the sch Sullivan Sawin,which
mrance effected at office.
collided with the steamer Parthian oft Chatham,
the West by the Penn. R. R. and
fpr
Freights
during a dense fog Tuesday night, stated yester- louth forwarded by connecting lines.
day that at the time of the accident his vessel
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00,
was running free and that every precaution had
Meals and room included.
been taken to guard against accident. The fogFor freight or passage apply to F« P. WING,
horn was being sounded at regular intervals.
Lgentt Central Wharf, Boston.
Just before the vessels came together the steamE. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
er's whistle was heard, but the oaptain be.leved ]
danager, 88 State SU Flake Building, Boston,
;hat it was some distance away.
dass.
oct22dtf

From
from

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday,
Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
Friday.

1.43, 5.00 p.

For Utile Cliebeague. Jenks, Gt. Cliebeague,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Oil’s islands,
9.09, 10.40 a. ill., 1.45. c.uop. m.
Littlefield’s, Gt. Cliebeague, 9.00,
0 a. m.,
1.45, 5.00 p. m.
RETURN FOB PORTLAND.
Leave Orr’s Island. 5.30, 8.00, ll.io a. m.. 2.00

So.
6.50.

3.55 p. 111.
Leave Long Is bind, 7.10, 9.30. 12.20 a, m.
Arrive Portland, 8.00, 10.00 a.
3.40, 5.15 p. m.
110., 1.10, 4.20, 0.0). p. 111.
Dailv excursions 22 miles down the BayFare round trip only 50c.

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for So. Harpswell and intermediate landings,
lo.oo, 10.40 a, m., 2.00 u. m.
Sunday sailing trip down the Bay, Have
Portland 2.15 p. m.
Return from So. Harpswell via above landings, arrive Portland 8.16
a. m., 1.16, o.3 » i>. in.
Fare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays
35c, oilier biddings and sailing trip 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS,

jn30dtf

Gen’l Mgr.

McDONALO STEAMBOAT GO
Beginning July 1st, 1900, steamers
will
Have Porlland Pier at 9.3o a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
for Cousin’s, Littlejohn's, (treat Cliebeague,
(Hamilton’s Landing) Bustin Island and South

111.

SMALL POINT ROUTE.
Leave Port and at 2.30 p. m. for Orr’s Island
East Harpswell, Sebasco, Small Point Hai nor
and Cnndy’s Harbor.
Return. Have Ciuidy’s Harbor at 6.00 a. m.
via above landings.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland at 10 a. m. for Cou sin's
Littlejohn’s, Great Cliebeague, Bustn’s, islaud
South Freeport and Mere Point.
Return, l ave Mere Point at 2.45 p. m. via
above landings.
For Orrs Island and New Meadows River at
10.00 a m.
Return leave Gurnet Bridge, New
Meadows, at 2 30 p. in.. Orrs Island 3.30 p. m.
•T. II. MCDONALD, Manager.
Otiice 158 Commercial St
Tel, 46-3

jy3dtf

Sebago Lake, Songo River
and Bay of Naples S. S. Co.
On and After June 25tli,

lOOO,

will connect daily with 8.45 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
tram over Maine Central Railroad
(White Mt.
Div.) touching at Naples, Bridgton, North
Bridgton and Harrison, connecting at Harrison
wltn stage for Waterford, and at Naples with
J. W. Cook’s coach line forUdes Falls, Casco,
Otisfield, etc.
Returning steamers leave Harrison every
day (except Sunday) at 7.45 a. m. and 1.30 p.
m.; North Bridgton at 8 a. m. and 12.45 p.m.;
Bridgton at 8 30 and 2 p. m., aud Naples at 9.15
a. m. and 2.45 p.
in., connecting at Sebago
Lake Stiylon with 11.45 a. in. and 5.25 p. m.
Steamboat Express Train for
Portland and
Boston, making the most delightful intand trip
in New England.
Round trip excursion tickets, good for day of
date only, $2.00. Ask for our tourist's guide
at Union Station.
C. L. GOODRIDGE,

jne28dtf

Manager.

ALLAN
St.

LINE

Lawrence

MOIITKEAL

TO

Service.

LIVERPOOL.

Calling at Moville.
From

STEAMSHIPS.

LiverpooL

Montreal
Saturday

Quebec
Saturday

12 May
12
Apr Parisian
•*
26
26
May Tunisian
Numidiau
2 June
2
9
Corinthian
9
Parisian
16
16
14June Tunisian
30
30
21
7 July
7
| Numldian
"
28
Corinthian 14 •*
14
**
5 July Parisian
21
21
•*
19
4 Aug
4
1 Tunisian
No cattle carried on these steamers.

Thu 26
10
17
24
31

•*

May
June

July
M

RATES OF PASSAGE.
Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction

of 5

per cent Is allowoa on return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London

or

Londonderry— $35.00 to $45.00.
Stekraoe—Liverpool, London,
Belfast,

Glasgow,
Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.

.rrepaia ceruneates $24.
Children under 12 year3, half fare. Hates to
or from other points
on
application to
T. P. McGOWAN,
*20 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency, Room 4,
First National Bank Building, Portland, Maine

GASGO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Summer

Arrangements, July

1, 1900.

City Landing,Peaks Island,
6.45, 6.45, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00 11.00 a. rc„ 12,00,
12.30. 1.45, 2.16, 3,00, 3.45,4.30, 5.30, 6.15, 7.00, 7.30,
8.00, 9.30 p. in.
Return, 6.20. 7.20. 8.15, 9.30, 10.20, 11.30 a. m.,
12.20, 1.00,2.15, 2,35, 3.20, 4.05, 5.00, 5.45, 6.30, 7.30,
8.20, 9.00,10.15 P. m., or at close ot entertainment.

For Cushing’s Island, 6.45, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
12.80, 1.45 2.15,3.00, 4.30,6.15,7.00,

11.00 a. IT..,
8.00, 9.30 p.

m.

Return—Leave Treiethen’s, 6.15, 7.10,8.05,
9.05, 10.05, 11.35 a. ni., 1.06, 3.05, 4.00, 5.25,6.30,
8.30,10.30 p. m.
Return—Leave Evergreen, 6.10, 7.05, 8.00,
9.00. 10.00,11.30 a.m., 1.00, 3.C0, 3.55, 5.2', 6,26,
8.25,10.25 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,0. 15.
8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. in., 12.00 m.. 2.00, 3.00, 4.20,
5.30, 6.1 6, 7.30, 9.30 P. III.
Return—Ltave Fouce’s Lauding, Bong
Island, 6.00, 6J55, 7.50, 8.60, 9.50,11.20 a. HI.,
12.50, 2.50, 3.45, 6.10, 6.15, 6.56, 8.15, 10.15 p. ra.
SUNDAY TIME

Landing, Peaks Is10.00, 11.00 a. m. 12,20,
2.15, 3.15, 3.45, 4.45, 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00 a.
m., 12.20, 2.15, 3.45, 4.45. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethens
and Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 7.00. 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 a. in., 12.15,
2.00, 3.15. 4.20, 5.16, 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
L00, 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 a. 111., 12.15, 2.00, 3.15, 4.20
5.’5, 7.30 p. m.
11.00 p. in., for Forest City Landing, Feaks
Island, Saturday nights only.
Tickets sold
Theatre.

over

this line to the Gem

Unavoidable delays excepted, and subject to
Jhange without notice.
C. VV. T. GODING, General Manager,
at£
ju30

Range’ey, Blnghnn, Waterville, Skowhegan.
1 COp.m. For Freepor t, Bruns wick, Homeland,

K.&. I..points. Augusta. Waterville. SkowhsBellast, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville,

gan,

Bangor, D:dtown and Matiawamkeag, and to
Bueksport Saturdays.
3.10 p. m.
For Brunswick, Bath, Augusta,

Waterville and to Skowhegan Saturdays
only.
5.i5p. m. For Danville Junct.on, Mechanic
Falls, Lewiston, and on Saturda s to Ruinford
FalD, Belgrade, Waterville and Skowhegan.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for Brunswick,
Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
Moosehead Lake, Aroos ook County via Oldtown. Bar Harbor, Bueksport. Vaneeboro, St.
Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and all Aroostook County via Vaneeboro, Halifax and the
Provinces. The Saturday night train does not
connect to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcrot, or beyond Bangor, exempting to Washing
ton County It. R. and Bar Harbor.
12.53 a. m., midnight.
Mr. Desert special for
Brunswick, (connecting for Rockland), Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Greenville and Bar
Harbor.
ami

WHITE MOUNTAIN

DIVISION.

8.1)0 a. m. For Bridgton. Favbans, Burling
toil, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Min
neapolis.
l.05p.m. For Sebago Lake, Br dgton, Harrison, via rail and Songo River, Norm Conway,
Fabvans, Lancaster, Colebrook, Lunenburg,
St. Johnsbury, Newport.
5.50 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish. Bridgion. ivorui

8.50 p.

in.

t.onway ana
I'or Sebago

narueir.

Luke, Fryeburg, North
St. Jolinsbury,
Chicago daily

Conway, Fabyans, LuneiiDurg,

Toronto and

SlINDAV TIJAINS.
Paper train for Bangor, Bath, and
for Rockland except Parry Transfer at Bath
and for Bar Harbor on and after July 8th.
7.25 p. in. Paper train for Lewiston.
9.30 a. lu. Commencing J uly i5tli for Fab*
yaos and intermediate stations.
12.?5p. in. For Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and Bar Harbor.
staunch
The I
and
elegant
steamers
“GOV.
DING BEY” and
"BAY STATIC"
alternately leave Franklin Wharr. Portland,
and India Wharf. Boston, at 7.00 p. in. dally,
including Sunday.
meet every
These steamers
demand of
modern steamship service in safety,
speed,
comfort and luxury of traveling.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell
Worcester, New York. etc., ete.
J. F. LISGOMB. Gen. Mauager
THOMAS M. 3 ART LETT, Age-ii.
declOdtf

PEAKS ISLAND STEAMBOAT
-AND-

AMUSEMENT CO.
TIME

TABLE_July 8, 1900,
WEEK DAYS.

will leave Portland Pier, at 6. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 a. m.
I, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6.15*7.30 p. m.
Returning, Leave Bay View Landing, at 6.25,
7.25. 8.30. 9.30, 10.30 and 11.30, a. ra„ 1.30, 2.30,
3.30, 4.30, 5.30, 6.45 p. 111.

a.

in.

0.00 p.

in.

m.

RETURNS.
Leave Bay View Lulling, 8.30. 9.30, 10.30.
II. 30 a. in., 12.20, 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30, 6,30,
7.30 8.39 9.30, p. in.
On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday nights
a boat willleave Portland at 11, and
returning
leave Peaks Is and at 11.15.
Duly line running its boats to Peaks

Island

direct.

PORTLAND.

ARRIVALS IN

From Montreal and Fabyans daily 6.50 a. m. j
from Bartlett and local, 8.25 a. in.; Lewisiou
and Mechanic Falls, 8.35 a. m; Waterville and
Augusta, 8.43 a. in.;- Rangeley, Farmington,
Bends. Bangoi, Augusta ami Rockland, 12.02 p.
m.; Skowhenan, Farmington and Lewisiou,
12.15o. in,; Beecher FalU.St. Jolmsbury.Bridgton, 12.15 p. in.; Express. Mattavvamkeag, Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 1.20 D. m.; Waterville and
Lewiston, 3.23 p. in.; Skownegan, Waterville,
Augusta and Rockland. 5.20 p. in., from Waterville daily; Sr. John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
County, Moosehead Lake ami Bangor, 5.30 p.
m.; Raugelev, Farmington, Rumford
Falls,
Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; White Mountain points
and Naples, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Fabyans. 7.25; Bar Harbor, Bangor and Rockland, 1.25a. ni, dally; Halifax, St. Johu, Bar
Harbor, Bangor, 4.80 a. rn. daily.
Mtndays—Lewiston 9.25 a. m.. 5.38 p. ni.iBar
Harbor, 12.25 i>. m.; Waterville,5.20 p. in. ;Wlilte
Mountains, 5.35 p. in,

GEO. F. EVANS, V. P. & G. M.
F. E, BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
jneSidtf

Portland & Rumtord Falls Ry.

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier. 8.10. 9.00 10.00, il.OO
a. m, 12, LOO, 2.00, 3.00, 4.01, 5.00, 6.0), 7.00, 8.00,

9.00 p.

For Lewiston.

8.50 p.m.
For White Mountain Division,
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
11.00 p. m. Nignt Express lor all points.
12.55 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Rockland
Bangor and Bar Harbor.

Sle«»mer ALICE HOWARD

Effect June 25, 11*09,

In

DEPARTURES
8.30 A. M. and 12.50 noon.
for Poland. Mechanic

From Union Station
Falls. Btiokfleld. Canton, Dixneld, Rumtord Fails and Be mis.
8.30 a. m. 12.50 noon and 5.15 p. m. From Union
Station for Mechanic Falls and Intermediate
stations.
On Saturdays only, 5,15 p. rn. train
runs to Rumtord Falls.
Through cars between Portland and Beinis.

Fare 5 cents each way. All persons golnz by
this line will be admitted to Greenwood Garden free.
ju2dtf

R. C. BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manager,
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
1*18 dtf
Rumford Falls. Mains*

International Steamship Co.

BOSTON & MAINE it. R.

__

FOR--

In Effect June 25,

Easfht-d. iBbrT Calais. St. John N. 3.. Hntft3x.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.
The
favorite route to Uampobello aud St. Audrows,
N. B.
Summer Arrangement.
On and alter Monday, May 14. steamers will
leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 6 30 p. m. Returning leave St. John, Eastport and Lubec Mondays and Friday.
AiiiUU&lI

ULIVUIT

1331IOU rtllU

UlltJUiVOU

to destination.
EXT'Freight received up to 4.00
p.m.
For tickets and staterooms apply at the Fine
Ttree Ticket Office, -,;70 Mai ne street or for
other information at Company’s Office, liaiiroad
Wharf foot ot State street.

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.
Prom

July 3rd to October 1st.

Steamers will leave 1'ailroad Wharf, Portland,
for B >ston, on Tuesday and Saturday.
During
July the hour of leaving will be 7 a. m. During
August and September will leave at 8.33 a. m.
J. F. LISCOMB. Supt.
11. P,
HUBSEY, Agent.
may tf

Direct Between Brunswick and Portland.
BEGINNING JUNE 1st.
Steamer will leave Simpson’s Point, Brunswick, at 7 a. m. daily. Harpswell Centecuat 7.25,
Birch Is'aml at 7.-10, Merc Point at 7.45, Bustin’s
Island at 8.05, Lfttlojohn’s at 8.25, and Cousin’s
Island at 8.35, arriving in Portland at 0.30 a. m.
Heiurning, leave Long Wharf, Portland, for the
above landings, at 3 30 p. m.

E. A.
je2dtf

BAKER, Manager.

PorllanMt. Desert & Mias Sib, Co
J steamer
(COMMENCING

Friday,

April 20th.

1900.

WESTERN DIVISION.

the

FRANK JONES

Trains leave Union Station for Sesriioro
CroKslug, 7.10. 9.05, 10.00 a. 111., 12.00 noon,
1.15, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 6.60 p. m.; Seaikoro
Bracli. Vine Point, 7.00. 7.10, 8.20, 9.05, 10.00
а. m., 12.00 noon. 1.15. 3.30, 3.55. 5.25, 5.45, 6.20,
б. 50. 8.00, 11.22 p. 111.; Old Orchard, 7.00, 7.10,
8.20, a45, 9.05, U'.OO a. 111., 12.00 noon, 1.15, 1.40,
3.30, 3.55, 5.26, 6.45, 0.05. 6.20. 6.50, 8.00, 11.22 p.
II).; Saco and BLldeford, 6.00, 8 20, 8.45, 9.05,
10.00 a. in., 12.00 noon, 12.30, 1.15 3.30, 3.55, 5.25,
6.45, 6.20, 6 50,-8.00, 11.22 p. m.j Keunebunk.
7.00, 8.45, 10.00 a. m.. 12.30, 3.30, 5.25, 6.05, 6.20 p.
111.; Krnuclmvkpurt, 7.00. 8.45, 10.00 a. 111..
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. 111.; Wells Beach, 7.00, 8.45
а. ill., o.iw.

p. ill.;

norm

ucrwiiii,

koi-

linsford, Soinersworth, 7.00, 8.45 a. in.,
12.30.3.30, 5.25 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. Ill 12.30,
3.30 p. ni.; Lakeport,
Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8,46 a. ill.. 12.3C p. in.; Manchester, Concord and Nor.hern connetions,
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.45 a. ni.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. til.; Boston, 74.30, 7.00, 8.45 a.
ni., 17.30, 1.40, 3.30, 0.05 p. m.; Leave Boston
for Portland, 6.00, 8.00, 7.3), 8.30 a. 111., 1 15,
4.15, 6 00 p. 111.; arrive Portland, 10.07, 10.50,
11.50 a. rn., 12.10, 5.00, 7.50, 0.30 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS,
Leave Union Station for Scarboro Crossing, 7.10, 9.35. 10 15 a. m., 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
б. 15, 7.15 p. ill.; Scarboro Beach, Pine
Point, 7.10, 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. ill., 12.55, 2.00,
3.40, 4 15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 P. ni.; Old Orchard,
7.10. 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. m„ 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5.30, 6.15. 7.15 p. m.; Saco, Bid deford, 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. in., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40. 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5,30, 6.15, 7.15 pi ni.; Kennebunk,
North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Bostou, 12.55,
5.00, 5 30 p. ill.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.30, 9.42
p

.1)1

EASTERN

DIVISION.

Leave Union St itlon for Boston and Way
Stations, 0.00 a. m.; B.ddeford, Iiittery,
Newburyport,
Salem,
Portsmouth,
L\ nn, Boston, 2.0U, 9.00 a. III.. 12.45, 6.00 p. 111.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a. rn 12.30, 4.00, o.oo p. m,;
Boston Express Stopping at Old Orchard,
Klttcry and Portsmouth only, 1.40 p. in.,
arrive Boston 4.20 p, m. Leave Boston for
Portland, 7.30. 9.00 a. in 12.30, 7.' 0, 9.45 p. m.,
arrive Portland 11.43 a. m., 12.05, 4.30,10.16 p,
m., 12,40

will, weather
permuting, leave Portland
and
at
11.00
Fridays
n. nr
Tuesdays
for Hoc Island.
Bar Harbor and Machiaslandings.
Keport and intermedia e
leave
turnlug
Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.00 p. m.
F. E. BOOTFIBY
GEO. F. EVANS.
(ien’i Mgr.
G. P. & X. A.
aprl8dt£

midnight.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station ter Ulddeford, Battery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12.45 p. m., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. in., 4.00 p. m.
Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 u. 111., 7.00, 9.45 p. m., arrive
12.10, 10.15 p. in., 12.40 midnight.
7—Daily.
W. N. & P. D1V.

Station foot of Treble street.
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer, Nashua,
Windham, Epplug, Manchester, Concord and Points North 7.34 a. m„ 12.33 p. m.;
Rochester, Sprlngvnle, Allred, Waterboro. Saco River, 7.31 a. 111., 12.33, 5.33 p. ill.;
Gorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook Jet., Wobdfords, 7.33. 9.45 a.
in., 12.33 3.05, 5.33. 0.20 p. n\; Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, 6.45, 9.50, 11.40 a. 111.,
1.08. 3.16, 3.45, 6.40, 11.15 P. m.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Ulddeford, 6,45, 8.35, 9.5C, 11.46 a. m.,
L2.25, 1.08, 3.16. 3.45. 5.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. 111.
rrains arrive from Worcester, 1.03 p. m.;
Rochester 8.25 a. ni.. 1.06, 5.48 p. in., Gorham and Way Stations, 6.40, 8.25, 10.47 a. ir...
L.05, 4.15, 5.48 P. in.
For

TABLE.

For Forest Cltv
land, 7.00, 8.00, 9 00,

7 00 a. in. For Brunswick, Lewiston
(Lower)
Bath. Boothbav. Bopliam Beach, Rock land, Augusta. Waterville, Skowhegan and Belfast.
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc., Ruinford Falls,
Bends, Lewiston, Farmington, Rangeley and
Waterville.
10.10 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston,
Gardiner, Augusta and Waterville:
U.oo a, m. Express for Danville Jc.. Lewiston, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft,
Bangor. Washington Couutv R. R., Bar Harbor,
Aroostook County and for iloulton,
Woodstock,
St. Stephen, S
Andrew-, at. John and Haltlax via Vaneeboro.
12.30 P. 111. Express f r Brunswick, Lisbon
Fails, Augusta, Watervllie, Newport, Bangor,
Bueksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and Ureeuville.
12.50 p. in. For D. n ille, Jc.,Rn:nford Falls.
Reims. Lewiston, Farmington. Carrabasset,

7.20

■—-

Aug

1000.

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAILWAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:

Montreal,
except Saturdays.

Street.

STEAMEKS.

In Effect June «5Ui,

and to

y-

_From

BOSTON a PHILADELPHIA.

in.;

•
Daily. Otbet trains week daystr
Sunday cheap excursion train leaves Portlaud every Sunday lor Lewiston. Gorham and
Berlin at 8.30 a. in. lieturning leave Berlin at
4.00 p. m., every Sunday afternoon for Lewiston and Portland.
Pullmau Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
night trains and Parlor Cars on day U a ins.
Ticket Office, Depot at foot of India

Queenstown.

_Jly25dtf

a.

m.

2.40 p.

For Lewiston, 7.00, 8.15, a. m. 1.30, 6.15 *8.30
p. m.
Fur Island Pond, 8.16 a. in., 1.30. *8.31 p. m
For Montreal, Quebec, Chtcuga. 8.15 a. rn.
and *8 30 p. m„ reaching Montreal at 6.60
p. m., and 7.2d a. m.

_

6.00 p. ni.

For Mere Point, 9.30 a. m„ for Porter’s Lau liug 5.00 p. ni.
Return, leave Porter’s Landiug 6.15 a. m.;
South Freeport 6.3(1 a. in., 1.50 p. m.;
Mere
Point 1.15 p. in.; Bustin’s 6.46a. m.,2.05 p. in.;
Great Cliebeague. 7.05 a. ra.. ".20 p. m.; Littlejohn’s 7.20 a. rn., 2.36 p. m,; Cousins 7.25 a.

Trains Leave Portland

fSBJBM&SBB

The 365 ISLAND ROUTE,
Beginning July

Freeport.

Return, 7.05, 8.00, 9.15. 10.30. T1.20, a. m..
12.45. 2.00, 2.45, 3.30, 4-45. 6.40, 7.15, 8.30, 9.46
p. rn.
For Little ana Great Diamond Islands,
Steamer.
Boston.
Trefethen mill
Evergreen Landings,
Peuks
6.15, 8.00, 9.00. 10.30 a. 111., 12.00
New England,
Wed., Aug. 15, l p. m in.. 2.00, Island,
3J 0, 4.20. 5,30. tj.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Return—Leave Little
Diamond, 6.26,
RATES OF PASSAGE.
7.20, 8.15,9.16,10.15,11.46 a. Ml., 1.15, 3.15, 4.10,
First Cablu—$60.03 and up.
Return— ! 6.36, 6.40. 8.40, 10.40 p. m.
$114.00 and up, according to steamer and
Return—Leave Great. Diamond, 6.20, 7 15,
Etccommodatlon.
8.10, 9.10, 10.10, 11.40 a. m., 1.10, 3.10, 4.05, 5.30,
Second Caliln— $37.50 to $42.53.
Return, 6.35, 8.85, 10.35 p. m.

Boston to Liverpool via.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

For Forest

Liverpool.

From Montreal.
Cambroman, July 28, 9 a. m.,
•Roman,
Aug. 4, daylight,
Vancouver, Aug. ll,
Dominion,
Aug. 2">,
* fills steamer does not
carry
Steamer.

WATERHOUSE,
Managing Director.

ar27dtf

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves East
Boothbay at 7 a. m. Monday, Wednesday and !
Friday for Portland, touching at So, Bristol,
Boothbay Harbor.
Returning, leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
at 7 a. m. Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday for
East Boothbay, touching at Boothbay Harbor
and So. Bristol.
Land at Five islands on signal.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
octlldtf

'DOMINION

C. Iff.
Jly7d2m

1
RAILROADS.
—--««af

STEAMERS.

For Underwood Soring, and Yarmouth at B.16
a. m., half hourly lili 10.46 p. in.
Leave Yarmouth 5.40 a. in. half hourly till 9.40 p. m.
Leave Underwood Spr.ng for Portland 30 minutes later.
Additional cars between Portland
and Underwood Spring every 16 minutes from
1.00 p.m. Last car from Underwood Spring at
10.10 p. in.

—

—

land, coal 70 c.
Sclir E. A. Danenliower, Philadelphia to fiichmoml.Me., coal 95c and towage.
Schrs Henrietta-?immou-,and J.S. l.amphrey,
South River to Portland, clay 30c aud disehargl
ed.
Schr City of Augusta, same from Btritan Liv-

Beef—heaw.

Asked

Portland
Portland

Bark Nellie M. Slade,Apalachicola to Boston,
lumber, p. t.
S< hr R. T. Rundlett, Hoboken to Bath, coa
70c.
8chr M. K Rawiey, South Amboy to Mt. Desert Ferry, coal 05c.
Scbr Anne Lord, Philadelphia to Saeo, coal
90c and towage.

Haddock —... ..
60®
Haike...
25®
Herring, per box; scaled. 11 ®
Mackerel. Shore is.....22 0o*24 00
Mackerel, Shore 2s........
Large 3s. 13 00®$16
Fork. Beef, Bard aud i’onitry.
Cork—IleuvT.
i^lG 60
Pork—Medium.
15 60

Bid.
100
no
100
100
100
101
93
109
146
85
105
160
166
60

BONDS.

Charters.

25®

7 00

Dally Fren Stock ^notations
Corrected t»y Swan & Barrett.
Bankers. 186

[Exports. •
LONDON, steamship Breekfleld—27,943 bu
wheat 48,062 do oats 17.142 do corn 3068 nek
ash lumber 2 ‘*,140 l>dl shooks 3216 bxs cheese
1537 es s lints 7260 bdl pulp 9220 sacks hour
l car last blocks 2lo cattle.

3 60
2 75
2 50
16

77%

Portland

Krtutl Grocers’ Sugar &arke(.
Portland market—cut loaf 8:: confectioners
at sc; poivdered cl/a'. granulated 7cs coffee
crusuea S^ie; yellow 5 Vs 3.

2
2
2

6

It IRS-

S> ll
Cow and steers...... 6V4
Bulls and staff*....
.....4V4-!
Skins—No 1 quality... 9s
No 2
..7 c
*•
.0 «7C'
ho 3
25:*6e
Culls

Pollock....

1195

July.

pav

Su»ar. Coffew, Tea. Molasses, (tuisln*.

1190

LARD.

111 (lot.

G 29
Sugar—Standard granulated.
e 2!)
Sugar— Extra fine granulated....
5 oo
Sugar—Extra 0....
Coffee—Kio. roasted. 13 ■6610
Coffee—Java and Mocha.
27*30
Teift— kmoys.
36*36
leas—congous.
27*60
1 eas—J apan.
3 6* t o
Teas—Formosa.
35*66
Molasses—Porto Hico.....
36*40
Molasses—Barbados#.
82*35
20 a 2 i
Molasses—common..
New Raisins. 2 crown.2 00*2 25
8 crown...2 25*2 50
do
4 crown. 2 60*2 75
do
Raisins. Loo? oM us cate. 7Vfe@9
Dry Fish and Mackerel.
Cod. largo Shore. 4 00*4 50
Medium snore fish. 8 00*3 50

22%
|22%

J22%
22%,

..

FORK.

Governments week.

>

30V8
138%

‘VO

Aug.|.
Sept..

Mexican dollars -'8

32
36
00®28 50
00*27 00
00® 19 00
00*1 !> 00
Middling, car mts.18 06*20 00
Miadhng, bag, lots.19 0<'®20 50
Mixed ieeu...18 50®19 50

76%

Aug...
Sept.37%

NEW r«)KK. July 27.
Money on call closed steady leal1/*.
Pruu« mercantile ivtper at 4&4?« per cent.
Sterling Exchange was easier, with actual busi
In bankers bills 4 87e4'^4 87*4 for deu
mand anil'4 837iu4 8314 tor sixty cays postLou
ed rates 4 84*4,a4 85 and 4 8Si&4 83V4.
uiereiabtlls 4 83«.4 83V4.
Silver icerllttcnio* 61V4<i62Vi.
Bar Silver €0%

Corn, car lots.
Corn, bag lots.
Meal, bag lots.
Oats, car lots..
Oats, bag lots.
l ottos need, car lots.oo
Cotton Seed, bag lots.00
Sacked Bran, car lots... ..18
Sacked Bran, bag, lots.00

76%

7iiV«
38

oeut in the bid price.

Portland Wholesale

75%

eoR>-.

out next week.
The bond market continued dull, but
Total sales
the tone was rather lirmer
par value, $1,030,00). U. S. 3'a registered
declined 1-4 and new 4’s coupon 1-8 per

to

Closing

75

.....

Sept...

for export tomorrow and in fact demand
But it recovsterling fell oil a fraction.
ered a fraction in Paris and the rate for
London
call loans declined in London
discounts
were firm and the belief remains general that further gold will go

i nnaaeipma

6 85
Wilt Ala

A’hU

Brunt,

70

Friday’s Quotations.

any notable sti*eugth.
The steel stocks |movcd
uncertainly
and irregularly, pending announcements
of the agreement arrived at by the Chi-

v an

6

jRLBS.

St.
Raul, Louisville,
Union Raoillc and Missouri Pacific, were
stocks showing
the only other railroad

Bear I*, a.

1160

LARD.

foretold.

in*

22%
22%

Aug.225/8
Sept. *3.
Sept.

The folio von v quotations represent
fne prices In this market:

38

37%

OATS.

Gains of over a point were established
at the mid-day
half a dozen stocks
high, level, but none of these was fully
maintained and nothing more than frac-

RAILROADS.

—

Closing.
74%
74*4
75%

memng.

Aug...75
B3Pt. 76%

In

*

iu.

CHICAGO BOARD OK TRAD &
Thursday’s quotations.

back.

UUUIDICUIV.

7 00
4 50

Pea coal, retail.

action entirely wiped out the rise,
The railroad list continued extremely
dull and narrow. The sharp gains showed
by a handful of stocks had little inliuwhich hung
ence on the rest of the list,

been

50,jg6 50

Oranges,Calf orma nav.I
Oranges, Seedlings ..3j0033 60
Ai»j>les, Baldwins....
Oils Turpentine and Coal
Haw Linseed oil.
69®74
Boiled dusted on...
7i®76
Turpentine.... ..
BnWO
Ligmna and Centennial oil., bob. 160 1st 10%
ll£tineatst Petroleum. 120 ....
10%
Pratt’s Astral..
12%
Half bids lc extra.
Cumberland, coal.
@4 60
Stove and furnace coab retail..
5 50

up at one time as much at 1 5-8 on the
expectation and the firmness of the raw
sugar market foreshadowed another adBut the late revance in refined sugar.

sluggishly

5

butchers stock stronger; natives, good to prime
Bucksport, July 17—McKay & Dlx, who have
steers at 5 1565 8 '<: Texans, receipts 900 ;best j three vessels ou the stocks
here, expect to launch
on sale two ear loads 6 15; Texas led steers a
the iirst about Aug 16. She is a tour-master of
shade lower 4 30®5 15.
about 800 tons, built for tlie Greenland cryolite
nogs—receipts 16.000; strong to 5c higher; trade, owned by Capt Charles 11 l)ix and C R
top 5 32V# : mixed and butchers 6 05®6 3a% ; Eatou. She will be christened the Thallium.
good to choice heavy 5 05® 5 32%.
The two others are twin 1400 tun four master^
Sheep—receipts 6,000; sheep strong ;lambs 10 for general coast carrying, and will be launched
;<i.l6c higher; good to choice wethers at 4 15® in September and November.
4 50; Texas sheep at 3 00(g)4 00.
Turks Island, July 21—The cargo, materials,
stores and hull of the wrecked bqe Nellie Brett
were sold for $4403.
Forty per cent salvage on
bometllo Market*.
gross sates was paid on cargo and 46 per cent
(By Telegraph.i
on materials and stores.
July 27,1900.
N EW YORK—The Flour
market—receipts
Dnmefttlc Port*.
18,125 Mils; exports 9286 bins: sales 7.6oO
NEW YORK—Ar 26th. sens Florance I Lock,
pckgs; slow, closing firmer.
Wilton,
Norfolk; Elizabeth M Cook, HU1wood,
Flour—Winter pts:4 OOfo.4 50 ;winter straights
3 76(64 ou; Minnesota patents 4 26®4 50; wiu- Calals; Gen Banks, Smith. Bangor for GutteuE
Garnet, Calais via New
Waterman,
burg;
tei extras 2 70®3 00: Minnesota bakers 2 90®
Bedford; C It Flint. Maxwell, Hillsboro, NB,
3 35; do low grades 2 40(62 70.
for Newark.
Rye steady ;No 2 Western 69%c f o b afloat:
Sid, steamer Michigan, London; brig Jennie
State.Rye 56(4)6 Oe C I F New York car lots.
Wheat—receipts 67,600busii; exuorts 256,000 llulbert. Lighton. Halifax j shh Charles L Davbush futures, r- bush exports;spot enport, Bangor.
bus; sales
Ar 27th. steamer Horatio Hall, Portland j schs
firm; No 2 Red 83Vac f o b afloat; No 2 Red at
Belle O’Neil!, Bath via New
80%c elev; No 1 Northern Duluth 85%c fob Flyaway, Calais:
Haven.
afloat to arrive.
BOSTON—Cld 2(5th, sells Vau Name & King,
Corn—receipts 199,425 busns exports 194,288
Brown, Kennebec and Philadelphia; Ellen M
bus; sales 135,000 bush futures; 644,000 bush Holder.
Pierce, Poole’s Lauding and Washingexport; spot firm; No 2 at *5%c fob afloat ton; Martha T Thomas,
Harrington, Kennebec.
and 40c eiev.
Returned last evening, steamer Parthian, for
exports 1,170
.yats—receipts 33,200 bush
to
damages
sustained by
Philadelphia,
repair
bush spot; spot
bus; sales
‘My; No 2 at collision witn sch Sullivan Sawln.
27 Yae ; No 3 at 27c; No 2 white at 28@29V4Pt
Sid 27th, tugs Valley Forge, towing barges
No 3 white at 28c; track mixed Wes tern 27 Ys
Oak Hill and Bear Ride, Philadelphia for Port®29c; track white Western 28%®'£4c.
land; l'aniaqua. towiug barge Heechwood. PhilBeef steady.
adelphia for Bangor: sch Marcia Bailey, AddiCut m atssteadv.
son.
Lard is firm: western steamed at 7 15; July
BALTIMORE-Cld 26th, barque Jnmes W
closed 7 15 nominal; refined firm: continent at
Klwell, Goodman, Norfolk (and sailed).
S A 8 00: comoouud 6V4®0%.
| 7 45;
Ar 27ih, sch Wm H Oler, Bath.
Fork firm; mess at 12 75613 60; famiy at
BANGOR—Ar 27th, sens Lillian and Josle
14 50(615 50; slict clear 13 00® 15 00.
Anok, Boston.
Butter weak; creameries i7!«19%c; do facSid, schs Mary F, Palmer, Baltimore; Celia F,
;state Philadelphia; J M Morales. Eagle and Annie P
tory current packed I4®15*4c: ini erm
dairy 16% 619; doerm e.
Chase. New York; J ulia Baker, Providence; S S
Cheese steady; large white 9®9% : large colKen-tall, Newport; Lizzie C Rich, Boston.
ored 9®9Vi ; smalt whit® at 9%~®% ;do colored
BATH—Sid 27th. schs Charles E Batch and
9% 69%.
Eva L Kerris, Baltimore; Adella T Carleton,
Eggs firm-.State and Penn at 14® 17; Western New York; Adilie Ciuirleson, Philadelphia.
a' mark 11613V2 ; loss off loVic.
BOOXHBAY—Ar 27lh, lug concord, Boston.
Tallow dull;eity 4%®4%; country 4%g4%
Sid, US steamer Cora, cruising; sch Charity,
Cotton seed < i1 steauy.
Bangor.
Fetroleum steady; refined New York —.
BRUNSWICK, Ga-Ar 20th, sch Lizzie ChadRosin quiet.
wick, Clark, Noank.
Turpentine quiet.
Ar 27th, sell Fannie L Child, Waldoboro.
Rice firm.
CALAIS—Sid 27tli, schs J Kennedy, Vineyard
Molasses steady.
Haven; Kennebec, New York.
Freights to Livperpool steady.
CAPE HENRY— Passed out 26th, schs Young
sugar—raw strong; fair refining 4 13-32: Cen; Brothers, Baltimore for-; Eagle Wing, Nortrtfugal 96 test 4 29-32; Molasses sugar 4 6-32
folk for Provi ence.
refined firm.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 26th. schs J
M Flake, New York for Lanesville; E'red Snow,
CHICAGO—Cash qoutattens.
Providence for Milford, Ct
•Hour easy.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 26th. sch Wacamaw,
wnear— No 2 spring— c; No 3 do at 72%e:
No 2 Rea at 77% 677% c. Corn—No 2 at 39% : Squires, New York.
JACKSONVILLE —Ar 2Gtli, sch Jeremiah
No 2 vellow 39%c. Gats—No 2 at 23%®24% ;
Smith. Moore, Providence,
No 2 white at 24Vs®2454c: No 3 white at 24®
MOBILE—Ar 26th, sch Mary E Morse. NewAW /ZC
4
li?
lVVV*il»J,
—c ; fair to choice malting 44@16e: No] FlaxNEW BEDFORD—SW 26tli, sch City ot Auseed 1 50; No l N \V Flaxseeu at 1 50; prime
Timothy seed 3 17V*®3 20. Mess Pork 11 30® gusta, Adams, Raritan River, to load clay for
I i 80.
Lard at 6 87 V»®« 80; snort rihs sides Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 27th, US steamer Prairie,
at 0 95a-7 25; dry salted shoulders at 83/*@7;
New York.
short clear sides 7 483*7 55.
NEW LONDON-Ar 2Stli. sch Ada Ames,
Butter llrm—crmery at 16® 19c; dairies 14®
New York for Rockland.
17c.
Sid, sch Winslow Morse. Nesv York.
Cheese weak 9%®10Vi'\
Sid 27th, sch Ada Ames, New York for RockEggs firm—fresh li %.
Flour—receipts 16.000 bbls: wheat 147.000; land.
NORFOLK—Cld
26th, sch.* Win J I erniond,
bush; corn 198.000 bush: oats r78.noo bush;
Hopper, Havana; Wm Cobh, Cook, Fall River.
rye 2.o0o bush; bailey 4.000 bush.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar
26th, sell Grace Davis,
Shipments—Flour 22.000 obis; wlieat 19.000
bush; corn 509.0003 Push; oats 298,000 .bush Dodge, Jacksonville.
H
G
Clu,
Jolinsou,
Bergman, Boston;
barque
rve 1.000 Push; barley 1.000 bush.
schs Janies D Dewell. Fail In other. Providence;
DETROIT—Wheat ouoted 78 tor cash Wane.
Hammett. Boston; Eva A Daneuhower.
Viking,
Red. and Aug; Sept 78 %c.
Johnson. Richmond, Me; .Jennie French Potter,
TOLEDO— Wheai'quiet—cash and July 76% ; Potter, Portland; Cassle F Bronson, Bennett,
Portsmouth; barges Coleraiu, for Portland, In
Aug at 77c; Sept 78c.
tow of tag Swatara; Merriam, for Gardiner, in
low oi tug Catawissa.
Cotton Markers.
Marcus lleok Passed down 26tb, schs Eva A
tBy Telegraph.)
Daneuhower. Philadelphia for Richmond; Mary
July 27.
Weaver.-ho for Norfolk; Jennie 1'ieiicli Potter,
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was do
for Portland: Jennie E Rigliter, do for Providull; middling uplands 10 l-16c; do gull 10 5- dence.
16; sales 528 nates.
Reedy island—Passed down 26tli, schs James
GAT.V KSTON—The Cotton market closed D Dewell, Philadelphia for Providence; Everett
closed quletjjmlddlings 93sc.
Webster, do for Gardiner; Colin C Baker, do
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day lor Boston; C B Wood, do for Saco; Horace G
do for do.
Morse,
9V*c.
middlings
quiet;
Delaware Breakwater—Passed out 26th, schs
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day closed Clara E
Randal1, Philadelphia for Portend; D
steady; middlings 9V4c.
H Rivers, do for Bangor ; tug Catawissa, with
NEWfiORLEANS—The Cotton market closed barge Merriam, for Gardiner.
Cape May—Passed in 26tli. sch Edith Olcutt,
quiet:middlings lOVic.
MOBILE—Colton market nominal; middlings New London for Philadelphia.
PUNTA GORDA —At 20th, sch Calumet,
9*/i c.
Coombs, Havana via Mullett Key. Will load for
market
closed Baltimore.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
duiet; middlings 9% c.
ROCKLAND—Ar 27tli. sclis Edward Stewart
aDd Hattie McG Buck, Bangor lor New York;
European Markets.
Hume, coastwise.
SAVANNAH —Cld 26th, sch Gertrude L
(By Telegraph.)
Trunay, Dodge, Bath.
LONDON. July 27. 1900—Consols at 97V4
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 27lh. schs Penobfor money and 9714 for
accjyie.
scot, Port Reading for Bangor; Hamburg, St
George for Bar Harbor.
Sid. scUc. Mattie A Franklin, Victory, Anuie
SAILING DAYS OF OCEAN STEAMKKS
Gus Henry Whitney, Sadie Corey and Agricola.
rnn
v»om
Passed, sch C J Willard. South River, NJ, for
Saale.New York. .Bremen.July 31 Portland.
Westernland .New York. .Antwerp.. .Aug l * WASHINGTON—Ar 27 th. schs Merom,
Bath;
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool....Aug 1 Lydia M Deer mg, Kennebec.
Aquitaine.New York. .Havre.Aug 2
NO— Ar 26th, sch St Croix,
WILMINGTON,
New York. Bremen.... Aug 2 Stratton, New York.
K Friedrich
Tunisian.Montreal.
Liverpool.. Aug 4
Cld, sch K G Dun, Kelley, Reedy Island.
Talisman.New Y’ork..Demarara... Aug 4
Roman.Portland
Liverpool. ..Aug 4
Foreurn PorU
Maracaibo.New York. .San Juan. ..Aug 4
Ar at London July 26, steamer Cambrian,
Tartar Prince, New York.. Naples. &c..Aug 4
Boston.
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool. .Aug 4
Ar at Port Hastings. CB. July 22p sch John
.New York. .Rotterdam ..Aug 4
Maasdam
Maxwell. Crabtree, Philadelphia.
Kaiser W de G New York.. Bremen.Aug 7
Ar at Turks Island July 16, sch Methebesec,
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpool... Aug 8 Snow, Guadaloupe (and sailed I8tli for Belfast,
Detscliland_New York. Hamburg...Aug 8 Me).
New New.... YorkYork. .S’tliampton. Aug 8
Ar at St John, Mi, July 27, *ch Rebecca W
Kensington. ....New York. .Antwerp
.Aug 8 Hud dell, Yarmouth.
Touraine.New Y'ork. Havre.Aug 9
Cld at Hillsboro. NB, July 25. sch Annie Bliss,
Mir MingheULNew York. Italy.Aug 9 Hoboken; 26lh. sch Ruth
Robinson, Newark.
Belleiuten... New York. .Montevideo Aug 11
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow-Aug 11
NEW l'OKU DIRECT LINE,
Campania .... New York..Liverpool. ..Aug 11
Liverpool... Aug 11
Vancouver.Montreal.
New Y'ork.. Hamburg ..Aug 11
Waldersee...
Labn.New York. .Bremen
Aug 14
Long Jelnnd Sound By Daylight.
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool... Aug 15
St Paul.New York .So’aniDton..Aug 15
3 T’-tlPS PER WEEKAracouia .New York. .Antwerp ...Aug 15
The steamships Horatio Hall and ManBrotagne.New Y’ork. .Havre.Aug 16
hattan
leave Franklin Wharf,
alternatively
Aug Victoria...New York.. Hamburg...Aug 16
luv/jumio,
biauUf
Auiujuwja ftUU lyttblUUaja
»UI1V.
...
.,AU^ IO
at
m. lor New York direct Returning, leave
6p.
Mesaba.New York. .London.Aug 18
Trave .New York. .Bremen.Aug 18 Pier 38. E, R., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturn
at 6 p. m.
Norman PrinceNew York. BuenosAy’s Aug 18 days
These steamers are superbly fitted and furDominion.Montreal. ..Liverpool ...Aug 25
nished for passenger travel and afford the mast
convenient and comfortable route
between
MI *N lit) its. AI.M a :VA<.JULY 28.
Portland and New York.
J. V. LlSCOMB.Uenerai Agent
Sunrises. 432lnit?h w»‘-r I am.. 12 00
w*"'r
TH08- M. BARTLETT, Agt
oowdt!
Sun sets.r7 8| mRl1
] pm...12 30
Length of days.. 14 361 Moon sets. 7 53

BBIBGTON & SAGO RIVER
RAILROAD CO.
IN

EFFECT,

JUNE

25,

1900

FOR

Brirlgton,

Han

rison,

North

Bridg.

ion, West Sebago, Soiiililtridgton, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. P. M, P. M.
Portland mg an.
8.50
1.05
5.50
Leave Brklgton Jimction, 10.08
2.28
7.15
Arrive Bridgton,
3.23
8.10
11.06
Arrive Harrison,
3.40
11.37
8,37
<L A. Bennett, Supt.
Je22dtf

Leave

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford, 6.45, 9.28, 10.05 a. in.. 1.60, 3.30, 4.05. 5.00,
6.05, 7.08 p. m. Rocliester and Way Stations,
B.20 p. ill.
D. J.

je27dtf

FLANDERS, G. P. &■ T. A.

